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Abstract

Many challenges have still to be overcome in order to establish a solid ground for

significant market penetration of fuel cell hydrogen vehicles. The development of an

effective solution for on-board hydrogen storage is one of the main technical tasks

that need to be tackled.

The present thesis deals with the development of a simulation tool to design and

compare different vehicular storage options with respect to targets based upon stor-

age and fueling efficiencies. The set targets represent performance improvements

with regard to the state-of-the-art technology and are separately defined for each

storage solution investigated in this work. Attention is given to solutions that involve

high-pressure solid-state and gas hydrogen storage with an integrated passive cooling

system. A set of libraries is implemented in the modeling platform to select among

different material compositions, kinetic equations, heat exchanger configurations and

to enable the tailoring of the analysis according to the user needs.

Reliable computational models are developed to describe hydriding and dehydrid-

ing reactions as well as melting and solidification processes that occur in the metal

hydride tank and novel compressed-hydrogen vessel respectively. For the former,

these models are used to quantify the main design parameter, being the critical metal

hydride thickness, for the tank/heat-exchanger system.

For the metal hydride tank, the tubular layout in a shell and tube configuration with 2

mm inner diameter tubes is found to achieve the desired refueling time of 3 min and

store a maximum of 3.1 kg of hydrogen in a 126 L tank. The dehydriding ability of this

solution is proven to withstand intense discharging conditions.

For the hydrogen gas tank, a novel design that includes a phase change material in

its inner volume. Heat transfer augmentation techniques (e.g. encapsulation) are

found to be the reward strategy to achieve the same stored mass and fueling time of

the standard technology, while enabling ambient temperature fueling and save the

energy cooling demand (4.2 MJ per fueling) at the refueling station.
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Resumé

For at skabe en solid base for et markedsgennembrud af brændselscellebiler er der sta-

digvæk en del udfordringer der skal overkommes. Udviklingen af en tank der effektivt

kan lagre brinten i køretøjet er en af de primære tekniske udfordringer som skal løses.

Denne afhandling beskæftiger sig med udviklingen af et simuleringsværktøj der kan

bruges til at sammenligne forskellige brintlagringsteknologier indenfor målene for

lagring- og fyldningseffektivitet. De fastsatte mål repræsenterer forbedring i ydelse i

forhold til den nyeste teknologi og de er forskelligt defineret for hver lagringstekno-

logi. Fokus er lagt på løsninger der indebærer brint lagret som højtryksgas og brint

bundet i fast stof, begge med et passivt kølesystem. I simuleringsværktøjet er der

implementeret flere biblioteker der gør det muligt at vælge materiale sammensætning,

varmeveksler konfiguration og design af analysen efter brugerens behov.

Pålidelige beregningsmodeller er udviklet for at beskrive absorptive og desorptive

reaktioner samt smeltning- og størkningsprocesserne der forekommer i metalhydrid-

tanke samt i højtryks brint tanke. Disse modeller er benyttet til at kvantificere det

primære design, metalhydridens tykkelse i forhold til tanken og varmeveksler syste-

met.

For tanken indeholdende metalhydrider kan det rørformede layout i en ”shell and

tube” konfiguration med 2 mm indvendig diameter af rørende opnå den ønskede

påfyldningstid på 3 min mens den maksimalt kan lagre 3.1 kg i en 126 L tank. Desorp-

tionen af denne løsning har vist sig at kunne modstå krævende afladningsforhold.

For tanke indeholdende brint ved højttryk er et nyt design med 5-mm faseskiftende

materiale i tankvæggen til passiv køling af brinten foreslået. Derved opnår tanken

samme mængde lagret gas som ved andre typer tanke og påfyldningstiden er indenfor

standarden. Ved at bruge et faseskiftende materiale i væggen kan for-kølingen af

brinten der normalt foregår på selve tankstationen elimineres. Derved spares 4.2 MJ

per påfyldning mod tankene der bruges i dag.
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FCEV Fuel cell electric vehicle

FVM Finite volume method
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HEX Heat exchanger

HPMH High pressure metal hydride

HPMHSS high-pressure metal hydride storage system

HTF Heat transfer fluid

HySDeP Hydrogen Storage Design Platform

j Positional index of discretized volumes

Kin. Kinetics
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MH Metal hydride
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αg Coefficient of thermal expansion, K-1

ΔH Enthalpy of reaction, J·mol-1
H2

ΔS Entropy of reaction, J·mol-1
H2·K-1

δ Critical metal hydride thickness, m or mm

ε Thermal effectiveness of heat transfer, %

γ1 Coefficient involved in the effective specific heat capacity calculation during
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σy Yield tensile strength, MPa
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1 Introduction

1.1 Outlook

Hydrogen worldwide production is not monitored, but was estimated to exceed 55

million metric tons in 2014 (11 millions metric tons only in the United States), includ-

ing both captive and merchant markets. The former represents 88% of the overall

produced volumes and consists in on-site production and utilization, whereas the

latter refers to the actual sale from the producer to the client, which occurs either by

establishing a local production plant at the customer site, or by delivering centrally

produced H2 through a dedicate infrastructure or in packs as cylinders [1].

Nowadays, 96% of the global production is derived from fossil fuels and principally

through steam methane reforming (SMR) of natural gas, which is the cheapest and

most common technology in use, whereas electrolysis and other renewable produc-

tion methods only represent a modest share [2–5].

More than 80% of the global demand is related to the refinery and chemical industries,

where H2 is produced for captive use and employed in cracking and de-sulphurization

processes of heavy hydrocarbons, as well as in the production of ammonia for fertiliz-

ers [6]. The other main uses of hydrogen include hydrogenation and iron reduction

in the food and steel industries. In the future, H2 could be used for a large variety of

applications ranging from power generation and combustion engines to fuel cells.

More stringent regulations on sulphur levels for refined fuels, together with a reduction

of light and sweet crude oils reservoirs, represent the key factors responsible for a

growing hydrogen demand in the recent years [7]. Market studies forecast captive

production to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 5.4%, whereas

merchant production is expected to increase at a CAGR of 9.6% for the period 2014-

2019. This would result in a value of $138.2 billion in 2019 for the global hydrogen
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generation market [8].

A significant boost in the growth of the hydrogen market is expected to occur after

2020, in view of its role in the forthcoming renewable transport sector. Assuming a

fast ramp-up of fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV) sales, predictions envisage that after

the introduction of the first 10000 FCEVs, a self-sustaining market can arise within

15 to 20 years [7]. This would result in a considerable expansion in H2 production

volumes to meet the increasing demand of the automotive industry, which has a

predicted potential share of 30% of the projected global fleet in 2050 (700 millions of

vehicles) [9].

Recent history has taught that most long-term market studies are based on the pre-

diction of a continuous technological progress that often has not found confirmation

in reality. Many challenges still have to be overcome to establish a solid pathway

towards a reliable hydrogen economy [10]. These involve inter-dependent economic,

political, social and technical aspects that can be summarized as cost reduction of

processes and components from production to utilization, public acceptance and

the development of effective solutions that achieve comparable performance with

the present technology. Technical challenges include mainly the production and

storage sectors, whereas for H2 distribution, the main barriers are related to the high

investment costs of a widespread infrastructure and the establishment of a profound

cooperation between car manufacturers, oil&gas companies and government [11–13].

The development of an effective on-board storage solution is often considered as one

of the most difficult tasks to tackle, in order to realize a fuel cell vehicle with a driving

range comparable with the current technology based on fossil fuels [14]. Indeed, H2

storage is made extremely challenging because of the low energy density by volume,

while, on the contrary, its high energy content by weight (nearly three times gasoline)

gives hope for automotive applications [15, 16].

Hydrogen storage technologies primarily differ in the form in which H2 is stored:

liquid, gas or solid-state form. The two latter offer more room for potential improve-

ments and are the matter of interest in the present thesis.
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1.2 Motivation

Interest on FCEVs has raised sharply at the end of the 20th century as fossil fuel

depletion, pollution and climate change became matters of increasing concerns in the

eyes of the public. The today's transport sector principally relies on fossil fuels which

represents more than 95% of its global energy supply. This sector is responsible for

an increase in the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from 23% to 27.6% in the period

2004-2011. Approximately 75% of this share is from road transportation [17–19]. In

this context, FCEVs have gained attention as a potential renewable solution to the

mobility service of today’s conventional cars at very low carbon emissions. With a 25%

share of fuel cell electric vehicles on the road by 2050 all cumulative transport-related

carbon emissions can decrease by up to 10% [7].

In the perspective of establishing a solid ground for a significant market penetration

of FCEVs, the on-board storage technology plays a key role. Hydrogen storage poses

major challenges as it implies the reduction of significant gas volumes (11 m3 per kg

at ambient conditions). The main methods available to enhance the storage capacity

are: (1) gas compression at high-pressure (in the order of 700 bar), (2) liquefaction

at cryogenic temperatures (around 21 K), (3) adsorption on high-surface materials

(below 100 K), (4) chemical bonding in ionic and covalent compounds (at ambient

pressure), (5) oxidation of reactive metals (e.g. Zn, Mg, Na, Li, Al) in contact with water

and (6) absorption in a host metallic structure. In this work only the technologies that

can enable charging/discharging characteristics and storage performance potentially

competitive within the current automotive industry are taken into account [20–22].

Hydrogen absorption in advance metal hydrides (MH) with reduced weight and high

equilibrium pressures was found to be of particular interest by the US Department

of Energy (DOE). The main reason was their capability to reversibly store hydrogen

in large quantities with increased safety and higher volumetric densities than other

storage options in gaseous and liquid phases [23–29]. Metal hydrides with high equilib-

rium pressures or high-pressure metal hydrides (HPMHs) present cold start capability

(even below 0°C) and fast kinetics for both absorption and desorption reactions [30–

32]. The other technology that is here investigated is compressed hydrogen gas (CHG)

storage systems. The relatively low filling times (approximately three minutes) and

weight, along with the simplicity of the tank construction and refueling process have

made this option the straightforward candidate for the first generation of commercial

FCEVs. An example of this is the Toyota Mirai [33]. CHG systems' storage performance

has already been topic of extensive industrial optimization, and the main focus of this

research is therefore on designs that can improve the energy efficiency of the refueling

process.
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1.3 Literature review

The state-of-the-art research for HPMH and CHG tanks is addressed in the following

sections with respect to the relevant aspects for this work. For the former, these include

tank and embedded heat management system design. For the latter, thermodynamics

and energy efficiency of the refueling process.

1.3.1 Hydrogen storage in metal hydrides: tank and heat exchanger

design

Hydrogen storage in metal hydrides is particularly attractive for the reversible charge

and discharge characteristics of the reactions and the large density per unit volume.

This can be seen in figure 1.1 which gives an immediate overview of the state-of-the-

art of storage technologies and the gap from the desired target. Solid-state hydrogen

absorption is capable to provide volume densities that are larger than liquid systems,

but at the expenses of low gravimetric densities (stored hydrogen mass per unit weight

of storage system). In the present work advanced hydrogen-absorbing alloys, in the

form of high-pressure metal hydrides, are investigated for their potential to reduce the

gap between actual storage performance and gasoline targets. Metal hydride storage
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Figure 1.1: Engineering phase of current storage technologies and targets. Adapted
from [15].
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systems (MHSS) present two main physical components. These are the heat man-

agement system for alternative cooling/heating of the hydride bed and the pressure

vessel, in which the absorbing alloy is contained. The rate at which the gas is absorbed

can easily be controlled by simultaneously lowering the system's temperature and

increasing the pressure, whereas the opposite is valid for the desorption process.

Therefore, the heat management system is the key component in a MHSS and its

design is crucial to effectively perform alternate cooling and heating of the hydride

bed in order to achieve reaction times of practical interest.

The selection of the solid-bed shape is the first step in the vessel/heat-exchanger

design process as discussed in Ref. [34]. Different on-board MH tanks have been

manufactured in the past years, but the basic configurations fall into the following cat-

egories: planar and cylindrical solid beds. Traditional bed geometries for low pressure

MHSSs correspond to those typically considered in various studies concerning MH

reactors for applications other than hydrogen storage [35–40]. For vessels subjected

to a significant internal pressure only shapes that allow a uniform distribution of the

stresses can be considered and therefore, the planar solution is not taken into account

in the current work.

Cylindrically shaped storage tanks have been widely studied and employed from

automobile companies since the beginning of the 20th Century. This is also a well-

known design for MH tanks as it enables high operating pressures and eases both the

insertion in the vehicle and radial heat and mass transfers in the solid bed, promoting

a uniform reaction pattern within the solid bed. Cylindrical vessels are divided in

chamber and tubular configurations. The former has been investigated for a large

variety of applications ranging from MHSSs to metal hydride heat pump (MHHP) and

compressor systems, whereas the latter has mainly been mainly topic of study for

hydrogen storage. The selection of the hydride bed geometry defines the actual heat

transfer configuration and therefore, the approach to the management system design.

In chamber tanks, the hydrogen-absorbing alloy is hosted in a cylindrical container of

considerable size and the heat exchanger module is conveniently integrated within

the solid bed. Porous metallic filters in a symmetric arrangement are typically used

to distribute the hydrogen gas evenly within the solid bed. This concept is shown in

Fig. 1.2.

Different heat-transfer integrated units have been investigated in the literature, rang-

ing from tube bundles [41–44] and spiral coils [45–48] to heat pipes [49–51]. The latter

solution has the advantage of sparing the external pumps for the circulation of the

heat transfer fluid .

Micro-channels have also been studied with the final aim to achieve relevant fueling
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times in compact systems [52].

H2 flow
Metal hydride

HTFin

HTFout

filter

Figure 1.2: Chamber tank concept with integrated heat exchanger.

Mori et al. from Toyota [53] designed a high-pressure metal hydride storage system

(HPMHSS) based on a Type III container, which is typically employed for hydrogen

storage at 350 bar in CHG systems. The standard structure was modified to allow for

the integration of the MH and the U-tube bundle, as the heat exchanger, in the tank.

Tests were performed on 45 L vessels, with different hydrogen-absorbing alloys. A

storage capacity of 80% of the saturation value was achieved in 5 min with Ti1.1CrMn

(H2 maximum capacity of 1.9% in mass base).

Garrison et al. [140] studied the effect of fin geometries on the storage performance

of a NaAlH4 tank. The comparison between transverse circular and longitudinal fins

showed that the latter should be preferred as they ease the compaction of the MH and

structurally support the tubes. Depending on the distribution of the cooling tubes,

the use of fins can significantly improve the heat transfer within the solid bed. Similar

conclusions have been drawn by Askri et al. [54].

Visaria et al. used the maximum MH thickness criterion (see Ref. [55]) to design a tank

with an integrated U-tube and optimize the fin layout [56–58]. In a following study

they compared this configuration with coiled-tube design [59, 60] with respect to the

storage and heat-transfer performance [61]. Lower fueling times were achieved for

the former solution, whereas the later improved the storage capacity.

Souahlia et al. [62] compared the performance between a finned centered tube over a

finned coiled heat exchanger. The latter provided higher absorption rates at any time

of the fueling process.

Mellouli et al. [63] developed a finned double-coiled tube with an external cooling
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jacket. This layout reduced the cooling time (referring to 90wt% of the maximum

hydrogen storage capacity) by 70% with respect to a bare single-coiled configuration.

Wang et al. [64] presented a 3D computational model to investigate the performance

of a LaNi5 tank with embedded helical-coil cooling tube coupled with aluminum foam.

They suggested a compromise between heat transfer enhancement and MH volume

reduction due to the insertion of Al foam.

Kikkinides et al. investigated the effect of coupled annular rings and internal cylindri-

cal tube for a LaNi5 tank [65]. This layout provided a decrease by 60% in the refueling

time with respect to 99% of the maximum hydrogen storage capacity. An extra reduc-

tion by 10% in the hydriding time was achieved by adding an external cooling jacket

in Ref. [66].

At the end, it appears that for the chamber tank configuration, it is not possible to

design a heat exchanger that provides sufficiently large heat transfer rates to realize

a uniform pattern of reaction and at the same time occupies a volume that does not

penalize much the storage capacity.

In tubular tanks the hydrogen-absorbing alloy is contained in the annular region

comprised between the central artery and the vessel wall. A porous sintered filter is

inserted in the center to radially distribute the hydrogen gas over the entire length of

the hydride bed. The heat transfer fluid (HTF) is typically circulated externally and

the heat is transferred through the wall thickness. This concept is shown in Fig. 1.3.

Metal hydride

H2 flow

HTF

HTF

Figure 1.3: Single module for tubular-shaped metal hydride tanks. External cooling.

Depending on the bed diameter, the integration of a heat exchanger can also be

realized. However, this solution generally presents lower storage and thermal perfor-

mance and has been less investigated [67].

The main advantage tubular designs is the possibility to achieve a desired MH ca-

pacity by arranging the modules in a tube bundle. In Ref. [68] Johnson et al. tested a

full-scale multi-tubular tank with NaAlH4 and demonstrated that this solution can be

succesfully designed to follow the automotive demand cycles. Historically, the first
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data available refers to the studies carried out in the late 1970s and early 1980s by

Billings Corp. and Daimler-Benz AG. In Ref. [69] tests on a hybrid gasoline/hydrogen

vehicle were performed with respect of a multi-tubular MHSS that coupled low and

high temperature hydrides, namely TiFe and MgNi2 respectively. That work proved

the potential of the technology and laid the foundations for future studies on MHSS

for vehicular applications. In more recent years, the research on MHHS has mainly

focused on the tube arrangement optimization to maximize the stored hydrogen mass

and enhance the reaction kinetics by realizing effective heat transfer [70–75].

Krokos et al. [71] employed a 3-D Cartesian model to explore the effect of several

uniform MH (LaNi5) tube arrangements and different fluid velocities on the hydriding

reaction. The tank was designed to allow 25 km driving range for a FCHV based on

Honda’s FCX Clarity. Main outcomes are that at constant MH total content, solutions

with a large number of small MH tubes are always preferable. This is due to a higher

external surface/volume ratio, which enhances the heat transfer as the more tubes are

added to the system and to the shorter heat transfer path through the solid bed.

Bhouri et al. [74] drew similar conclusions after developing the concept presented

in [34] as a finned three-module NaAlH4 tubular tank.

Raju and Kumar [143] studied another multi-tubular MHSS, where the hydrogen ab-

sorbing alloy is hosted in 81 bare tubes in a 9x9 rectangular arrangement with three

equally spaced baffles for mechanical support and HTF guidance. They pinpointed

that larger tube numbers and smaller clearances provide an enhanced absorption

rate, at the expense of a greater pressure drop.

Lozano et al. [47] carried out a total system weight minimization for a tubular tank of

specified volume with NaAlH4. Results showed that hydride compaction is the factor

that affects hydrogen capacity the most, and that an extended research on light MHs

is needed to meet the DOE targets on the gravimetric density.

Veerraju et al. have investigated MH tubes with elliptical cross sections. This solution

resulted in a more compact system with reduced pressure losses and non-uniform

hydrogen absorption within the solid bed [76, 77].

Finally, car manufacturers as Toyota, have recently investigated multi-tubular tanks

with high-pressure metal hydrides to enhance the kinetics and storage performance.

In Ref. [78] Komiya et al. moved from a previously adopted chamber layout [53] to a

multi-tubular configuration. The hydrogen-absorbing alloy (Ti1.1CrMn) was inserted

in a tube bundle of 10 to 40 finned aluminum cylinders that were filled with hydrogen

at 100-200 bar during tests. This design was capable to reduce the tank weight (from

225 kg to 207 kg) and external volume (from 95 to 83 L) while maintaining similar

performance (filling time of 5 min and storage capacity of 4.2-5 kg).

For a more comprehensive literature review on this argument the reader should refer

to the manuscript by Mazzucco et al. [79].
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1.3.2 Hydrogen storage in compressed tanks: heat transfer and fu-

eling analyses

Compressed hydrogen gas systems consist in the most widely adopted option for

the first engineering phase of FCEVs. In this regard, an important step was taken in

the 90's when strategic alliances were born within the automotive industry to push

forward the research on practical on-board storage solutions [80].

Research concerning on-board CHG systems is mainly limited to analyses on the

vessel's mechanical strength and life time [81–84], as well as on the thermodynam-

ics [81, 85–87] and heat transfer of the fueling process [88–92].

Dicken et al. [93] measured a maximum temperature difference of 6 °C in a Type III

tank during fueling at 350 bar by inserting 63 thermocouples in a distributed pattern.

The major role in the heat development was found to be due to the gas compression

rather than the Joule-Thompson effect.

Kim et al. [94] identified in the buoyancy effect the main reason for this non-uniform

vertical temperature distribution.

Zhao et al. [87, 95] investigated the temperature increase during charging via validated

numerical simulations and provided an empirical formula to estimate the peak tem-

perature that was observed at the opposite end of the hydrogen inlet. The maximum

temperature increase during refueling depends exponentially upon mass fueling rate,

whereas is inversely proportional to the initial tank pressure. The effect of the ambient

temperature was found to be modest.

Woodfield and Monde extensively investigated CHG storage systems through both

experimental and computational analyses. They provided and validated analytical

and numerical models to calculate the thermodynamics and heat transfer through the

walls of type III and IV tanks [89, 91, 96, 97]. The averaged local convection heat trans-

fer coefficient was found to vary locally between 150-500 W·m-2·K-1 during hydrogen

charging depending upon the nozzle type (e.g. advanced or straight design) [90, 92].

The experimental data was used to develop a heat transfer correlation for turbulent

flow that was expanded in further studies to account for the laminar refueling case [98].

The latter was characterized by combined natural and forced convection and resulted

in a deeper temperature stratification along the vertical axis with consequently higher

peak temperatures. For discharging the Daney's equation was proven to be valid for a

wide range of several Rayleigh numbers [92].

A less explored field of research considered energy optimization analyses of the refuel-

ing process.

Hosseini et al. [99] employed exergy analyses method to determine the efficiency of
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CHG storage systems. They demonstrated that higher initial pressures inside the tank

increase the exergy efficiency of the fueling process, but also result in lower dispensed

mass flow rates. At the end, no practical strategies were suggested for improving the

efficiency of the fueling process.

Ozsaban et al. [86] performed a parametric study on exergy analyses for a multi-stage

CHG storage system. Results showed the enhancement in the exergy efficiency when

multi-stage compression and storage systems are used in place of single-stage solu-

tions. Other outcomes were very similar to those presented in Ref. [99].

Rothuizen et al. developed a component modeling library for hydrogen refueling

stations and extensively investigated the optimization of cascade refueling through

energy and exergy analyses. They implemented the SAE fueling protocol [100, 101] to

model the refueling process, as it was first done by Maus et al. [102]. Cascade refueling

systems can reduce the the time required to complete a whole storage cycle at the

refueling station by 5% and the compression and cooling demands by 17% and 12%

respectively [103]. In further studies they provided details on strategies to maximize

the energy efficiency of the refueling process. The pressure losses of each specific

refueling station considerably influence the optimal pressures and volumes in the

cascade system. [104].

Finally, industrial research has recently mainly focused on the cost and size reduction

of standard Type IV tanks.

In Ref. [105] Yamashita et al. proposed a novel tank design to minimize weight and

size of the vessel. Cheaper composite carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) was

used to lower the cost of the storage system. This technology was integrated in the

Toyota Mirai FCEV (see Fig. 1.4), that was openly commercialized in California in

October 2015.

Figure 1.4: View of the high-pressure tanks. Toyota Mirai [106].
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1.4 Statement

The overall objective of this work is to develop a modeling platform in order to provide

a tool with which explore on-board H2 storage solutions that have the potential to

improve the state-of-the-art technology for immediate commercialisation purposes

rather than modeling a storage system that can reach the DOE targets [107]. The

impossibility of a MHSS to fulfill the DOE requirements was proven in Ref. [27] for

any material currently available. However, the recent commercialisation of FCEVs

has made clear that it is not necessary to achieve all the DOE targets to provide a

product that is attractive in the eyes of the public. In this regard, it is here assumed

that any relevant advancements in the present storage technology would ease the

market penetration of FCEVs in this first phase of commercialisation. The fields

of improvement that are here considered concern aspects that range from storage

capacity to refueling time and energy efficiency.

More precisely, the research aims to:

� Describe the physical behavior of the selected storage systems with respect

to thermodynamics, heat transfer, flow dynamics and chemical kinetics. The

computational model that describes the reactions in the solid bed should be

capable to integrate experimental data in real-time to account for the effect of

the instantaneous hydrogen content on the metal hydride thermal properties.

� Evaluate the performance of the storage system in terms of refueling time,

gravimetric and volumetric densities.

� Determine criteria and design strategies to solve present technology's bottle-

necks.

� Investigate the effect of passive cooling via thermal phase transitions in compart-

ments located within the tank and provide guidelines for further improvements.

� Develop a modeling platform for solid-state and gaseous H2 storage systems for

on-board applications. This platform must be user friendly, flexible and easily

extendable. In particular, it should be possible to select different H2-absorbing

alloys and heat exchanger configurations from an integrated library. The heat

exchangers must respect the design strategies previously identified.
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1.5 Outline

The thesis contains seven chapters and four appendixes:

Chapter 1 explains the background and motivation of this study and contains the

literature review, thesis statement and outline.

Chapter 2 presents the methodology and approach to the present research and sets

the performance targets as well as the design requirements for the relevant on-board

storage systems.

Chapter 3 investigates the physical phenomena that occur within the solid bed during

fueling via the results obtained with the developed numerical model. It presents the

criterion for the effective design of the tank system in respect of the set targets for

storage capacity and refueling time. The effect of the refueling conditions and material

properties on the design parameters is also discussed.

Chapter 4 contains the selection analysis for the heat exchanger system to be inte-

grated in the metal hydride bed and identifies the design configuration that provides

the greatest cooling performance.

Chapter 5 focuses on the proposed novel design for the CHG storage system with

an integrated phase change material and outlines the practical advantages with re-

spect to the state-of-the-art technology. Charging analyses are performed to evaluate

the system's behavior under practical operating conditions. A parametric study is

performed to determine the areas of improvements.

Chapter 6 describes the general layout and the details of the developed HySDeP

(Hydrogen Storage Design Platform) that comprises both the MH and CHG storage

tanks. Charging and discharging analyses for the tank/heat-exchanger system are

presented with attention to their limitations and benefits.

Chapter 7 pinpoints the main outcomes presented in this work along with the strate-

gies to follow for further improvements within the field.

Appendix A. Numerical model for hydrogen absorption/desorption in metal hydrides

and its validation.

Appendix B. Heat exchanger design: thermal models.

Appendix C. Computational model for heat transfer in phase-change-material tanks.

Appendix D. User library implemented in the developed modeling platform.
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2 Methods

2.1 Approach

This work deals with the development of a computational platform to design and

simulate on-board hydrogen storage systems. These are limited to: metal hydride

tanks and compressed hydrogen gas vessels. The present study is exclusively numeric

and does not include any experimental work. However, it is based on real data mea-

surements and the numerical models that describe the physics of hydrogen charging

and discharging are verified with the data available in the literature.

The design of the two storage systems aims to achieve some set targets that belong to

two different areas of performance.

For the metal hydride tank is of interest to build a storage system that can realize the

targets in terms of storage performance. These encompass aspects that are limited to:

hydrogen capacity, refueling time, compactness and weight.

For the CHG storage system, it is more meaningful to focus on the energy performance

of the refueling process as, due to to the nature of the storage mechanism, the only

practical way to increase the storage efficiency is compressing the gas to greater

pressures. The economic and fueling-reliability aspects that derive from an increased

energy performance are also taken into account. However, a detailed discussion on

such aspects is not possible because of the lack of relevant information available for

real systems.

This thesis is intended to be a compact and exhaustive summary of the work car-

ried out during the development of the present Ph.D. project. Therefore, only the

employed research procedure and main obtained findings are here discussed exten-

sively, whereas for details on the auxiliary topics involved in the analyses the Reader is

referred to the relevant cited literature.
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2.2 Modeling tools

The analyses are carried out by means of two commercial software: DymolaTM and

Matlab®.

DymolaTM is a front-end user-interface to Modelica®, which is a unified equation-

based object-oriented language for physical system modeling [108]. The language

is based upon true ordinary algebraic and differential equations that are solved on

the basis of a non-predefined causality approach (i.e. acasual relation). It can be

conveniently employed to simulate the dynamics of industrial multi-domain systems

as it maintains the physical structure of the real problem and enables graphical editing.

The component models can thus be represented graphically and used to build complex

system models. The hierarchical structure and inheritance constructs ease the reuse

of modeling knowledge which makes this language particularly helpful to build robust

exchangeable component libraries.

It is therefore selected as the main modeling tool and employed to design on-board

storage tank models that can be integrated in the compatible refueling station system

library presented in Ref. [109]. Details of the modeling procedure and features are

given in Ref. [110].

MATLAB® is a well-developed multi-paradigm numerical modeling environment and

a high-level programming language in which the equations are solved on the basis of

a pre-defined causality relation [111]. It enables graphical editing via the Simulink®

interface. The modeling approach is not topological [112], as it occurs in DymolaTM,

but represents generic data-flow that make it a suitable tool for modeling dynamic

controls. While other programming languages mostly work with numbers one at a

time, MATLAB® is designed to operate primarily on whole matrices and arrays. All

its variables, including strings, are defined in the form of multidimensional arrays.

It is mainly intended for numerical computation of steady-state systems and it is

therefore used in the present work to analyze the thermo-hydraulic performance of

different heat exchangers to select the most appropriate configuration for the present

application. In addition, it can be easily coupled with external algorithms and other

commercial software, makes available several plotting tools, mathematical functions

as well as optimization routines as built-in features.

The specific features of these software with respect to the analyses conducted here are

discussed in the relevant sections of this thesis.
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2.3 Methodology

The methodology applied in this work follows these steps:

1. Define the requirements for the materials that are employed in the storage

system. This phase consists in determining the relevant conditions that should

be satisfied by the H2-absorbing alloy and the phase change material in order to

be effectively employed in the MH tank and CHG system respectively.

2. Determine the hydrogen and heat-transfer-fluid supply strategies.

3. Set the requirements and targets for the two technologies under analysis. The

targets must represent performance enhancements for the state-of-the-art tech-

nologies. The compliance with the requirements is here intended as a broad

concept that includes manufacturers guidelines to ease the industrial produc-

tion, mechanical constraints that must be respected to build a practical system

and the compliance with the available refueling standards.

4. Determine relevant design criteria to realize a tank that achieves the targets and

meets the requirements.

5. Develop numerical models that describe the phenomena that occur inside the

tanks during charging and discharging and that can be employed to calculate

the relevant design parameters identified in step 4.

6. Build a thermal model to evaluate relevant heat exchanger configurations for

the MH tank and select the most appropriate layout according to cooling perfor-

mance and mechanical considerations.

7. Integrate the models in a structured modeling platform where it is possible to

simulate different layouts by selecting the main geometric parameters, materials,

heat exchanger configurations, media and modeling approaches via an user-

friendly interface. Such platform should be designed to be easily extendable in

the future and combined with the relevant existing libraries.

8. Simulate the proposed technologies and perform parametric studies to optimize

the performance of the two tank technologies during hydrogen charging and

discharging and propose strategies for further improvements.

Points 1 to 4 are discussed in Sections 2.4-2.7, whereas the further steps are examined

in detail in the pertinent chapters of the thesis.
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2.4 Material selection criteria

This section presents the selection criteria for the H2-absorbing alloy and the phase

change material.

2.4.1 Materials for hydrogen storage

In principle the ideal candidates to be employed as H2-absorbing alloy should possess

the following characteristics [113]:

i fast absorption and desorption kinetics (i.e. provide adequate mass flow rates

to realize relevant fueling times and proper operation of the fuel cell during

driving).

ii Capacity of releasing hydrogen at temperatures of practical interest (i.e. between

50-100°C) for an improved thermal match with the off-gases from the fuel cell.

iii Cold start capability.

iv Stable hydriding/dehydriding performance over repeated hydrogen charging/dis-

charging cycles.

v Small enthalpy of formation. This would result in a small heat generation per

unit mass during hydriding and low heating demand to desorb hydrogen.

vi No health, flammability and physical hazards. This includes spontaneous igni-

tion in contact with air or any oxydizers (i.e. pyrophoric nature).

vii Non aggressive toward the tank’s construction materials.

viii Reduced expansion during hydriding to reduce mechanical stresses.

ix Ability to absorb hydrogen at ambient temperature and pressures.

x Large thermal conductivity.

xi High storage capacity.

xii Low density.

xiii Low cost.

At present, no material can satisfy all the desirable requirements and therefore, in this

work, the fulfillment of requisites i-iv is chosen as the selection criterion for suitable

candidates.
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2.4.2 Phase change materials in CHG storage systems

In this study, we are primarily interested in selecting phase change materials whose

properties are suitable for absorbing the compression heat that occurs inside the tank

during hydrogen fueling in light-duty vehicles. The desired PCM's characteristics for

such an application include [114]:

i Low cost.

ii High latent heat.

iii No health, flammability and physical hazards.

iv Large thermal conductivity for both liquid and solid phase.

v Chemical stability and congruent phase change within the material.

vi Non-reactivity with the tank materials (e.g. corrosion) and with the air/H2

mixture.

vii Phase change must occur in the practical range of operation. This results in the

melting temperature range between 50-65°C to avoid spontaneous melting in

hot climates in absence of hydrogen refueling.

viii Low density (in order to limit the the extra weight added to the storage system)

and large specific heat capacity.

An essential aspect that is worth taking in consideration concerns point viii in the list

above. The PCM density directly affects the thermal capacity and the extra weight

inserted in the tank. A compromise exists between the desire to operate with very

dense materials that can store large quantities of heat and at the same time limit the

extra mass added to the storage system. The use of a low density material with large

specific heat capacity seems to provide an apparently simple solution to this challenge.

This aspect is typically of secondary importance for applications where there exist less

stringent requirements on the system weight, as for stationary storage, whereas it is

critical for on-board storage systems in light duty vehicles. Therefore, in Chapter 5 a

parametric analysis is carried out to assess the effect of the PCM density and specific

heat capacity on the storage performance of the CHG vessel.

A small review on phase change materials reveals that although it is difficult to identify

a single material that possesses all the desired characteristics, some material cate-

gories are more attractive than others for the application of interest.
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Hydrated salts seem to be promising candidates for absorbing the compression heat in

H2 vessels because of the large thermal capacities and relatively high thermal conduc-

tivities (0.5 W·m-1·K-1). They are also generally cheaper when compared to paraffin

waxes. However, the negative aspects concerning phase segregation and sub-cooling

make these materials not suitable for applications where the PCM must undergo

multiple phase-change cycles in a closed volume, as in the system of present interest..

The addition of thickening and nucleating agents as well as the extra water principle

are under investigation as possible solutions for these issues [115]. Unfortunately,

all these options have the drawback of reducing the conductivity and/or the energy

storage density of the compound [116]. In addition, their corrosive nature with metals

poses major challenges of compatibility with the tank materials and adequate con-

tainment measures as encapsulation are needed to prevent direct contact with the

vessel components.

Several studies that aimed at characterizing the thermal properties of fatty acids have

reported that these materials generally show low thermal conductivities and modest

latent heats, despite the wide range of melting temperatures [117–121]. Their poor

thermal properties have prevented their use in commercial systems and limited their

applications to property measurements in laboratories.

Among all the PCMs, paraffin waxes appear to be the most attractive materials to be

used in hydrogen storage tanks because of their suitable melting temperatures and

moderately high latent heats. They are also stable, chemically inert, non-toxic and

they experience congruent phase of change. However, pure paraffin waxes are very

expensive and it is only advisable to use commercial grade paraffins, which are mix-

tures of different hydrocarbons obtained from petroleum distillation. It follows that as

they are not pure substances, it is more appropriate to refer to a melting temperature

range rather than a single melting point to describe the phase change process. The

major drawback of these materials is their poor thermal conductivities (approximately

0.2 W·m-1·K-1), which limit their applications. Different technologies including the

addition of metallic fillers, finned tubes, metal and graphite matrix-structures have

been investigated with the final aim of augmenting the effective thermal conductiv-

ity [122]. The latter solution was proven to be very promising providing an increase in

the effective thermal conductivity from 0.24 W·m-1·K-1 up to 4-70 W·m-1·K-1 for a high

porous graphite matrix with 95wt% of paraffin [123].

At the end, for what above discussed, a paraffin wax is here selected as the most

promising candidate to be employed in the simulations.
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2.5 Tank fueling

All the refueling strategies considered in the literature and in practice stem from

two different approaches. The standard fueling procedure considers a stationary

station that provides hydrogen to the vehicle similarly to what occurs nowadays for

gasoline cars. The alternative approach consists in fueling the vehicle by replacing

entirely or partly (for multi-tubular configurations) the storage system with a full tank

element. The latter is a less explored concept that has been recently proposed in

the literature [124] and that provides the main benefits of very fast refuelings (in the

magnitude of tens of seconds for well automated systems), maximum charging ca-

pacity, recovery of the absorption-reaction heat at the fueling station. The challenges

include the development of a well automated vehicle/filling-station interface and a

profound standardization of the vessel system among car manufacturers, as discussed

in Ref. [79]. The concept is shown in Fig. 2.1.

Electrolysis
Vehicle

Tank 
exchange

Filled tanks

H2

Heat

H2O

Electricity

Empty tanks

Figure 2.1: Off-board charging of tank modules. Adapted from Ref. [124].

In this study, the off-board charging procedure is not taken into account and the anal-

ysis is based on the standard fueling approach, whose strategies for the heat transfer

fluid supply are discussed below.

2.5.1 Heat transfer fluid supply strategy

In a MH storage system, the heat transfer takes place between a heat transfer fluid

in liquid or gaseous form and a solid medium, i.e. the metal hydride. Heating and
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cooling can be performed by either using the same fluid in alternate operation, or

by employing two different fluids and heat management systems. More compact

designs can be realized when liquid HTFs are preferred over gaseous media, as liquid

cooled/heated tanks show greater reaction rates per unit size during both hydrogen

absorption/desorption [125]. For this reason, research has mostly focused on liquid

cooling/heating of vehicular MHSSs and less attention has been given to gaseous

media in forced convection [76, 77, 126–131]. As in this work, we are interested in

exploring MHSS solutions that can compete with the current technology in terms

of storage performance and thus, only the use of liquid media is considered. The

heating operation of the solid bed is only required for hydrogen desorption purposes

and hence occurs during driving. This means that the heating medium cannot be

provided by an external facility and must be available in the vehicle at any time during

operation. On the contrary, the cooling mode is performed during tank charging,

when there exists a physical connection between the refueling station and the vehicle.

The coolant can therefore be provided directly from the fueling facility, rather than

being stored on-board and circulated in a closed loop (as it is done in a gasoline car

to cool the engine). In the later case, a single heat management system switches

to alternatively perform cooling and heating. The heat absorbed from the tank is

dissipated to the ambient in a radiator system with an integrated fan, see Fig. 2.2.

HPMH tank

Flow-switching 
valves

Cooling
air

Fuel Cell

Pump

T

T

Refueling station

H2 gas
Temperature 
sensorcold

hot
Int. coolant

T

Figure 2.2: Concept of on-board coolant supply. Adapted from Ref. [15]

Volume and weigh savings can be achieved when the coolant is provided from an

external facility as the components that are required to dissipate the heat of reaction

can be located at the refueling station. Additional advantages are the ease of the stan-

dardization of the cooling conditions at the tank inlet (i.e. by controlling mass flow
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rate and temperature) and the possibility to recover the heat of reaction for processes

that take place at the refueling facility. For these reasons, the external supply strategy

is adopted in this work. Its concept is presented in Fig. 2.3.

Refueling station

HPMH tank

H2 gas

Flow-switching valves

Tank flow-
switching valves

Fuel Cell

Pump

Temperature 
sensor Tcold

hot

Int. coolant Ext. coolant

T

RefuelingDriving

Figure 2.3: Concept of off-board coolant supply.

The heat management system embedded in the solid bed is operated with the exter-

nal coolant (e.g. water or car antifreeze liquid) during hydrogen charging and then

switches to the heating function in driving mode.

2.6 Design requirements and targets

This section presents the design considerations and performance targets considered

in the development of this work to compare the results of the modeling platform.

2.6.1 Design requirements and targets for the MH storage tank

For all on-board storage systems, essential aspects involve compactness and weight.

These are especially important for light-duty applications, that stand apart from

heavy-duty vehicles for their stringent requirements on reduced volumes and masses.

Under these constraints, the design of an adequate vehicular MHSS is particularly

challenging because of the low gravimetric density and the required integration of a

heat management system which increases the inactive volume in the tank that is not

dedicated to hydrogen storage. Therefore, most research has focused on volume or

weight minimization of the tank system and often overlooked other essential aspects
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of the design process. A complete list of design requirements includes a variety

of aspects ranging from mechanical constraints and safety concerns to economic

considerations and the ease of manufacture. For the latter, it is worth considering the

car manufacturers practical guidelines [57]:

� Aluminum construction.

� 2D shape that enables cost-effective fabrications methods (e.g. extrusion).

� Well-known simple designs should be preferred (e.g single coolant U-tube).

Other than these design recommendations, the practical requirements are:

• The mechanical constraints must be respected at any moment of the design

process for all the components. This ensures that the designed system can be

effectively and continuously operated with limited practical issues (e.g. me-

chanical resistance, proper fluid circulation).

• Cylindrical design for the MH container. This enables the use of high-pressure

materials and eases the tank insertion in the vehicle.

• System design that ensures a uniform distribution of hydrogen during refueling

and a uniform pattern of absorption.

• Appropriate operational parameters (e.g. maximum fluid velocities to avoid

corrosion of the components).

• Reasonable pressure drops for the heat exchanger.

• Reduced overall weight.

Safety and cost-reduction analyses and a reliable evaluation of these issues are out

of the scope of the present thesis. However, the design process has been carried also

by taking into account these aspects. As discussed in Section 1.4, in this study we

consider performance objectives that represent an improvement of the present state-

of-the-art hydrogen storage technology [105, 132] for immediate market penetration,

rather than focusing on the achievement of the DOE targets [107]. In this perspective,

the performance goals for the MHSS are:

� Storage of at least 5 kg of hydrogen in 126 L (inner tank volume).
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� Fast charging of maximum 3 min.

No targets are set with respect to the system’s mass as, in absence of proper light

hydrogen-absorbing alloys, MHSSs cannot compete with the reduced weight of CHG

systems. However, as shown in the list of requirements, the system is designed with

attention to weigh minimization.

2.6.2 Design requirements and targets for the CHG storage tank

In principle, similar requirements to those identified for the MHSS must be respected

by the CHG tank. The present layout of commercialized hydrogen vessels is the result

of an extensive industrial research that has coped with safety, economic and mechan-

ical concerns. Therefore, as the analyses consider models of real storage vessels, it

is here assumed that the practical requirements for the CHG tank are automatically

satisfied and only the design considerations that concern the integration of the PCM

need to be addressed. The latter consist in:

• Convenient confinement of the phase change material to prevent any displace-

ments that might occur during phase change.

• Reduced volume of the PCM element.

• Limited weight addition to the tank due to the PCM insertion.

For the PCM-CHG system the performance targets, here considered, refer to the

efficiency of the fueling process, as discussed in Section 1.4.

� Absorb a significant portion of the heat of compression that develops inside the

tank during charging to maintain the wall temperature below 85°C. Realize at

least the same stored mass and as the state-of-the-art technology

� Realize hydrogen fueling at higher temperatures than what is done in practice

while achieving at least the same storage performance in terms of stored mass

and refueling time. Ideally, the system should be designed to realize hydrogen

charging at ambient conditions.

The above targets can be directly be translated in efficiency and economic benefits

after noticing that in actual systems the gas is cooled to -40°C prior to tank filling.

The possibility of passively absorbing large amounts of heat inside the tank can, in

principle, reduce the cooling demand at the refueling station, as well as the size and

cost of the heat transfer component.
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2.7 Design criteria for the on-board storage system

2.7.1 Design criteria for the MH storage tank

For most metal hydrides, the reaction rates of hydrogen absorption and desorption

are typically of comparable magnitude in terms of energy demand. It is therefore

assumed that a design that can satisfy the cooling demand during hydriding can as

well satisfy the heating demand during dehydriding. For this reason, the design of

the tank/heat-exchanger is based upon the critical MH thickness concept (i.e. δ)

presented in Ref. [55] for the hydriding process and shown in Fig. 2.4.

Coolant Adiabatic boundary

Cooling 
element

δ 

δ 

Metal hydride

wt%<90% at 3min

Figure 2.4: Critical metal hydride thickness principle.

It is defined as the maximum distance from the cooling surface at which the reaction is

completed below the desired filling time. The fulfillment of such criterion ensures that

a uniform pattern of absorption is achieved within the solid bed and that the entire

hydride mass completes the absorption process within the target fueling time. In this

study, a complete absorption is considered to be achieved at 90% of the MH saturation

value under a refueling time of 3 min. The value of δ depends on the cooling rate

and therefore, on the actual thermal resistances involved in the heat transfer process

within the solid bed.

Details of the procedure used to design tank/heat-exchanger systems are provided in

Chapter 3. In the same chapter the effect on the design of cooling conditions other

than the design point are taken into account by studying the variation of the maximum

MH thickness with respect to coolant mass flow rate and temperature. The effect of

packing density and material thermal properties that vary with the hydrogen content

and pressure will also be addressed.
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2.7.2 Design criteria for the CHG storage tank

The design of the CHG system is carried out in respect of the actual dimensions of

standard high-pressure hydrogen vessels. The thickness of the tank walls, subjected

to the internal pressure, is obtained from experimental data. Therefore, this work con-

siders the modeling of practical CHG systems as the starting point for modification.

In the novel tank design a layer of phase change material is inserted at the hydro-

gen/wall interface to absorb the heat of compression that develops during fueling.

A sensitivity study involving the main geometric parameters and material properties

is used to improve the thermal performance while minimizing the extra volume and

weight added to the standard CHG system.

Details of the novel tank design are given in Chapter 5.
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exchanger design

3.1 Introduction

An essential requisite for any practical metal hydride storage tanks is the accomplish-

ment of a complete charging in a short time. As mentioned in Section 2.7.1 the fueling

is considered to be complete when the material absorbs a hydrogen quantity equal

to 90% of its saturation value (w tmax). This particular value is chosen because of

the hydriding characteristics of the selected hydride. In the first part of the reaction

the thermal resistance plays a key role in preventing high absorption rates, whereas

when the process approaches the saturation value the hydriding is dominated by

the molecular-diffusion resistance. For most hydrides, this turning point occurs at

around 80%-90% of w tmax [78] and the reaction tends to the saturation value asymp-

totically. As a result, very large times are requested to complete the last portion of the

process. This means that for the application we are considering, the cooling function

is completed before the achievement of the equilibrium conditions.

The design of the heat management system needs to take into account this aspect

in order to perform effectively. This leads to a significant difference in the design

approach of the heat exchanger when compared to other heat transfer applications:

the system must be designed to be operated in transitory and not in steady-state

conditions. Therefore, it is not possible to identify an actual design point in the typical

meaning of the term. In this context, the design analysis is based on the dynamic

behavior of the storage system.

Sections 3.2 to 3.4 refer to a review of the main issues that are encountered, while

Section 3.5 presents the methodology. The results are discusses in Section 3.8.

As mentioned in the first chapter of this thesis, the results here reported refer to high-

pressure metal hydrides, but they are readily extendable to any other metal hydride
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system with caution, with a focus on the differences in pressure conditions. The main

operational difference is the high pressures that the MH container need to bear.

3.2 Heat transfer issues

Absorption in metal hydrides is an exothermic process which causes the solid bed

temperature to rise. The increase in temperature reduces the hydriding rate and

might lead to a thermally-limited reaction, in which the full potential of absorption

is not used. On the other hand, desorption is an endothermic process that requires

heat (and lowering the internal pressure) to take place. The thermal management

system integrated in the tank should thus realize two different functions: cooling

during hydriding and heating during dehydriding. Besides the technical challenge

of designing a heat exchanger for such a twofold objective, different heat transfer

issues can be identified. Their understanding is essential to properly model the

thermodynamics and kinetics of the reaction toward the effective design of the heat

exchanger. In the literature several studies have focused on the different aspects of this

topic [21, 133, 134] and a comprehensive review of such argument is out of the scope

of the present study. However, the main aspects that are related to the present design

effort are here reported to provide the Reader the necessary tools to fully comprehend

the challenge that is intended to be tackled.

The total heat transfer resistance from the bed to the heat transfer fluid can be typically

divided into three parts in series (when the radiation term is neglected): conduction

in the solid bed and in the tube wall, and convection in the heat transfer fluid. The

two latter are typically smaller by some orders of magnitude than the conduction in

the hydrogen-absorbing alloy. This is valid especially for the resistance of the tube

wall, which is often neglected in calculations [126]. When small hydrogen velocities

and low temperatures occur in the packed bed, the heat transfer is dominated by ther-

mal conduction, as in this case, both radiative and convective contributions can be

ignored [135–137]. An additional thermal resistance occurs at the interface between

the tube wall and the hydride as the irregular shape of the solid particles reduces the

contact surface available for heat transfer.

In order to improve the heat transfer in the bed, three possibilities can be identified

with respect to Fourier’s law of conduction: introducing a large temperature difference,

reducing the metal hydride thickness or enhancing the lowest thermal conductivity.

The first option consists in reducing the coolant temperature, which is easily achiev-

able when an external HTF-supply strategy is adopted (see for example Refs. [55, 138]).

The second has found large attention by a number of computational studies that

showed the validity of numerical simulations that combine reaction kinetics, heat
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transfer and thermodynamics to estimate the optimal bed size and configuration (e.g.

Refs. [37, 139–143]). Finally, the third option results in enhancing the effective thermal

conductivity of the hydride bed (kM H ), which is typically in the neighborhood of 1

W·m-1·K-1 [144, 145].

To enhance the effective thermal properties of the H2-absorbing alloy, two meth-

ods can be applied: inserting solid matrices or creating MH compacts. The former

comprises transversal or longitudinal fins [41, 146, 147] or more complex configura-

tions including wire-matrixes [148], multi-waved sheets [149] or corrugated helical

bands [150]. The insertion of metallic or carbon-fiber foams is another well-studied

technique [151–154]. Such foams are characterized by a large surface in reduced

volumes, low density (porosity above 90–95%), and favorable thermal properties.

Carbon-fiber was suggested to be used in foams as a substitute for common materi-

als as aluminum and copper [155]. They were found to provide less parasitic mass

and still adequate heat transfer enhancement [133]. The effect of aluminum foam's

amount in the MH bed on hydrogen storage efficiency was investigated via parametric

study in Ref. [64]. It was shown that coupling forced convection with aluminum foam

(10% of bed volume) maximizes hydrogen storage for LaNi5, with a filling time of

around 3 min which is a charging time of interest for vehicle application.

For a more comprehensive list of solid matrixes, the Reader is referred to the work

presented in Ref. [156].

The method of enhancing the heat transfer in the solid bed by compacting it with a

highly conductive material consists in firstly mixing the H2-absorbing alloy with a

binder material, as Al, Sn or with natural expanded graphite and then compacting

the obtained mixture by cold-pressing or sintering [157–160]. In some cases, a thin

film of copper clads the hydride particles before mixing [133]. Good structure stability

of metal hydride compacts was observed over thousands of hydriding/dehydriding

cycles in Refs. [64, 161] and allows achieving a considerable enhancement of the

heat exchange performance. At the end, it should be considered that the use of solid

matrixes or additives is a compromise between lowering the charging time and de-

creasing the amount of MH in the vessel, which results in a smaller hydrogen storage

capacity.

Other heat transfer issues that negatively affect heat transfer performance between the

solid bed and the HTF consists in heat losses by sensible heating (i.e. parasitic masses

in the tank components) and through the tank wall to the environment. However, their

influence is mainly limited to the heating process that is requested during dehydriding

and are often of small importance.
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3.3 Effect of pressure and hydrogen concentration on

the effective thermal properties

A major challenge is to predict the variation of the main MH thermal properties, i.e.

conductivity and specific heat capacity, during hydriding in order to build accurate

computational models. Research efforts have mostly focused on the first parameter

as the main thermal property that influences the heat transfer and the reaction rates.

The effective thermal conductivity depends on parameters such as packing density,

bed porosity and particle size, whose variation with hydrogen charging pressure and

absorption concentration is challenging to measure.

Many authors observed that similarly to what happens in conventional packed beds,

kM H is positively influenced by increasing pressures until its value flattens for large

pressure values [134, 162–166]. However, for many alloys the influence of pressure on

kM H is significant in the plateau region of hydrogen absorption and desorption. It is

thus not possible to decouple the influence of pressure from the effect of concentra-

tion in practical MHSSs. In order to differentiate these two effects, high-pressure He

is often used in place of H2, as it cannot be absorbed and presents a similar thermal

conductivity (approximately 0.8 times).

The effect of concentration is more complicated to assess and its significance varies

with the hydride composition. The contradictory results that can be found in the

literature are probably due to the different phenomena involved in the hydriding/de-

hydriding processes which have different importance according to the material con-

sidered. In Ref. [167] experiments on Mg hydride (with 2 wt% Ni) showed a decrease

in the kM H value as the hydrogen concentration increases, whereas in another experi-

ment on Mg hydrides, kM H was found to experience a maximum value at a defined

concentration. In Ref. [162] experiments suggested a linear relation between kM H and

hydrogen concentration for Ti1.5Mn, whereas no influence on the effective conductiv-

ity of TiFe0.85Mn0.15 could be attributed to the hydrogen concentration in Ref [168].

The analyses discussed in Section 3.8.5 refer to the experimental data of activated

Ti1.1CrMn powder presented by Flueckiger et al. in Ref. [169]. They measured kM H to

vary between 0.31 and 0.69 W·m-1·K-1 as a function of hydrogen pressure from 2.9 to

253 bar, whereas no significant dependency on hydrogen concentration was observed.

On the other hand, the effective specific capacity was found to be function solely of

the hydrogen concentration. For the latter, it was correlated to the fraction of reaction

completion (Fr c = w/wmax) and shown to vary between 500 and 1050 J·kg-1·K-1 from

0% to 90% with respect to wmax . More details on variable kM H and cM H are given in

Subsection 3.8.5 where the interpolated experimental data are presented.
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3.4 High-pressure metal hydride

High-pressure metal hydrides require repeated cycles of high-pressure cooling and

vacuum heating to reduce their particle size from about 100 μm to 10 μm and to

become able to absorb hydrogen. Such an activation process makes the material

ignite when in contact with an oxidizer (pyrophoric nature).

The analyses conducted in this study consider Ti1.1CrMn as the hydrogen-absorbing

alloy. Increasing attention has been given to this material for hydrogen storage applica-

tions because of its high capacity per unit volume (ca. 50 g/L) and cold start capability.

The dehydriding characteristics of this material have been investigated in Ref. [61]

and its ability to realize desorption rates of practical interest was demonstrated in

Ref. [170] where real driving cycle tests were successfully performed. Stability of stor-

age performance at repeated hydriding/dehydriding cycles and adequate desorption

rates even at -30°C were shown in Ref. [15].

The main drawbacks include its high density (crystalline density of 6200 kg·m-3) and

low gravimetric capacity (<2 wt%), which cause the system to be considerably heavier

than the majority of the other on-board storage options, especially CHG systems [30].

Furthermore, its low effective thermal conductivity limits the cooling performance of

the heat exchanger, reducing the absorption rates during hydrogen charging. However,

kM H values up to 10 W·m-1·K-1 have been obtained in compacts with Al [170].

The measured nominal thermal and kinetic properties of Ti1.1CrMn as well as the pack-

ing density here considered are given in Table 3.1 for hydriding [55] and in Appendix D

for dehydriding [61].

Table 3.1: Thermal, kinetic properties and packing characteristic of Ti1.1CrMn bed.

Property Value Unit Symbol

T
h

er
m

al Effective conductivity 1 W·m-1·K-1 kM H

Effective specific heat capacity 500 J·kg-1·K-1 cM H

Crystalline density 6200 kg·m-3 ρs

Packing density (φ=0.6) 2500 kg·m-3 ρM H

K
in

et
ic

Enthalpy of absorption -14390 J·mol-1
H2 ΔHab

Entropy of absorption -91.3 J·mol -1
H2·K-1 ΔSab

Activation energy (absorption) 20700 J·mol -1
H2 Ea

Activation rate (absorption) 150 s-1 Ca

Maximum H2 storage capacity 1.5 kgH2·kg-1
MH wmax
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3.5 Methodology

This study uses a generalized transient 1D model written in Modelica® language to

calculate the main heat exchanger design parameter under different cooling and

fueling conditions. The input parameters of the design process consist in the set

of cooling and refueling conditions, material properties and packing characteristic

described in this chapter. Energy and mass balances are combined with reaction

kinetics equations to build the mathematical framework, while Coolprop is used to

retrieve the hydrogen thermophysical properties during simulations [171, 172]. The

model allows the user to select different hydrogen-absorbing alloys (and respective

kinetic equations) in order to accurately describe the physics of absorption/desorption

reactions in any metal hydride system. However, in this chapter we only present

the results that refer to Ti1.1CrMn as it was found to be a suitable material for our

purpose according to the selection criteria and performance targets discussed in

Subsections 2.4.1 and 2.6.1 respectively. In addition, only the reaction and results that

are relevant to the heat exchanger design process are shown in the current chapter. It

follows that only the physics of the absorption reaction are discussed, whereas the

ability of the model to describe the hydrogen desorption is examined in Appendix A,

where the model details and its validation are reported.

The temperature profile and reaction rate at different locations are the main thermal

results and highlight the importance of the critical metal hydride thickness concept,

as the maximum distance from the cooling surface at which the reaction is completed

below the desired filling time (see Subsection 2.7.1). In this work, the reaction is

considered complete when the hydride bed achieves a hydrogen content equal to 90%

of the saturation value under a refueling time of 3 min.

The tank structure refers to a standard composite Type IV vessel that consists of two

layers: thermoplastic liner and CFRP layer. Simulations have shown that for the short

times of interest in this analysis, the tank walls approximately behave as a an adiabatic

surface. The effect of the tank walls can be related to that of an adiabatic surface due to

the poor thermal conductivities of the liner and CFRP, which lie in the neighborhood

of 0.66-1.17 W·m-1·K-1 [92].

The critical MH thickness for the Ti1.1CrMn bed is at first calculated with constant

thermal properties and then the influence of variable MH parameters is assessed

by including interpolated measured data of effective conductivity and specific heat

capacity with respect to hydrogen pressure and absorbed content. This analysis

provides valuable information on the degree of accuracy with which a constant-

parameter model can be used to evaluate the maximum MH thickness, which consists

in the main design parameter for the metal hydride storage tank.
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3.6 Cooling conditions

In this analysis the liquid coolant is assumed to be supplied from the refueling sta-

tion according to the HTF-supply strategy discussed in Subsection 2.5.1. Part of the

cooling system is implemented off-board, which results in smaller weight and volume

additions in the vehicle. In addition, this strategy enables to realize standard cooling

conditions by controlling coolant mass flow rate and temperature at the heat ex-

changer inlet. Moreover, it eases the recovery of the absorption heat, which increases

in turn the overall efficiency of the refueling facility.

The selection of the coolant properties has only a modest effect on the thermal perfor-

mance of the system, as the heat transfer is dominated by the conduction resistance

in the solid bed. For this reason, although the model allows choosing among different

coolant compositions, here only the results that refer to Dexcool®, which is a car

anti-freeze fluid, are presented.

At the mass flow rates of practical interest, required to achieve adequate cooling rates,

it is reasonable to assume that the increase in the coolant’s temperature between inlet

and outlet is small, as also shown further in Chapter 6 of the thesis. Simulations have

demonstrated that modest mass flow rates are sufficient to neglect the temperature

variation in the coolant during heat absorption. The results obtained with a constant

temperature model are consistent with the experimental data and the maximum

coolant temperature difference was found to vary between 0.5 and 1.5 °C between

inlet and outlet according to the test conditions [56, 57]. Therefore, the properties

of the coolant are not varied during the simulation and refer to the chosen cooling

temperature of 0°C.

These properties are reported in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Thermophysical properties of DexcoolTM at 0°C [170].

Property Value Unit Symbol

Thermal conductivity 0.415 W·m-1·K-1 kc

Specific heat capacity 3460 J·kg-1·K-1 cc

Kinematic viscosity 6.80·10-6 m2·s-1 νc

Density 1060 kg·m-3 ρc

The effect of coolant conditions, other than those presented in this section, on the

hydriding reaction and system’s design is presented in Subsection 3.8.4.
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3.7 System set-up and model nominal input data

For comparison purposes, the domain under study consists in the tank section shown

in Fig. 3.1. The heat exchanger is assumed to be a U-tube configuration or a tube bank

arrangement embedded in the solid bed. The coolant temperature is assumed to be

constant along the tube (see Section 3.6), and thus, only half of the domain can be

considered, as the center-line corresponds to an adiabatic boundary.

Metal hydride Contact resistance

Tube wall Coolant CFRP

Liner

y

x

Am
bient

Figure 3.1: 1D domain of the metal hydride bed.

Each location in the solid bed enters into contact with the hydrogen at the same time.

Such an assumption is not far from reality when the sintered filters for hydrogen

distribution are uniformly placed within the solid bed. Heat transfer is only permitted

along the x-axis, and the heat generated from the absorption reaction is removed by

the coolant that flows in the embedded tubes. The heat is transferred from the solid

bed to the coolant through the tube thickness and an additional thermal resistance

that is modeled to account for the non-perfect contact between the tubes and the

absorbing alloy.

The finite volume method (FVM) is used to discretize the domain along the x-axis with

a central-differential scheme and a discretization step of 1 mm. The discretization

concept is presented in Fig. 3.2 according to the thermal resistance-capacitance

approach and with respect to the center-line of the bed domain. The temperature

and hydriding conditions are calculated at different locations from the cooling tube

to determine the effect of the metal hydride thickness on the reaction completion.

The volumetric form of the model is parameterized to allow for comparisons with the
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Ambient

q’’’
Rth,cont + Rth,tube Coolant Rth,tank-wallMH MHRth,cont + Rth,tube

q’’’

q’’’

Figure 3.2: Discretization scheme.

results presented in Ref. [55]. However, the parameterization is limited to the infor-

mation available. For instance, a value of 2000 mm2·K·W-1 for the contact resistance

between the aluminum tubes and the MH is considered. The coolant mass flow rate

is adjusted in order to achieve the nominal average convection coefficient of 2500

W·m-2·K-1 according to the Nu correlations presented in Appendix A. In the present

study, a value of 45 L·min-1 per tube for the coolant flow rate is needed to provide

the target nominal convection coefficient. Such a value also allows to neglect the

temperature variation inside the cooling tubes [170].

A large porosity value (60%) that corresponds to a packing density of 2500 kg·m-3

for Ti1.1CrMn (see, Table 3.1) results from powder activation, which leads to small

particles sizes with sharp edges. This value ensures a moderate compaction that

diminishes the risk of further particle deformation during hydrogen absorption, but

increases the contact resistance. In addition, such a high porosity value allows for

hydride expansion with respect to an expected maximum volume increase of 23%

during hydriding and therefore, the strain effects that result from MH swelling are

assumed to be compensated [173]. For this reason, the mechanical stresses that tube

can experience during hydriding/dehydriding cycles are neglected in the model.

At time 0 of the refueling process, the hydride bed is assumed to be completely

dehydrided and in equilibrium with the ambient conditions. The tank is filled from

1.013 bar to the target refueling pressure (pr e f ) of 300 bar in 1 min. A well-distributed

system of embedded sintered filters is assumed, resulting in a uniform distribution

within the reacting bed. Under such an assumption, the only resistances that limit the

hydrogen absorption are due to the thermal masses, whereas the diffusion resistances

can be neglected. This hypothesis has been proven to well-describe the physical

behavior for the system of interest [56], as large porosity values and pressures result in

a negligible diffusion resistance through the particles.
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The complete set of nominal input data for the constant parameter model is listed in

Table 3.3.

Table 3.3: Set of nominal input data.

Domain Parameter Component/Value

P
h

ys
ic

al Solid bed Material Ti1.1CrMn
Porosity 60%

Tube
Material Aluminum alloy
Inner/outer diameters 20/22 mm

C
on

d
it

io
n

s Fueling
Refueling pressure 300 bar
Pressure ramp 300 bar/min

Cooling
Coolant type Dexcool®

Flow rate 45 L/min

Initial/Ambient
Temperature 293 K
Pressure 1.013 bar

The pressure ramp and target refueling pressure pr e f are shown in Fig. 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Pressure ramp and refueling pressure pr e f .
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3.8 Results

3.8.1 Physics of absorption

The hydriding/dehydriding reactions that take place in a metal hydride can be ex-

pressed by the following reversible relation:

M+ X

2
H2 ←−→ MHx +Q (3.1)

where M represents the metal, M Hx its hydrided form and Q the heat of reaction.

The direction in which the reaction occurs depend upon temperature and pressure

conditions.

The overall hydriding process is often divided into two steps, which correspond to

the formation of two hydride states: α-phase and β-phase, the later being the fully-

formed hydride. During charging, hydrogen diffuses from the particle surface trough

the β-phase to the phase-transition interface and forms additional β-phase hydride.

The opposite occurs during discharging and hydrogen recombines at the particle

surface to form H2 (i.e. hydrogen molecular form).

Hydrogen absorption is a complex phenomenon that requires appropriate thermody-

namic conditions and the accomplishment of a number of kinetic steps to be achieved.

For details the Reader is referred to the relevant literature (e.g. Refs. [20, 174]. Several

factors, of which the temperature and pressure are the essential ones, impact the reac-

tion kinetics and prevent reaching a thermodynamic equilibrium within a reasonable

time.

The difference between the equilibrium pressure of the hydride and the gas filling

pressure consists in the driving force of the hydriding reaction. By means of the Van’t

Hoff equation, it is possible to relate the equilibrium pressure peq with the exponential

form of reciprocal temperature:

peq = pamb ·e
ΔHab

RTM H
−ΔSab

R (3.2)

where pamb , TM H , R represent the ambient pressure, hydride temperature and uni-

versal gas constant respectively. According to Eq. 3.2, small variations in the hydride

temperature can significantly affect the equilibrium pressure and thus, the reaction

rates. As generally, the hydriding reaction is an exothermic process, heat is released

during hydrogen absorption, which results in a temperature increase and a conse-

quent reduction of the driving potential. The reaction reaches the equilibrium state

before the hydriding is completed. This condition refers to a thermally-limited reac-

tion and is reached when the cooling performance is not adequate.
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In Fig. 3.4 the temperature and the equilibrium pressure of the hydride at four equidis-

tant locations, that are representative of small and large bed thicknesses, are plotted

with respect to a maximum simulation time of 12 min, which leaves room for observ-

ing the relevant mechanisms for the analysis of interest.

Before the refueling takes place, the bed temperature is at 293 K and the tank pressure

is at 1.1013 bar. At these conditions the equilibrium pressure is 160 bar and there is

no driving force for the reaction to start. From the moment the refueling starts, the

coolant is provided from the external facility and the vessel pressure begins to rise.

The solid in contact with the tube is the first to experience the cooling effect and after

24 s its temperature decreases to nearly 280 K (Fig. 3.4a) and the equilibrium pressure

meets the charging pressure at approximately 125 bar (Fig. 3.4b). As the fueling pro-

ceeds, the filling pressure exceeds the equilibrium pressure triggering the absorption

reaction. A large amount of heat is released and only a part of it is dissipated by the

cooling fluid. As a consequence the solid temperature rises and so does its equilibrium

pressure, until the peak temperature of 302 K is reached. This condition corresponds

to the end of the pressurization. The heat generated is no longer sufficient to increase

the temperature of the hydride, which is rapidly cooled down, reaching 280 K at 720

s. Simulations show that, for the Mh at 0 mm, steady-state thermal conditions are

reached at around 2000 s, when the hydride approaches the coolant temperature.

Similar observations can be done for the solid that is located further from the cooling

surface. However, the larger is the distance from the tube and the longer it takes for

the solid to start reacting.

At 4 mm the reaction is triggered at 30 s, while at 8 and 12 mm the absorption process

does not start before 33 s and 35 s respectively. For the latter location, the thermal

resistance is too large to enable reasonable cooling rates in the first phase of pressur-

ization and, as a result, a small increase in temperature is observed due to the heat of

compression developed during tank filling. In general, the farther is the hydride from

the tube and the smaller is the realized heat removal, causing the solid to rapidly heat

up, reaching a maximum temperature of 322 and 326 K at 4 and 8 mm. At 12 mm it is

not possible to identify a well-pronounced peak and the temperature profile tends

to flatten in proximity of the system’s adiabatic (or equilibrium) temperature Tadi ab ,

as the reaction becomes thermally-limited. At this location, more than 5 min are

required to observe a significant temperature drop from the equilibrium conditions.

At the present refueling pressure, Tadi ab is around 328 K (i.e. 55 °C) for Ti1.1CrMn.

At the end, it should be noted that the temperature cannot increase above Tadiab, as

this temperature represents the thermal equilibrium condition at which the MH pres-

sure reaches peq . Therefore, no driving potential exists for hydriding, which causes

the reaction and, hence, heat generation to stop.
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Figure 3.4: Thermodynamic conditions at different locations from the cooling surface:
temperature (a); equilibrium pressure (b).
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In Fig. 3.5 the hydriding characteristic and the volumetric heat generation rate within

the MH bed complete the description of the phenomena that occur during tank filling.

In Fig. 3.5a the volumetric heat generation rate is presented. This takes into account

both the heat of pressurization and the reaction heat in the solid bed (see Appendix A).

The reaction heat is a function of the absorption rate while the heat of pressurization

is only function of the pressure ramp (and porosity), which is steady until the 300 bar

condition is reached. For this reason, the heat of generation starts at a value different

from zero and remains constant until the hydriding takes place.

It is possible to observe two maxima: an absolute and a local value. The former occurs

at the end of the pressurization regardless of the hydride distance from the cooling

surface. The highest value is around 3.73 MW·m-3 and corresponds to the solid in

contact with the tube. At this location, the hydride experiences significant cooling,

which rapidly decreases its temperature enabling fast hydriding and thus, large heat

generation rates. The peak decreases with the hydride thickness and remains nearly

constant for the solid at a distance beyond 8 mm, as at this location the reaction ap-

proaches the thermally-limited conditions (see Fig. 3.4). The large thermal resistance

prevents an effective heat removal and the temperature rises up to its adiabatic value

hindering the absorption reaction and therefore, the heat generation. At 12 mm the

peak is 1.88 MW·m-3, which corresponds to half of the heat generated at 0 mm.

The local maximum occurs whenever the hydride experiences a drop in temperature

that enables a larger driving force and thus, an increase in the reaction rate. It follows

that, the time at which this occurs increases with the thickness and thus, with the

bed’s thermal resistance. It can be observed that such a maximum is not present for

the solid at 0 mm, as the cooling rates are large enough to realize a rapid reaction that

achieves the saturation condition with no further possibility for heat generation.

Fig. 3.5b shows the variation of the hydrogen content in the metal hydride at the four

MH locations considered until now. The hydrogen content is expressed in its relative

form with respect to the hydride mass. According to Table 3.1 the maximum weigh

fraction of hydrogen that can be absorbed is 1.5 wt%. Fig. 3.5b should be read in

the light of what discussed above for the temperature profile, equilibrium pressure

and generated heat. From this figure it is immediate to notice that greater hydride

thicknesses correspond to larger times for the reaction to start and complete.

The solid at 0 mm undergoes significant heat removal and the reaction proceeds

rapidly until it reaches the saturation condition. No noticeable slowdown can be

attributed to neither the cooling performance nor the end of pressurization and the

reaction is kinetically-limited. A considerable reduction in the hydriding rates occurs

for thicknesses beyond 8 mm when the absorption process reaches the equilibrium

condition fast, as it was previously discussed.
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Figure 3.5: Thermo-kinetic conditions at different locations from the cooling surface:
heat generation rate (a); reaction rate (b).
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3.8.2 Calculation of the critical metal hydride thickness

With respect to the targets presented in Subsection 2.6.1, we aim at designing a

tank/heat-exchanger system that realizes 90% of the hydriding process in 3 min.

In order to do so, it is of interest to calculate the critical metal hydride thickness δ,

as the maximum distance from the cooling tube that achieves the target fraction of

reaction completion (Fr c ) within the desired time. Such a parameter is highlighted in

Fig. 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Maximum metal hydride thickness for Ti1.1CrMn; constant parameter
model.

In Fig. 3.6 it can be noticed that the storage system must be designed in the respect

of a critical MH thickness value of 1 mm to achieve the desired goals. For symmetry,

such a value corresponds to half of the thickness of the material between the cooling

elements between two cooling elements.

The figure is useful to understand the reason for the choice of the Fr c target value to

achieve fast refueling times, while ensuring a large stored hydrogen mass. A noticeable

delay occurs after 90% of the hydriding reaction, which takes more than 4 min to

reach the saturation condition. Such a relatively large time is due to the asymptotic

approach to the concentration limit. Therefore, the design of a MH storage system

that realizes 100% of the hydriding reaction would be unrealistic under practical filling

time requirements.
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The thickness values required to reach 80-90% of the reaction completion, at reason-

able fueling times, are reported in Fig. 3.7. This figure illustrates the relation between

the MH thickness and filling time, underlining the importance of this parameter when

designing practical storage systems. This figure helps further the understanding of

the importance of the MH thickness in the design of practical storage systems.
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Figure 3.7: Variation of MH thickness with refueling time for 90% or 80% of reaction
completion.

For the target Fr c of 90% the MH thickness varies between 1 and nearly 10 mm with

respect to fueling times of 3 and 10 min.

Larger thicknesses are allowed when the desired fraction of reaction completion is

reduced to 80%. More precisely the relative increment in the MH thickness varies

between 150% and approximately 10% in the considered time range and at 5 min

assumes a value of 30%.

Fig. 3.7 can also be used to estimate the variation in the fueling time for a given MH

thickness when Fr c values other than the target one are contemplated. The average

filling time decreases by approximately 1 min if the 80% condition is considered.

However, this implies that for a fixed tank size the amount of stored hydrogen is

reduced. Such a reduction accounts for 1.5 gH2·kg-1
MH or 7.5 kgH2·m-3

MH at the current

packing density and target Fr c value.
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3.8.3 Effect of fueling conditions

The effect of hydrogen charging pressure and pressure ramp on the hydriding rates is

known from the literature, e.g. Ref. [128].

As the absorption rate depends on the difference between supply pressure and equi-

librium pressure corresponding to the bed temperature, the hydriding process is

positively influenced by an increase of the maximum operating pressure. However, for

Ti1.1CrMn a large increase in the charging pressure is needed to significantly influence

the hydriding process, because of the logarithmic nature of the dependency between

absorption rates and pressure (see Appendix A).

Increased pressure ramps anticipate the time at which the reaction starts, as the posi-

tive pressure difference that consists in the process driving force occurs earlier.

The combined effect of pr e f and pr amp is shown in Fig 3.8. In such figure the x-axis

represents both the refueling pressure and the pressure ramp.
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Figure 3.8: Effect of pressure on the metal hydride thickness.

Fig 3.8 presents the combined effect of increased supply pressure and pressure ramp

on the critical metal hydride thickness. It can be observed that a considerable increase

in the charging pressure and pressure ramp is required to achieve a relevant augmen-

tation of δ when compared to the nominal fueling conditions. For instance, when

the refueling pressure and pressure ramp are increased by 200 bar and 200 bar·min-1

respectively, with regards to the nominal fueling conditions, the hydride thickness is

enlarged by 5 mm.

At the end, the choice of the operating pressure falls outside simple considerations
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upon absorption rates and other aspects must be considered. These include mechan-

ical limitations of the tank components (e.g. valves) and walls, as well as system’s

weight and cost.

3.8.4 Effect of cooling conditions, material properties and packing

characteristic

The influence of different fueling conditions and MH properties on the hydriding

reaction has been investigated for Ti1.1CrMn by Visaria et al. [55]. They found that

the filling time, and thus the MH thickness, are mostly dependent on the effective

thermal conductivity and coolant’s temperature, followed by the contact resistance. A

minimum threshold exists for the coolant’s flow rate to obtain adequate convection

coefficients, however, increases above this limit do not provide relevant benefits, as

the hydriding reaction is dominated by the thermal conduction resistance.

The effect of the packing density on the MH thickness is negligible and therefore,

its influence on the heat transfer is not accounted for in the present model (see

Appendix A). The effective MH conductivity is set to its constant nominal value, which

is independent of the porosity. In this context, the packing density only affects the

distribution of the storage volume between the solid material and hydrogen gas,

whereas its effect on the hydriding rate is not considered.

Higher packing densities provide greater masses of H2-absorbing alloy in a fixed

volume and thus, larger amounts of hydrogen are absorbed in the tank at a set time.

This is discussed in Chapter 6 where the proposed storage tank design is simulated

under different operating conditions. However, it is worth mentioning from now that

the choice of the optimal packing density is not trivial in practice, as several aspects

other than the augmentation of the theoretical stored mass of hydrogen should be

taken into account. In a practical system the goal is to achieve moderate hydride

compaction that reduces contact resistance and avoid particle deformation. On the

other hand, considerable compaction does not allow for adequate compensation of

the expansion/contraction forces that derive from hydrogen absorption/desorption

reactions and might result in significant mechanical stresses for the tank components.

3.8.5 Effect of variable thermal properties

The effect of material’s variable thermal properties on the MH critical thickness is

here addressed with respect to the values measured in Ref. [169], as discussed in

Section 3.3.

For the activated Ti1.1CrMn powder, kM H was measured to be 0.31 to 0.69 W·m-1·K-1
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as a function of hydrogen pressure from 2.9 to 253 bar, whereas no significant de-

pendency on hydrogen concentration was noticed. For this reason, the thermal

conductivity data are here interpolated as a function of the hydrogen charging pres-

sure, as presented in Fig. 3.9a.

The thermal conductivity increases with the pressure, probably due to the conduction

pathways in the gas phase, and a variation was observed in proximity of 170 bar,

where kM H reached its maximum value in the measured interval. Such a variation

falls within the measurement uncertainty and is accounted for in the interpolated

data, as its influence in the overall model results is negligible. At the end, it should

be mentioned that the measurements were carried out at constant temperature and

at lower packing densities than what is considered in this study. Despite these obser-

vations, only the effect on δ that can be addressed to the variable parameters, which

have been experimentally measured, is investigated and kM H is assumed not to be

influenced by temperature and bed porosity in the current analysis.

The measured specific heat capacity experienced a dramatic increase, up to 1050

J·kg-1·K-1, at a charging pressure of approximately 170 bar, as a result of the transition

to the β–phase structure and resulting phonon transport at the hydrogen occupied

interstitials of the MH lattice. By relating the charging pressure and temperature to

the hydrogen absorption, it was observed that such an abrupt increase is a function of

the fraction of reaction completion. For this reason, cM H data are interpolated as a

function of the Fr c variable, as shown in Fig. 3.9b.

Measurements for kM H and cM H generally showed lower and greater values, respec-

tively, than in the nominal case. As a result, the temperature in the solid bed increases

for the combination of larger thermal resistances and inertia, which are attributed to

the reduction in the conductivity and increase in the heat capacity respectively. This

is discussed in detail in Ref. [175] where the effect of the thermal properties on the

heat transfer and hydriding condition is addressed.

In Fig. 3.10 the influence of variable thermal properties on the fraction of reaction

completion is compared with the result obtained with the constant-parameter model.

When variable parameters are considered, higher temperatures occur before and after

pressurization. In the light of Figs. 3.9a and 3.9b, a lower thermal conductivity is

experienced in the solid bed at the beginning of the hydrogen charging, when the

absorption reaction has yet to start and the heat capacity is constant and equal to its

nominal value.

The influence of temperature on the reaction rate depends on the total thermal resis-

tance between the solid powder and the coolant. At locations near the cooling surface,

the reaction is kinetically-limited and an increase of a few degrees in temperature

does not considerably affect the reaction rate, as the total thermal resistance is low
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Figure 3.9: Interpolated experimental data: MH effective thermal conductivity (a);
MH effective specific heat capacity (b).
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Chapter 3. Dynamic analysis toward the heat exchanger design

enough to enable large cooling rates. As a result, the value of the previously-calculated

δ remains unchanged. On the contrary, at distances further from the cooling surface

the reaction is thermally-limited and the increase in both the thermal inertia and

resistance delays the absorption process. As a consequence, the new Fr c curves shift

toward longer filling times.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of variable thermal properties on the hydriding rates and MH
critical thickness.

The delay in the absorption process when variable thermal properties are considered

has to be attributed mainly to the lower values of thermal conductivity. This was

demonstrated in Ref. [175]. The main reason is that cM H varies with Fr c more rapidly

at locations near the cooling surface, where the metal hydride experiences intensive

cooling rates and is dominated by kinetics. Indeed, the significant variation in the

heat capacity that occurs between 50% and 100% of absorption process (see Fig. 3.9b)

is realized at shorter times for the powder in proximity to the cooling tube, where the

temperature drops at a faster rate despite the increase in thermal inertia. As a result,

its effect on the reaction rate is negligible. On the contrary, at larger distances, the

large total thermal resistance strongly reduces the cooling rates, preventing the solid

from achieving reaction rates sufficiently high to trigger a significant variation in the

cM H value.
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3.9 Conclusion

The results of the developed model are used to describe the physics of the absorption

reaction in a MH bed. The findings confirm that an effective removal is essential to

achieve hydriding rates and fueling times of practical interest.

The model can be employed to calculate the critical metal hydride thickness δ, which

is the key parameter involved in the effective design of the hydrogen storage system.

A value of 1 mm for δ is found to achieve the target fraction of reaction completion

(i.e. 90% of the saturation value) at the desired fueling time of 3 min. This value

corresponds to half of the distance between two cooling elements.

The influence of various material parameters and operating conditions is addressed

with respect to the critical MH hydride thickness. Among these the coolant tempera-

ture and MH effective thermal conductivity affect the most the design of the system.

When it is possible, increasing the supply pressure can be another reward strategy to

increase the hydriding rates and thus, operate at larger hydride thicknesses.

The implementation of measured data for kM H and cM H dependencies upon supply

pressure and hydrogen content shows that the use of a constant parameter model is

sufficiently accurate to predict the critical metal hydride thickness for the performance

of interest. Their effect on the hydriding rates is negligible for the solid in proximity of

the cooling surface. It cannot be neglected for further distances, when the reaction

is thermally-limited, and a reduction in the thermal conductivity from the nominal

value significantly delays the absorption process.
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4 Selection and design of the heat ex-
changer configuration

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the outcomes of a study on the heat exchanger selection for a metal

hydride heat pump (MHHP) [176] are generalized and applied to a hydrogen MHSS.

The study employs the calculation of the heat transfer effectiveness and pressure drops

as the performance tool to realize a first evaluation of the three tank/heat-exchanger

candidates. The capacity of each candidate to effectively perform the desired function

is addressed by estimating the physical dimensions that provide reaction times of

practical interest for the heat pump absorption stage. The final selection of the system

is done by accounting for both the thermal performance and the reaction time with

the final goal to fulfill the desired targets in respect of the mechanical and operating

requirements identified in Section 4.3.

In this chapter, our only interest is to present the results of the MHHP study relevant

to hydrogen storage systems. Therefore, the outcomes that solely refer to MH thermal

systems and the description of the related computational models are reported in

Appendix B. These include comparisons among different heat transfer correlations

and their effect on the thermal performance, sensitivity analysis on the realized

heat transfer effectiveness with respect to fluid properties and system geometry, and

optimization of the selected design for the MHHP.

In Section 4.2 we describe the design approach applied to obtain the results presented

in this chapter, whereas the limitations of the study are reported in Appendix B.

The investigated system layouts are detailed in Section 4.3, while the relevant results

of the study are given in Section 4.4. The conclusions that are pertinent to MHSSs are

then generalized to select the most promising heat exchanger for a hydrogen storage

application.
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Chapter 4. Selection and design of the heat exchanger configuration

4.2 Methodology

A general approach is established for application to systems regardless of the proper-

ties of the particular hydrides chosen. The heat transfer effectiveness is investigated

according to the following assumptions:

• The heat transfer process is carried out under steady-state conditions.

• The hydrogen absorbing process is modeled as ideal.

• The thermo-physical properties of the heat transfer fluid are kept constant

during the simulation.

The design assumes time-independent conditions and the heat exchanger system is

modeled in steady-state conditions. This assumption is reasonable as the present

study focuses on thermally limited hydride reactions for long-cycle metal hydride

heat pumps, and thus, the majority of the operation is, in practice, in a quasi-steady

condition. For such an application, it is desirable to maintain the HTF at an elevated

temperature during each stage of the cycle and realize sustained HTF heating during

hydriding rather than rapid hydride cooling as requested for vehicular storage appli-

cations. Therefore, the rapid reaction kinetics that occurs between cycle changes and

the design aspects related to it are neglected in the MHHP study. As discussed in the

conclusions of the present chapter, the difference in the operation objective between

MHHPs and MHSSs leads to the selection of different suitable designs.

In the MHHP considered here, the pressure is held constant during hydrogen ab-

sorption and the cooling rates are sufficiently high to sustain the thermally-limited

reaction, but not large enough to rapidly cool the MH. Therefore, the MH temperature

rises at the beginning of hydriding when the solid bed experiences fast kinetics and

then remains approximately constant (around the equilibrium temperature) for a long

time, as the absorption reaction proceeds slowly. Only the nearly isothermal portion

of the hydriding characteristic is considered for the heat exchanger design.

With respect to an entire heat pump cycle, the heat management system must be

designed to fulfill the energy demand at any stage, including the cooling and heating

of the solid bed during hydriding and dehydriding, respectively.

For most metal hydrides, the hydrogen absorption and desorption reaction rates are

usually of comparable magnitude in terms of energy demand. It is therefore assumed

that the heat exchanger solution that can fulfill the cooling demand during hydriding

can easily satisfy the energy demand of dehydriding. For this reason, the present

analysis is focused on the hydrogen absorption process.

For thermal design, assuming an idealized hydriding reaction, the absorption process
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can be seen as a pure-substance-condensation problem in which the heat source

evolves isothermally. This means that, for any metal hydride, it is possible to identify a

constant temperature at which to consider the absorption reaction. This assumption

better approximates the behavior of rapidly reacting hydrides, for which the major-

ity of the reaction occurs at the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature. On the

opposite, for slowly reacting hydrides the disparity between the assumed constant

absorption temperature and its actual value at any moment of the hydriding reaction

would be more marked. As this study focuses on long-cycle MHHPs, fast reacting ma-

terials are to be preferred and therefore, this assumption well describes the practical

operation of the system [130].

The general design approach employed in the present work is based on the effective-

ness expression defined in Appendix B. Such an approach is independent from the

specific hydride used. It follows that the inlet and outlet HTF temperature can thus

not be precisely determined, and the thermo-physical properties are then estimated

at ambient temperature. This assumption is realistic for the end application of heating

water, as the minimum temperature at which the liquid is fed to the heat exchanger is

generally close to the ambient temperature (20 °C in the current analysis). To avoid

steam generation inside the tubes the maximum outlet temperature is limited by the

boiling point of water. For this reason, it can be assumed that the outlet temperature

will not exceed 90 °C at atmospheric pressure. As a result, the mean thermo-physical

properties used herein are evaluated at an average temperature of 55 °C.

The effect of thermo-physical properties on the results is addressed in the sensitivity

analysis section presented in Appendix B; they are varied over a wide range of values

encompassing the cases of average temperatures other than 20 °C and the case of

alternative heat transfer mediums.

4.3 Configurations

The vessel containing the absorbing alloy is here considered cylindrical to allow for

a uniform distribution of the mechanical stresses that result from hydrogen pressur-

ization. Under such a constraint, the vessel/heat-exchanger designs chosen for the

analysis are based on a shell-and-tube layout, a common heat exchanger configura-

tion.

Three shell-and-tube configurations are considered in this work, named as HEX1,

HEX2, and HEX3. In configuration HEX1, the coolant flows inside tubes which are

surrounded by metal hydride. In HEX2, the metal hydride is packed inside the in-

ner tubes and the coolant flows parallel to the tube. This represents a tube-in-tube

configuration where the hydrogen-absorbing alloy occupies the volume in the inner

tubes and the coolant flows in the annular region comprised between inner and outer
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Chapter 4. Selection and design of the heat exchanger configuration

tubes. Finally, in HEX3, the metal hydride is packed inside the tube and the coolant

circulates in the shell in a combined cross-parallel flow over the tube bank. These

arrangements are shown in Fig. 4.1 .

HTF out

HTF in

HTF

D
oD
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MH

Adiabatic

(a)

HTF out

HTF in

MH

Tube

MH

D i

HTF

O
D

(b)

Figure 4.1: Longitudinal system’s section and tubes’ transversal sections for: HEX1,
HEX2 with external adiabatic boundary (a) and HEX3 (b)

When compared to HEX1 and HEX2, HEX3 configuration presents a mirror arrange-

ment of the solid and fluid domains as shown in Fig. 4.1c, where its longitudinal

section and tubes’ transversal section are presented. The MH bed consists of single

modules and the heat is transferred through the tube thickness to the HTF that flows

over the tube bank in a combined cross-parallel flow. The flow-path depends upon the

geometry of the tube bank, e.g. inclination angle and baffle arrangement. On the other

hand, for HEX1 and HEX2, it is assumed that each tube represents a stand-alone heat

transfer module and that the number of tubes only affects the overall heat transferred

and not the flow conditions or heat transfer characteristics.

Under the assumption of employing water as the HTF, the velocity interval identified

in Table 4.1 (i.e. 1 � v � 2.5 m/s) is used as the optimum velocity range, since water

velocities below 1 m/s can lead to deposit formation, while velocities above 2.5 m/s

increase corrosion for most common aluminum/copper alloys and contribute to tube
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vibrations [177]. However, it should be noted that lower minimum velocities are prac-

ticable when de-mineralized water is used and velocities around 0.8 m/s are often

used in practice.

Table 4.1: List of performance, design and operative requirements for the MHHP
system.

Performance, design and operative requirements

• HTF heating realized at the target effectiveness: ε = 0.95.
• Fulfill the MH cooling demand.
• Modest pumping power (i.e. pressure drops).
• Practical sizes (smallest tube diameter 2 mm).
• Safe and continuous operation (i.e. avoid issues as corrosion;
limit deposits and vibrations): 1 � v � 2.5 m/s; B = (20–60)%·Ds
and PR=1.25-1.5 [177].

In Table 4.1, v is the HTF velocity, B is the relative baffle space expressed as percentage

of the inner shell diameter Ds and PR is the pitch to tube-diameter ratio. It can be

noticed that the lower limit of the range defined for practical tube sizes corresponds

to the inner tube diameter estimated in Section 3.8.2 according to the δ-criterion.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Thermal efficiency and pressure drops

The thermal model presented in Appendix B is used to compute the heat exchanger

effectiveness and pressure drops for each layout. The two main variables considered

for each design are the tube diameter and coolant flow rate. For HEX1 and HEX2 we

consider diameters up to 10 mm; for larger tube sizes the performance assumes very

low values that are not of interest for this design. For the same reason, the maximum

tube size considered for HEX3 is 40 mm. For all the heat exchangers, the flow velocity

is limited to 5 m/s. In Figs. 4.2-4.4 the effectiveness ε and pressure drop over such a

range of values are presented.

For HEX1 and HEX2 the diameter considered is the tube hydraulic diameter, Dh , while

for HEX3, the outer tube diameter OD is considered as the characteristic length. The

dashed lines in the figures show the boundaries between laminar, transitional, and

turbulent flow.

Fig. 4.2a shows the different regions for the three flow regimes the system is operat-
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Chapter 4. Selection and design of the heat exchanger configuration

ing in. The highest effectiveness, above 0.9, are where the small hydraulic diameter

ensures high heat transfer coefficients regardless of the flow velocity; for this layout

the hydraulic diameter is the cooling tube inner diameter. As expected, the combi-

nation of low velocities and small diameters provides the greatest ε-values, requiring

the system to be designed for the size typical of mini-tube heat exchangers. With

the limitation that the coolant velocity remains between 1 m/s and 2.5 m/s to avoid

deposits and prevent corrosion in the aluminum tubes, it is not possible to achieve

an effectiveness of 0.9 for diameters greater than 2 mm. For velocities in this range,

the transition regime, shown between the black dashed lines, provides the highest

practical efficiencies (excluding the region where Dh →0). However, it is generally

not recommended to operate the system in the transition regime because the sudden

fluctuations from laminar to turbulent flow cause the thermal performance to be

discontinuous.

A maximum effectiveness of 0.8 can be obtained in the turbulent regime at velocities of

around 4.5-5 m/s, while lower ε-values, i.e. 0.25-0.6, can be achieved in the optimum

velocity range and for diameters greater than 4 mm.

The pressure drop shown in Fig. 4.2b indicates regions where pumping power may

become too large to be practical. At 1.75 m/s, the maximum loss is approximately 2

bar for practical diameters and the minimum loss is approximately 0.04 bar for Dh

= 10 mm. It is important to note that these values refer to the overall system and

are independent of the total number of tubes as these are connected in a parallel

arrangement (see Fig. 4.1a). The diagonal red lines represent a region where the calcu-

lated pressure drop exceeds 15 bar, value selected for ease of reading. For velocities

below the optimal range considered in this study, pressure drops measurements are

available for HEX1 for an inner tube diameter of 4.57 mm in Ref. [178].
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Figure 4.2: Effectiveness map (a); distributed pressure drops (b) for Ltot = 1 m -HEX1
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Fig. 4.3 shows the results of the performance analysis for HEX2. This layout provides

generally lower performance than HEX1 for all regimes, and effectiveness values

above 0.8 are only possible at significantly small hydraulic diameters (<1 mm) and/or

velocities (<0.2 m/s). For any given velocity, the effectiveness of heat transfer decreases

from laminar to turbulent regions; in the latter it is not possible to achieve ε-values

above 0.45. In the optimum velocity range, the transition to turbulent flow conditions

occurs for a hydraulic diameter between 4 mm and 10 mm. With respect to the

pressure drop analysis, conclusions similar to those discussed for HEX1 can be drawn

for HEX2 and the main outcomes identified from Fig. 4.2b are also valid for Fig. 4.3b.

For HEX2, operation in the laminar region is generally not advisable; the ε-regions are

much narrower than for the other regimes, making it difficult to operate the system

continuously at a selected effectiveness value.
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Figure 4.3: Effectiveness map (a); distributed pressure drops (b) for Ltot = 1 m -HEX2

From Fig. 4.4a, it is apparent that HEX3 provides the greatest performance of the three

candidates. Unlike the two other designs, the effectiveness varies significantly for

tube diameters larger than 10 mm and for this reason, the analysis is extended beyond

such a value and up to tube sizes that correspond to poor performance.

No noticeable change in shapes of the ε-regions is observed since the transition from

laminar to turbulent flow conditions is smooth due to the use of a modified version of

the Bell-Delaware method [179].

Effectiveness values close to or above 0.9 can be obtained for a wide range of tube

diameters and fluid velocities.

Considering the requirements listed in Table 4.1 for the optimum velocity range and

practical tube diameters (i.e. >2 mm), the system can operate in the turbulent regime

where the accuracy of the heat transfer correlations is higher and the fluid flow condi-

tions are stable. For a given velocity the pressure drops in HEX3 are greater than in
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Figure 4.4: Effectiveness map (a); distributed pressure drops (b) for Ltot = 1 m -HEX3

HEX1 and HEX2 for any values of the characteristic length. As the equation employed

(i.e. Kern method) is only valid for 400<Re<106 [179], the results under the dashed

line in Fig. 4.4b are not shown. However, such a limitation does not affect the main

conclusions that can be drawn for HEX3, as it refers to a region with non-practical

tube sizes and/or very small velocities.

Reasonable values can be obtained for outer diameters above 9 mm where the effec-

tiveness reaches values around 0.9. For instance, a loss of 0.7 bar can be achieved at

vo,m for Di =10 mm.

As mentioned before, the use of de-mineralized water can allow the operation at

low velocities with reduced risks of deposit formation, moving the operational point

towards lower pressure drops. However, unlike the other heat exchangers, high per-

formance values and reasonable pressure losses for HEX3 can be achieved in the

turbulent regime within the optimum velocity range. Therefore, there is no need to

operate with demineralized water and low velocities to gain a modest performance

enhancement.

As the sensitivity analysis presented in Appendix B shows, a reliable way to enhance the

effectiveness for any configuration is to increase the heat transfer area by increasing

the total length of the tubes from the base case reported here (Ltot =1 m).
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4.4.2 Heat demand analysis and hydrogen-absorption time

The calculation of the time of reaction completion for each heat exchanger is used

to identify the operational regions that provide practical reaction times and heat

exchanger designs which fulfill the hydride cooling demand and ensure a continuous

exothermic reaction. Although the description reported below refers to the MH heat

pump, the main outcomes of the analysis are used at the end of this chapter to select

the most promising heat exchanger configuration for a vehicular hydrogen storage

application.

Even when high pressure systems are considered, the heat of compression developed

in the tank is typically modest (c.a. 10%) when compared to the heat generated in

the solid bed (see Section 3.8, Fig. 3.5a) and therefore is neglected in the present

analysis. Under this assumption, the total heat that must be removed from the solid

bed coincides with the heat of reaction.

The time of absorption reaction completion tr c is calculated according to the equa-

tions presented in Appendix B and is shown in Figs. 4.5a, 4.5b and 4.5c for HEX1, HEX2

and HEX3 respectively. For a MHHP tr c represents the time of the heat pump cycle

stage in which the desired effect is generated, whereas for a hydrogen storage system

it refers to the refueling time tr e f .

The diameter range in Fig.4.5 is between 0 mm and 40 mm to investigate the cooling

time at relatively large tube sizes. It is worth mentioning that although the results

below refer to a metal hydride thickness of 5 mm, which is large enough to well ap-

preciate the differences in the cooling performance of the three configurations, the

main conclusions that can be drawn are not affected by the chosen value of the bed

thickness. They can be generalized and applied to the hydrogen storage system of

interest in this work.

The diagonal red lines represent regions where tr c exceeds a prescribed limit value

set differently for each heat exchanger to ease the reading of the relevant results. The

limits are defined as 2000 s, 200 s, and 60 s for HEX1, HEX2, and HEX3, respectively.

The highest tr c values correspond to the region where the ratio between generated

energy and transferred heat is larger. These areas refer to relatively low cooling rates

and thus to small diameter and velocity values for HEX1, where the coolant flows

inside the tubes, and to large diameters and low velocities for HEX2 and HEX3, where

the MH is inserted in the tubes. The plots show that tr c reaches its maximum in

the laminar regime and decreases towards the turbulent regime. As discussed in the

Section 4.2, for long-cycle MHHPs the steady state assumption better describes the

portions of heat pump stage between stage cycles where the operation is actually in a

quasi-steady condition. Therefore, Fig.4.5 does not intend to be predictive on the low
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time-end, but rather to show what heat exchanger design space would be required for

a long-operation cycle and which cooling rates and reaction times are attributable to

the operation of each heat exchanger.

HEX1 presents the largest reaction times, greater by a factor two to three orders of

magnitude with respect to the other layouts. For a hydride bed thickness of 5 mm,

times greater than 300 s are obtained for different diameters below 2 mm for a wide

range of velocities. Practical times of approximately 5 min can occur at a diameter of

2 mm with realistic velocities in the neighborhood of 1 m/s.

In Fig.4.5b the reaction time for HEX2 is presented. For a fixed aspect ratio a, increas-

ing the hydraulic diameter results in relatively larger inner tube volumes, where the

MH is located, and decreased coolant rates. However, for a = 0.5, the HTF cross flow

area is much larger than for HEX1 for the same hydraulic diameter and the ratio be-

tween generated energy and transferred heat is lower. In other words, the large cooling

rates enable the transfer of all the generated heat in short times and at extremely low

velocities. It can be observed that diameters of approximately 10 mm are needed to

achieve reaction times of 1 min. At practical sizes and fluid velocities (e.g. Dh = 3 mm

and v = 0.8m/s), the reaction is completed in less than 10 s; this suggests that such a

layout is not suitable for a heat pump application.

From Fig.4.5c, showing the results for HEX3, similar conclusions can be drawn as for

HEX2, but with the distinction that shorter reaction times occur. The coolant that

flows in the shell and over the tube bank provides very large cooling rates that can

transfer the heat generated inside the tubes in even less than 60 s for a wide range of

diameters and velocities. No practical reaction times are achieved for a realistically-

sized design in a reasonable velocity range and the only way to extend further the

reaction is to employ longer tubes. Since the hydride volume is linearly dependent

upon the tube length while the coolant velocity remains constant, the reaction time

increases linearly with the length. Indeed, although increasing the tube length also

leads to higher heat transfer efficiencies and thus larger temperature differences (see

Appendix B), their effect on the removed heat is modest at large effectiveness values

and the main result consists in augmenting the hydride volume. For instance, at 20

mm and 1 m/s the reaction time goes from approximately 30 s to 300 s when the tube

length is increased from 1 m to 10 m. It follows that the large HTF flow rates prevent

the system from achieving adequate cooling times with realistically-sized tubes for

a MHHP system. These results suggest that HEX3 could be of greater interest for

applications where the final goal is to dissipate the reaction heat in a short time rather

than maintaining a desired temperature lift in the HTF for a long period.
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Figure 4.5: Time of reaction completion for HEX1 with a MH thickness of 5 mm (a),
HEX2 with a=0.5 (b), HEX3 (c). Ltot =1m.
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4.5 Conclusion

The results of a heat exchanger selection analysis for a metal hydride heat pump

system are used to identify the most promising layout for a MH hydrogen storage

application.

A thermal model was developed for performing an analysis of three layouts of shell-

and-tube heat exchangers. It is applicable to any type of absorbing alloy and takes

into account mechanical and operational constraints.

In HEX1, the coolant flows inside tubes surrounded by metal hydride. In HEX2, the

metal hydride is packed in the tubes and the coolant flows parallel to the tube in a

standard tube-in-tube layout.

In HEX3, the metal hydride is also packed in the tube, but the coolant circulates in

combined cross-parallel flow over the tube bank.

While the former is found to be most suitable for MHHP applications (see Appendix B

for more details), the latter provides modest pressure drops and greater cooling per-

formance and thus, shorter reaction times for hydrogen absorption which is in turn of

interest for MHSSs. This advantage adds to the convenience of using a tubular tank in

place of a chamber tank design for vehicular hydrogen storage purposes.

Firstly, holding the metal hydride in tubes, rather than in a large-diameter vessel,

eases the confinement and compaction of the hydrogen-absorbing alloy, which is

hard to handle especially in the powder form.

Additional advantages of such a configuration that are particularly important for high-

pressure MHSSs, include: reduced tank weight and maintenance cost, increased heat

transfer performance and uniformity of reaction in the solid bed.

As the mechanical component that is dedicated to bear the high-pressure hydride

is a small-diameter tube, and not a large-diameter vessel, it can be designed with a

smaller thickness for any given pressure. This results in lower tank weight as the vessel

has the only function to provide the volume for the circulation of the low-pressure

HTF and therefore, it can be constructed with a light plastic material. On the other

hand, smaller thicknesses also imply smaller thermal resistance and reduced parasitic

mass during heating/cooling.

The confinement of the active alloy in small tubes promotes the realization of a

uniform pattern of absorption/desorption, because it is easier to design the system

according to the critical MH thickness principle.

The tubular tank design with MH tubes is also attractive for its modularity which en-

ables, in principle, to ease the maintenance of the system by replacing only the storage

module that presents malfunctioning. A consequent reduction in the maintenance

cost of the system is therefore expected.

At the end, the storage tank can be a cheap plastic vessel with integrated thin metallic
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tubes that are easily obtainable in the market, that serve the function of independent

hydrogen-storage modules.

For all these reasons, the tubular tank design with the HEX3 configuration is chosen

as the most promising candidate to fulfill the targets and requirements defined in Sub-

section 2.6.1. Such a layout is investigated in detail in Chapter 6, where the modeling

platform is described, to address the advantages and drawbacks of the system with

respect to a refueling analysis.
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5 Integration of phase change materials
in compressed hydrogen gas storage
systems

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the advantages and drawbacks of the integration of a phase change ma-

terial in a CHG tank are addressed with respect to the targets presented in Section 2.6.2.

The results here reported mainly refer to the research published in Ref. [114].

As discussed in Chapter 2 the main objective of this study is improving the state of

the art technology by enhancing the energy efficiency of the refueling process and at

the same time reducing the cost. In order to do so, fueling analyses are performed

to investigate the novel system’s behavior under practical operating conditions. In

Subsection 5.3.2 the energy benefits of the proposed technology and the effect of the

phase change on the stored hydrogen mass are presented. The influence of different

material properties and design parameters are investigated in Subsection 5.3.3.

Finally, strategies that can further improve the novel proposed tank are suggested in

the conclusive section of the chapter.

The integration of a PCM is investigated as a valuable solution to passively absorb

the heat developed in the tank during fueling and reduce the cooling demand and

component cost at the refueling station. The hydrogen temperature rises sharply in

the tank during fueling because of the compression heat, whereas the inverse Joule-

Thomson effect only plays a modest role. The materials that are used in the walls of

standard tanks must be kept below 85 °C in order to ensure the mechanical integrity

of the vessel. As the maximum temperature for hydrogen compressed up to 700 bar

well exceeds the maximum allowed value, a significant cooling is requested at the

refueling station before tank filling. The gas is cooled from the ambient temperature

down to -40 °C to prevent the hydrogen maximum temperature inside the tank to

reach 85 °C during pressurization and preserve the mechanical integrity of the storage

system even in presence of non-uniform temperature distribution at the tank wall
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and local effects as hot spots. However, the resulting system is costly in terms of both

energy and capital investment due to the low operation temperatures and the non-

conventional technology employed in the hydrogen cooling. Another drawback of the

present fueling procedure concerns the lack of reliability that occurs whenever active

cooling systems are used. Indeed, even in presence of redundant heat exchangers,

possible malfunctioning or failures can threaten the normal operation of the fueling

station and hence, the fueling of the vehicle.

Phase change materials have been widely investigated as options to store the thermal

energy coming from intermittent sources and enable a continuous availability of

the stored heat. Their use provides considerable advantages when compared to

technologies that are based on sensible cooling/heating processes. Indeed, great

convenience arises from the possibility of using their high energy storage densities to

store large amounts of heat in a reduced space, as well as the capability of absorbing

and releasing the heat via isothermal heat transfer. These aspects have made PCMs

promising candidates for a large variety of applications, including solar energy storage,

air conditioning of buildings and spacecrafts, passive cooling of electronics, textiles

and fabrics [116, 180–187].

A considerably less explored area of study is hydrogen storage. In such a field, research

has mainly focused on employing PCMs to absorb the heat of reaction that is generated

during hydrogen absorption in metal hydride tanks for stationary applications [188,

189].

To the best of the Author’s knowledge no studies are available in the literature on the

application of interest in this chapter.

The use of integrated passive cooling solutions in the tank is here investigated with

the final aim to reduce the cooling demand at the refueling station by absorbing a

significant amount of the heat of compression inside the tank and, at the same time,

keeping the walls below the critical temperature.

5.2 Methodology

A computational model that enables to calculate the PCM temperature and provides

information on the position of the moving melting layer is developed by means of

the effective capacity method, as presented in Appendix C. Then, such a model is

integrated in a larger simulation system that comprises the hydrogen storage tank

and a fictitious refueling station.

The phase change model is applied to a 10-mm-thick layer placed at the inner wall of

a storage tank, which is filled with high pressure hydrogen. Such a thickness value is
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the result of an optimization analysis discussed in Subsection 5.3.1.

The gas is delivered at practical fueling conditions that are function of the tank type

and ambient temperature according to the fueling protocol implemented in the refu-

eling station model, as explained in detail in Subsection 5.2.2. The results are used

to evaluate the effect of the PCM on the stored hydrogen mass and temperature at

the walls for the novel vessel design in comparison with the standard tank solution

currently available on the market.

The developed model allows for both charging and discharging analyses. However,

only the results that refer to the former are presented in this chapter, as the phenom-

ena that occur during discharging can easily be understood based on the outcomes of

the charging process.

5.2.1 Phase change material

The results presented in this chapter are obtained with a paraffin wax as the phase

change material. This PCM was selected according to the criteria identified for hydro-

gen storage applications in Section 2.4.2. Its properties are reported in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Thermo-physical properties of the selected phase change material at 55 °C,
Ref. [190].

Property Value Unit Symbol

So
li

d

Conductivity 0.24 W·m-1·K-1 kPCM,s

Specific heat capacity 2905 J·kg-1·K-1 cPCM

Density 785.3 kg·m-3 ρPC M ,s

Latent heat of phase change 224360 J·kg-1 λ

Li
q

u
id

Conductivity 0.18 W·m-1·K-1 kPCM,l

Specific heat capacity 2905 J·kg-1·K-1 cPCM

Density 769.2 kg·m-3 ρPC M ,l

Kinematic viscosity 6.5x106 m2·s-1 νPC M ,l

Thermal expansion coefficient 8x103 K-1 βPC M ,l

As the selected paraffin wax is not a pure substance, it is more correct to refer to

a range for the melting temperature, rather than to a single value. For the PCM of

interest here, such a range is comprised between 52 °C and 56 °C. Therefore, the

value of 55 °C to which the properties listed in Table 5.1 refer, lies within the melting

range of the considered material. From the table, it can be noticed that the material

presents poor thermal conductivities, which are well below 1 W·m-1·K-1 for both
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the solid and liquid phase. The specific heat capacity value is constant and thus, is

represented with the notation cPCM for both phases. The kinematic viscosity and

thermal expansion coefficient, defined for the liquid phase, are used to compute the

parameters involved in the heat transfer by natural convection according to the model

reported in Appendix C.

Although, the results here reported refer to the paraffin wax whose properties are listed

above, other materials compositions can be selected by the user in the simulation

platform. This is discussed in detail in Chapter 6.

5.2.2 Fueling model

The concept of the fictitious refueling station model and its operation principle are

here presented along with some main results of the charging process. A simplified

sketch representing the dynamic fueling model implemented in DymolaTM is pre-

sented in Fig. 5.1.

H2 

control logic input
properties
physical stream

Tank type pramp

Tank model

T; mH2 

J2601

output

Tamb pstart

Figure 5.1: Sketch of the computational fueling model structure.

From such a figure, it can be observed that the tank type (e.g. Type III, Type IV) with its
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physical properties and initial internal pressure (pst ar t ), and the ambient temperature

(Tamb) constitute the main inputs that are passed to the J2601 model component

that selects the hydrogen charging pressure (350 or 700 bar) and its pressure ramp

according to the refueling protocol SAE J2601 [100]. For instance for a Type IV tank

with an initial tank pressure of 20 bar and an ambient temperature of 20 °C, the

pressure ramp is 282 bar and the pressure evolution in the tank is shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Pressure profile in a Type IV tank. Tamb = 20 °C; pst ar t = 20 bar.

From the figure one can notice that the fueling process is terminated at a final pressure

larger than the reference value of 700 bar. This occurs because the storage target the

density of hydrogen at 700 bar and 15 °C. As in the considered case the gas is warmer

than the reference value, an over-pressurization of 32 bar is required to reach the

target density.

With respect to Fig. 5.1, the stored hydrogen mass, its temperature and the heat that

is transferred to the surrounding walls (and PCM thickness) is calculated in the tank

model.

The main outputs of the model include the hydrogen temperature, the temperature

profile in the PCM layer and in the walls at different locations, as well as the stored

hydrogen mass (i.e. mH2).

In the model, it is possible to select the boundary condition for the outer surface

of the tank as adiabatic or alternatively calculate the heat losses due to the natural

convection in the ambient air. The hydrogen temperature profiles that correspond

to these cases are presented in Fig. 5.3a for a standard Type IV tank (i.e. no PCM is
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integrated) with a refueling temperature of 20 °C (i.e. absence of pre-cooling at the

refueling facility). The gas temperature increases until the pressurization phase is

completed and then decreases for the heat transferred to the tank and the ambient. As

one could expect, larger temperatures occur in absence of external cooling. The effect

of the heat transfer with the ambient provides noticeable temperature reductions at

very large times compared to the pressurization phase. This can be better appreciated

in Fig. 5.3b where the results for the non-adiabatic case are presented for an extended

simulation time. With a heat transfer coefficient of for natural convection, the system

requires more than 13 hr to reach the thermal equilibrium with the ambient.
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Figure 5.3: Hydrogen temperature profiles in a standard Type IV tank for: adiabatic
external wall and non-adiabatic case (a), non-adiabatic case with extended time of
simulation (b). No hydrogen cooling at the station.

For the scope of this study, the adiabatic case provides a more conservative approach

and it is therefore used to obtain the results presented in the result section. However,

the non-adiabatic case is useful to assess the ability of the developed model to predict

the complete thermal cycle of the PCM layer (i.e. solid-liquid-solid) and therefore is

investigated for the novel tank design in Appendix C.

5.2.3 Novel tank design

In Fig. 5.4 the dimensions of the novel tank proposed in this study are shown, while

the properties of the thermo-plastic liner and carbon fiber are given in Ref. [92] with

respect to a Type IV vessel. The inner volume is approximately 126 L, which is a

realistic size for a practical storage system to be used in a FCEV.

In practice, a thin aluminum layer can be used to keep the phase change material in
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Figure 5.4: Longitudinal and transversal sections of the proposed novel Type IV tank
design. All dimensions are in mm.

place and prevent it to flow to the bottom of the tank during melting. The thickness

of the confinement layer is hereby assumed to be small enough to have a negligible

influence on the total tank’s volume and weight as well as on the heat transfer process.

Further studies should focus on the selection of the most adequate technology to

confine the PCM and the analysis of its mechanical stresses during periodical fueling.

These aspects are out of the scope of the present work which aims at addressing the

potential convenience of the proposed technology from an energy-saving perspective.

In Table 5.2, an immediate comparison between the overall size and weight of the two

tanks is given. The two tanks are compared with respect to the same inner volume.

Table 5.2: Type IV tank and novel design: size and weight.

Case Vtot [L] mtank [kg] mPCM [kg]

Standard Type IV 160 45.6 /
Type IV with PCM 174 (+9%) 57.75 (+27%) 10

When a 10-mm-thick layer is inserted on the inner wall, the overall tank volume

increases by 9%, and it’s mass by 27%. Such a mass increase is mainly due to the PCM,

which accounts for 10 kg of the extra 12 kg added to the tank. The rest is due to the

larger masses of the liner and carbon fiber reinforced polymer that result from keeping

the same thickness at larger radii. At the end, while the difference in volume is modest,

the mass increase appears quite significant. However, the extra weight added to the

system is relatively negligible when the comparison is made with respect to the overall

FCEV mass.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Thickness analysis

The discretization of the PCM layer enables to identify the solid/liquid front as it

moves toward the tank wall, making possible to determine whether exists a portion

of the PCM material that does not undergo the phase change and hence provides

mainly an insulation effect rather than heat absorption. In case this occurs, it should

be investigated whether it is possible to decrease the PCM thickness, reducing the

extra mass and volume added to the vessel, while maintaining the same thermal

performance.

Different thicknesses are here investigated, ranging from 2.5 mm to 50 mm. Such a

range also includes the nominal condition presented in Fig. 5.4, which considers a

10-mm-thick layer.

Three different cases can be identified by investigating the adiabatic temperature

Tadi ab :

1) Tadi ab > Tm +ω2

2) Tm −ω1 < Tadi ab < Tm +ω2

3) Tadi ab < Tm −ω1

where Tm −ω1 and Tm +ω2 represent the lower and upper limits of the melting range

respectively (see Appendix C for details).

For case 1) all the PCM melts and in stationary conditions the material is in the liquid

form. This is in principle the most favorable scenario, as it implies that the entire mass

of PCM has experienced the phase change and absorbed the energy that corresponds

to its latent heat.

Case 2) implies that the material is partially melted; hence its latent heat has not been

entirely exploited.

Case 3) considers equilibrium temperatures below the melting range, indicating that

only the sensible heat has been exchanged and hence, considering the poor thermal

properties of the paraffin wax, the PCM behaves as an insulation thickness during the

phase change process.

In Fig. 5.5 the melting range is represented as a gray area. The results are presented

for a location x½ that corresponds to the half-thickness of the corresponding layer. In

order to give the reader direct information of the total thickness’ value, x½ is expressed

as the entire thickness divided by two in the figure’s legend. As expected, for thicker
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Figure 5.5: Temperature profiles at the half of the PCM layer for different thicknesses.

layers the adiabatic temperature decreases and the system reaches the stationary

conditions at larger times. For a thickness of 5 mm Tadi ab lies on the upper value of

the melting range and therefore, this condition belongs to case 1). It follows that layers

below or equal to 5 mm ensure a complete melting of the PCM thickness, whereas

above such a value, Tadi ab belong to case 2) or case 3).

It can be observed that for the nominal thickness of 10 mm, the temperature at

stationary conditions assumes the value of 326 K which lies within the melting range.

As a result, case 2) occurs and the actual cooling does not take advantage of the entire

latent heat available. For layers of 25 and 50 mm, Tadi ab settles at approximately

317 and 301 K respectively and the material only exchanges sensible heat. The large

thermal capacity of the PCM is unused.

As only the adiabatic temperatures have been discussed here, the comparison among

different thicknesses has been made with respect to large times, when the system

reaches stationary conditions. However, in order to further investigate the effect of

the thickness on the system’s cooling performance, a dynamic refueling analysis for

different layer thicknesses is presented in Subsection 5.3.3).
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5.3.2 Refueling analysis and energy savings

A comparison in results between a standard Type IV tank and the design with in-

tegrated PCM is here provided. The temperatures in the plots refer to the location

corresponding to half of the thickness of each wall layer.

In Fig. 5.6 the results obtained under the assumptions of adiabatic outer wall and

absence of hydrogen cooling at the fueling station are shown. The gas is filled at the

ambient temperature of 20 °C, which is the system’s equilibrium temperature before

the fueling takes place, and rapidly heats up due to the compression into the tank.

With a pressure ramp of 282 bar/min, the fueling is completed in approximately 150

s, and the gas reaches its peak temperature around 390 K. Being the outer tank wall

adiabatic, the heat can only be transferred from the gas to the surrounding walls and

the system tends to thermal equilibrium.

In Fig. 5.6a, where the results for a standard Type IV tank are presented, the adiabatic

temperature is around 74 °C and the thermal equilibrium is reached at 3300 s. During

fueling, the gas thermal convection coefficient is set to 150 W·m−2 ·K −1 (see Ref. [92])

and the plastic liner experiences higher heat rates, whereas, when the filling process is

completed, the convection coefficient drops to 50 W·m−2 ·K −1 and the liner undergoes

an abrupt decrease in temperature, because more heat is transferred outward to the

wall, and then it heats up again. Under these conditions, the adiabatic temperature

is below the critical value for both the liner and CFRP. However, the presence of hot

spots where the local temperature might be greater than 85 °C should not be excluded,

with the result that the mechanical integrity of the tank might be damaged.

In Fig. 5.6b the temperature results that refer to the novel Type IV tank with PCM

material are presented. The system reaches the thermal equilibrium at a temperature

around 54 °C, which is approximately 20 °C lower than for the standard tank case. It

follows that, the phase change material succeeds in absorbing a significant amount of

the heat of compression, keeping the walls considerably below the critical temperature

at any time. However, as in the previous case, the hydrogen temperature seems

affected by the heat transfer to the walls only after the filling process is completed and

large times are required to reduce the gas temperature below 85 °C and later reach

the thermal equilibrium. By comparing Fig. 5.6b with Fig. 5.6a, it can be observed

that the peak temperature is reduced by only 2 K when the phase change material

is inserted, meaning that the heat transfer rates are not high enough to effectively

exchange the heat of compression during fueling. Indeed, the high thermal resistances

at the hydrogen/gas interface, as well as the poor thermal properties of the paraffin

wax, limit the gas cooling and slow down the heat transfer process.
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Figure 5.6: Temperature profiles for a standard Type IV tank (a) and for a Type IV tank
with integrated PCM at the inner wall (b). No hydrogen cooling at the station.
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At the end, two main conclusions can be drawn. First, the presence of hot spots at

the walls cannot be entirely excluded, although the insertion of the PCM layer makes

such a situation quite unlikely; second, the gas density during fueling is the same

for the two tanks, resulting in the same overall mass that is fueled into the storage

system. With respect to the latter assertion and even if it is assumed that no hot spots

would result in practice, the present novel design cannot provide the same storage

performances of a regular CHG system, where the hydrogen is cooled prior to filling.

This can be observed in Fig. 5.7a where the hydrogen mass inside the tank is presented

at different gas inlet temperatures. At time zero, the gas inside the tank is at the initial

conditions of 20 bar and 20 °C and the resulting initial hydrogen mass is 0.2 kg. When

refueling starts, the gas mass increases until the target charging pressure is reached

at 150 s. Then, the inlet valve closes and the stored mass remains constant. For the

same storage volume, the overall fueled mass is reduced from 4.67 kg, when hydrogen

is filled at -40 °C, to 4.17 kg in absence of gas cooling. This corresponds to a decrease

by 12% in the storage capacity of the system.

Ideally, the novel tank design should guarantee the mechanical integrity even in

absence of gas cooling and store the same amount of hydrogen as a regular gas-cooled

system. If this could be realized, the only drawbacks would be the larger weight and

volume, whereas the benefits would include the energy saving and the heat exchanger

size-reduction/removal at the refueling station, as well as the increase in the filling

process reliability.

In Fig. 5.7b the cooling energy per refueling that is needed at the refueling station is

presented for different temperatures at the tank inlet along with the energy saving

calculated with respect to the standard cooling case (i.e. TH2 = -40 °C). The reduction

in cooling demand is nearly linear with the charging temperature, ranging approxi-

mately from 16.6% to 66.6% when the inlet gas temperature is increased from -40 °C to

-30 °C and 0 °C respectively. As in the present study the COP and its dependency upon

temperature are unknown for the actual refrigeration system in use at the refueling

station, it is hereby assumed that the energy savings coincide with the reduction in

cooling demand. This corresponds to having a refrigeration system with a unitary

COP and thus the obtained energy savings in Fig. 5.7b are to be intended as maximum

values. Such an assumption seems not to be far from reality, if we consider that a

COP of approximately 1.1 was recently estimated for a refrigeration system operating

at the same ambient temperature considered in this work (i.e. 20 °C) and for a final

hydrogen temperature of -40 °C [191]. In practice, when detailed information on the

cooling performance is available, it is possible to calculate the real energy savings by

dividing their maximum values by the actual COP.
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Figure 5.7: Hydrogen mass fueled into the tank for different inlet temperatures (a);
Cooling demand per refueling at the refueling station and relative maximum energy
saving with respect to an inlet gas temperature of -40 °C (b).
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Although from an economic perspective the most favorable case occurs in absence of

gas cooling, temperatures around -10 °C allow the use of heat exchangers normally

employed in the refrigeration industry, resulting in a considerable cost reduction

when compared to non-conventional cooling systems. However, in order to exploit

the complete potential of this solution and realize a storage system that is attractive

on the market, the tank should enable the same storage performance as the current

technology at inlet gas temperatures greater than -40 °C. In order to achieve such

an objective, the heat transfer from the gas to the phase change material must be

enhanced and, at the same time, the PCM physical properties should be carefully

tailored.

5.3.3 Parametric analysis

Different parameters that are expected to control the heat transfer process are varied to

investigate their influence on the hydrogen temperature evolution. These parameters

include the main PCM’s thermal properties, thickness and the heat transfer area.

The hydrogen convection coefficient is not varied in the present analysis as the thermal

resistance is low compared to the PCM resistance and therefore, no considerable

effects on the gas temperature are expected to occur by its augmentation. In addition,

the hydrogen convection coefficient is determined by the refueling conditions and

the resulting turbulence inside the tank and hence is fixed for a given design.

PCM properties

In this section, the effect that the main physical properties have on the hydrogen

peak temperature is investigated. The main goal is to determine whether it is possible

to reduce the gas temperature at the end of refueling by individually improving the

thermal properties of the PCM.

The comparison on the gas temperature during filling is presented in Fig. 5.8 for

different values of thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity, density and latent

heat of phase change. It must be noticed that the variation ranges for such properties

comprise upper values that are non-practical for conventional materials. This choice

has been made to obtain a broad view on the extent to which the gas temperature is

dependent upon a large variation in the main thermal properties of the PCM.

In Fig. 5.8a the thermal conductivities for solid and liquid phases are increased from

the nominal conditions by a factor up to 103. Different strategies can be employed to

enhance the thermal conductivity, as the use of a PCM with favorable thermal prop-

erties, enhancing the heat transfer by forming PCM stable composites with a highly
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Figure 5.8: Hydrogen temperature evolution during fueling for different values of
PCM’s thermal conductivity (a) and latent heat (b).

conductive material, as well as inserting the PCM in a metallic structure [192, 193].

Results show that only modest reductions in the peak temperature occur for such a

wide variation range. The maximum hydrogen temperature decreases by only 2 K

when the conductivity is doubled and by 4 K when it is augmented by a factor of 10. A

more significant reduction can be observed when the conductivities are of the same

magnitude as the hydrogen convection coefficient. The gas temperature at the end of

fueling reaches a maximum value of 382 K, which is approximately 10 K less than the

value obtained at nominal conditions. Further increases in conductivity only have a

negligible effect and the gas temperature curves differ by less than 1 K when the multi-

plying factor for k0 increases from 102 to 103. As the dominating thermal resistance

has now become the convection one on the hydrogen side in order to additionally

augment the heat transfer, the thermal resistances must be reduced together.

Fig. 5.8b shows a negligible dependency of the gas temperature upon the latent heat at

any time of the filling process as well as after the refueling is completed. In particular,

the peak temperature experiences a negligible reduction between the nominal condi-

tions and the maximum latent heat value in the range. This occurs because, although

greater latent heats increase the thermal capacity of the system during phase change,

the poor thermal properties limit the heat transfer rates preventing the entire PCM

mass to undergo the phase change in the short time of the filling process. As a result,

the effect of larger latent heats is more important after the refueling is completed,

where the divergence of the temperature curves is more evident, leading to lower

temperatures at thermal equilibrium. However, the adiabatic temperature remains

approximately constant and a negligible reduction of nearly 2 K occurs for an increase

in λ by 102 from the nominal conditions. The reason is that at present conditions and
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for the current design, the lowest adiabatic temperature that the system can reach

corresponds to the lowest value in the melting range (i.e. 52 °C) at which the tempera-

ture curve for the PCM tends to flatten until the phase change is completed. As for

λ0 the temperature at equilibrium already lies in the melting range and corresponds

to 54 °C, it is not possible to decrease Tadi ab further than 2 K even at large λ. Smaller

thicknesses that would lead to higher equilibrium temperatures would leave more

room for Tadi ab reduction at large latent heats.

In Fig. 5.9 the effect of the specific heat capacity and density on the gas temperature

during fueling is investigated within a range that goes from the nominal conditions,

to ten times the nominal case and a value corresponding to an increase by a factor of

102 from the nominal case. In Fig. 5.9a the gas temperature during fueling is shown
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Figure 5.9: Hydrogen temperature evolution during fueling for different values of
PCM’s specific heat capacity (a) and density (b).

for different specific heat capacity values, ranging from the nominal conditions to a

value increased by a factor of 102. As it was found in the conductivity analysis, the

peak temperature only presents a poor dependency upon cp . Indeed, the main effect

of using a PCM with greater thermal capacities consists in increasing the overall heat

that can be absorbed within the phase change material. This can be observed by

comparing the adiabatic temperatures obtained for the different cp values. Doubling

the heat capacity only reduces Tadi ab by 2 K, while for specific heat capacities aug-

mented by a factor of 10 and 102, the adiabatic temperature drops by 21 K and 31 K

respectively. On the other hand, the maximum gas temperature reduces by only 1.5 K,

5 K and 13 K respectively, in the same range of variation for cp . From Fig. 5.9b, it is

possible to draw similar conclusions, as the dependency of gas temperature upon the

PCM density replicates the trend observed in Fig. 5.9a. This is valid for both the gas
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maximum and adiabatic temperatures. As for the cp augmentation, an increase in the

PCM density provides a greater thermal capacity for the heat-absorbing system and

hence, a lower temperature at equilibrium, but does not affect much the rate at which

the heat transfer occurs.

It should be remembered that the upper limit in the density range is non-practical and

that the modest benefit in peak temperature reduction that is gained at such density

value is overcompensated by the corresponding increase in the system’s mass, which

would increase by 102 kg.

At the end, it appears that it is not possible to identify a significant dependency of the

peak temperature upon a single thermal property of the PCM. For a given design, this

result suggests that a combination of different properties values and other parameters

should be investigated.

PCM thickness

In Fig. 5.10 the evolution of the hydrogen temperature over time is shown for different

PCM thicknesses.

In Fig. 5.10a it can be observed that the main effect of operating at thicker layers is

the reduction of Tadi ab , whereas the peak temperature appears unvaried. The former

outcome has been already pointed out in Fig. 5.5 with respect to the PCM temperature

at a location corresponding to half thickness of each layer. Stationary conditions occur

at larger times as the thickness increases, ranging approximately from 3600 s to 23760

s for a layer of 2.5 mm and 50 mm respectively. In addition, it can be noticed that for

the first 9360 s the temperature profiles are nearly overlapping for thicknesses of 5

mm and above. In such a time span, the stationary conditions are not reached for

the PCM located at more than 10 mm which starts melting at 9360 s, participating

significantly to the heat absorption and producing a further decrease in temperature.

Figs. 5.10b and 5.10c present a zoomed-in view of the previous figure at the end of

refueling, for a better comparison among the peak temperatures. Such figures point

out the negligible effect of larger thicknesses on the maximum gas temperature. This is

due to the poor heat transfer rate at the hydrogen/gas interface, resulting in a decrease

by 7 K when the thickness is increased from 2.5 mm to 50 mm. This temperature

reduction is more important for layers up to 25 mm, whereas is negligible at larger

thicknesses.

At the end, when comparing the tanks with 10 and 5 mm layers, the difference between

adiabatic and peak temperatures is modest and hence, the cooling performance can

be considered nearly the same. Similar conclusions can be drawn for the amount of

hydrogen when considering the two different thicknesses of the layer. The only actual
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Figure 5.10: Hydrogen temperature evolution during fueling for different values of
PCM’s thickness: extended simulation time (a); regular simulation time (b); zoomed-in
view of the peak-temperatures (c)
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benefit that arises from operating with a 5 mm thick layer is the decrease in the overall

system’s volume and mass from 174 L and 57.75 kg to 166 L and 51.6 kg respectively.

The latter values correspond to an increase by 3.6% in volume and 13.2% in mass with

respect to the standard tank case presented in Table 5.2.

Heat transfer area enhancement

Solutions to augment the heat transfer area include extended surfaces and PCM

encapsulation in the liner lattice [122]. The former method only influences the heat

transfer area at the hydrogen/PCM interface (Ai n), whereas the latter affects the entire

PCM mass. In the present analysis the computational model is modified to account

for both cases by allowing a manual entry of the inner surface area or the heat transfer

area (Ai n and/or Ahex) values, without changing the PCM volume and mass. The

tank dimensions are kept the same, whereas the heat transfer area is redefined as an

input to establish whether it is a limiting parameter for the heat transfer process in

the present design. This simplified procedure is based on the assumption that, for

the purposes of the heat transfer process, the main effect of extended surfaces and

encapsulation lies in the heat transfer area augmentation.

In Fig. 5.11 the effect of Ai n and Ahex on the hydrogen temperature is shown. The

adiabatic temperature remains obviously unchanged as the heat transfer area affects

the heat rate and not the heat capacity of the PCM, but larger heat transfer areas make

the stationary conditions occur at shorter times.
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Figure 5.11: Hydrogen temperature evolution during fueling for different values of
the heat transfer area: at the hydrogen/PCM interface only (a) and for both the
hydrogen/PCM interface and the entire PCM layer (b)
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In Fig. 5.11a, it can be observed that modest variations in Ai n provide considerable

reductions in the peak temperature. When this area is doubled from the nominal con-

ditions, the maximum hydrogen temperature decreases by 10 K, providing a cooling

effect more important than any other parameters investigated above in the same vari-

ation range. This suggests that the limiting factor for the heat transfer process in the

current design is the reduced area at the hydrogen/PCM interface. The influence on

the gas temperature is decreased for larger values of Ai n , as the poor thermal proper-

ties of the heat-absorbing material delay the heat transfer, preventing significant heat

absorptions to take place at the end of refueling. As a result, the maximum tempera-

ture reduces by only 21 K when Ai n increases tenfold. Solutions for this involve the

enhancement of the heat transfer rate in the PCM, which can be achieved by enlarging

the heat transfer area via encapsulation and/or improving the thermal conductivity.

The former option is presented in Fig. 5.11b, where both the heat transfer area at

the hydrogen/PCM interface and of the PCM are augmented at constant volume and

mass. The benefit of encapsulation is modest for relatively small increases in the heat

transfer area, accounting for a further reduction by approximately 4 K at doubled

Ahex values. On the other hand, when Ahex is increased tenfold, the PCM’s thermal

resistance is reduced by the same magnitude, enabling significant heat transfer rates

and resulting in a considerable decrease in the hydrogen temperature at the end of

refueling. Such a reduction accounts for 44 K with respect to the nominal conditions,

pointing out the notable effect of operating at lower PCM’s thermal resistances for

augmented heat transfer areas at the gas interface. What is more important is that the

peak temperature is now reduced below the critical value for the mechanical integrity

of the tank walls. This excludes the presence of hot spots at the walls and provides

higher gas densities at the end of the filling process, resulting in larger hydrogen

masses stored in the tank. The overall fueled mass is now 4.52 kg, which accounts for

a reduction by 3.3% with respect to the target value obtained for the standard tank

case, where the gas is cooled to -40 °C to tank fueling.

At the end, it should be stressed that similar results can be achieved by augmenting

the thermal conductivity, as mentioned above. This can be seen in Fig. 5.12 where

a comparison between encapsulation and conductivity enhancement at large Ai n

values is proposed. The temperature trend is nearly the same, differing only in corre-

spondence of the end of refueling, where the curves diverge, leading to a difference

in the peak values by approximately 3 K. Such a difference is due to the non-linear

influence that the effective thermal conductivity has on the thermal resistance in

presence of natural convection.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison between encapsulation strategy and thermal conductivity
enhancement for large heat transfer areas at the hydrogen/PCM interface. Zoomed-in
view, detail of the peak temperature.
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5.4 Conclusion

In order to reduce the cooling demand at the refueling station, a tank with an inte-

grated phase change material is proposed to absorb the heat of compression released

during hydrogen fueling. In addition to the energy saving, the novel tank design

can improve the economy and the reliability of the fueling process, due to a reduc-

tion in the investment cost of the heat exchanger at the refueling station and to the

replacement of an active cooling system with a passive one.

Two tank designs are considered for comparison in absence of hydrogen-cooling

at the refueling station: a standard Type IV tank and the novel tank design with a

10-mm-thick layer of PCM in the inner volume.

Results show that the integration of the PCM reduces the system’s adiabatic tempera-

ture from 74 °C to 53 °C when compared to the standard case, but due to the modest

heat transfer rates at the hydrogen/PCM interface and in the PCM thickness, the

hydrogen peak temperature is essentially independent from the PCM insertion. The

maximum temperature reaches values above the critical limit of 85 °C and thus the

presence of hot spots that can damage the mechanical integrity of the walls cannot

be excluded. The high gas temperatures that occur during fueling cause the fueled

hydrogen mass to reduce by 12% with respect to the standard tank. In order to solve

this issue a parametric analysis is carried out to separately evaluate the influence of

the maximum gas temperature upon the PCM’s main thermal properties, thickness

and area of heat transfer. The results show that the material’s thermal properties and

thickness are found to only have a modest effect on the hydrogen temperature during

fueling.

The reward strategy that is identified consists in a heat transfer improvement by

surface augmentation or combined enhancements of the heat transfer area at the

hydrogen/PCM interface and PCM’s thermal conductivity.

The encapsulation technique can provide sufficiently high surface enlargements to

reduce the peak temperature below the critical limit and eliminate the risk of hot

spots at the tank walls wile providing proper PCM confinement during repeated

melting-solidification cycles. In addition, with such a technique the hydrogen stored

mass becomes comparable with the value obtained for the standard case. As an

example, when the encapsulation method increases the heat transfer area tenfold, the

maximum gas temperature is reduced from 118 °C to approximately 74 °C, the fueled

hydrogen mass is only 3.3% less than the target value and the maximum energy saving

at the refueling station accounts for 4.2 MJ per fueling. Additional benefits involve the

cost reduction of the heat exchanger and increased reliability of the fueling process.
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At the end, in order to maximize the hydrogen stored mass and minimize the extra

volume and weight added to the tank, future research should focus on optimization

studies that involve the heat transfer area and layer’s thickness as the main variables.

The PCM’s properties can also be included in the optimization analysis to operate a

comprehensive material selection in respect of the requirements identified above for

the application of interest.
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6 Design and simulation platform for
on-board hydrogen storage systems

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the modeling platform (HySDeP), developed for the design of

on-board storage systems for light-duty vehicles built in DymolaTM environment. This

platform is intended to be used as a tool for charging/discharging analyses of MH and

PCM-tanks, based on the methodology and models reported in Chapters 2-5 and in

Appendix A and Appendix C. It can be found in the gitHub repository of the DTU-TES

group. The direct link to HySDeP is:

https://github.com/DTU-TES/HySDeP_Hydrogen-Storage-Design-Platform.

In Sections 6.2-6.3 the architecture and methodology followed to build the modeling

platform are described along with the underlying philosophy and the implementation

of the main features that the user can select to tailor the charging/discharging analyses

for the chosen storage system.

In Section 6.4 the simulation platform is applied to a MH tank with shell-and-tube

and tube-in-tube configurations. Charging and discharging analyses are presented

with attention to the gravimetric and volumetric densities. A parametric analysis is

then performed to address the effect of different geometric parameters on the total

stored mass of hydrogen and on the absorption/desorption rates.

Details of the implemented user libraries that also include heat exchanger configura-

tions, metal hydride compositions, kinetic models and phase change materials can be

found in Appendix D.

In Section 6.5 the structure and philosophy of the developed platform as well as the

main conclusions drawn from the modeling results are summarized with attention to

the thermal and storage performance of the investigated systems.
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6.2 Methodology

The platform has been designed in DymolaTM to take advantage of a robust environ-

ment for topological modeling with a non casual approach.

The object-oriented language Modelica® offers the possibility to reuse packages and

modeling knowledge via the hierarchical structure and inheritance constructs. This

aspects make DymolaTM a particularly convenient tool to develop robust exchange-

able component libraries. The graphical user interface (GUI) allows customizing the

component figures by either editing simple shapes and colors or by uploading external

picture files.

The design approach of the platform is based on three criteria, such as: flexibility, user-

friendliness and facility of third part development. These concepts are chosen to make

the platform work as both a design/simulation tool for users and a well-structured

environment for model developers. This means that the platform should be designed

to adapt to the needs of different users and should be based on an efficient and clear

architecture in order to ease the modification. In order to make the use of the platform

as straightforward as possible for both types of end-users, its design is based on a

multi-level architecture. The first level corresponds to the macro-models representing

the main physical components. Such components correspond to containers within

which multiple nested sub-models are defined to perform intermediate calculation

tasks. These sub-models represent the second level of hierarchy.

The user should have direct access only to the macro-components. This occurs via the

graphical interface, through which the domain of investigation and the values for the

input parameters can be defined. To simplify the user interaction with the platform,

the number of macro-models is limited to three, namely Ambient, Refueling station

and the tank system.

The developer should have access to both levels in order to modify the structure and

operation of the platform.

Different if -scenarios guide the user through the model set up, enabling the selection

of various options and thus, the tailoring of the analysis based on specific needs.

The first choice the user is asked to take, refers to which storage system should be

investigated: MHSS or CHG-tank with or without PCM.

The component hierarchy should be implemented with preference for constructs that

keep the modeling approach as simple and intuitive as possible. In Modelica® the

above preference translates in the use of inner/outer and port/connector elements

rather than nested extends constructs to exchange constant and variables between

models. In addition, the code should be well commented to ease the understanding

of all the implemented features. A reference list is included at the end of each compo-

nent code to make transparent the source of equations, thermo-physical properties,
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thermal models and assumptions.

These aspects are of fundamental importance as the platform should in principle allow

for its use and modification by different users, including both company employees

and researchers.

In Fig. 6.1 the platform structure is shown in view of its macro-components and main

implemented features. This figure should be read as a black box scheme where the

main components and information flows are presented. A more detailed description

of the sub-models contained inside each macro-component is given in Section 6.3.

The ambient model serves as the environment where the user defines the ambient

conditions in terms of pressure and temperature (i.e. pamb and Tamb) that are passed

to the refueling station and tank models.

In the refueling station the user selects the hydrogen temperature at the tank inlet.

In addition, if the PCM-tank is selected as the investigated system, the tank type

(e.g. Type III or IV) and the initial pressure should also be given as inputs. These

two parameters are used together with pamb and Tamb to determine the appropriate

refueling protocol, which, in turn, defines the fueling pressure ramp for CHG storage

systems according to SAEJ2601 as discussed in Section 5.2.2.

In the tank model all the equations concerning energy and mass balances, kinetics and

heat transfer are solved. This occurs according to the model setup that the user defines.

The user is requested to participate to the model setup by defining the values for the

free variables and by selecting different options that are given through if -scenarios

and libraries. The former concern the actual analysis that needs to be carried out

(i.e. charging or discharging) and, if the MH tank is selected, the level of detail for the

domain discretization (i.e. 0D or 1D). The latter refers to additional information that

the user can edit to further tailor the chosen analysis. Such libraries correspond to

databases implemented as records in Modelica® language.

The libraries give access to different heat exchanger configurations, metal hydride and

phase change material compositions, boundary conditions, kinetic models and heat

transfer media. A more detailed description of the libraries is given in Section 6.3.

If a specific choice is not taken, the nominal option for each database is selected by

default (see Appendix D).
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Figure 6.1: Modeling platform. Architecture concept.
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6.3 Platform implementation

This section presents the implementation of the simulation platform developed in

this thesis with attention to the main sub-models, whereas the list of the different

features included in the user libraries is described in Appendix D.

In Fig. 6.2 a view of the modeling platform is shown. The first step in the simulation

process is to select which storage system needs to be studied: MHSS or CHG tank.

Figure 6.2: View of HySDep in DymolaTM environment.

6.3.1 MHSS

In the metal hydride storage system macro-model, the sub-models are divided by

category and included in one of the seven model packages, see Fig. 6.3. These are

named as Tanks_With_Hex, Ports, Sources, Properties, Heat Transfer, Kinetics, TESTS.

Among these, the user has only access to the TESTS package, where the main design

parameters can be edited to tailor the simulation. On the other hand, the developer

can edit the code of any sub-models contained in each package.

The Tanks_With_Hex package contains the 0D and 1D tank models, see Fig. 6.4a.

Ports includes all the interfaces between sub-models defined to dynamically exchange

information (e.g. thermodynamic properties of physical streams).

Sources encloses the refueling station (i.e. the hydrogen source) model and the coolant

source.
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Properties contains the property libraries for the hydrogen-absorbing alloys, tube

material and heat transfer fluid.

Heat Transfer incorporates the heat exchangers sub-models and their library.

Finally, Kinetics encloses the kinetic equations library.

Figure 6.3: HySDeP: packages contained in the MHSS macro-model.

In Fig. 6.4 a view of both the sub-models and the complete simulation system that

refer to the 1D tank are shown.

(a) (b)

Figure 6.4: HySDeP: 1D MH tank models (a); complete simulation model for the 1D
analysis (b).
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The user defines the values for the main inputs involved in the analysis (see Sec-

tion 6.2). The list of editable parameters for the 1D analysis is shown in Fig. 6.5 for the

refueling station and in Fig. 6.6 for the tank, with their symbols and a short description.

Figure 6.5: HysDeP: editable parameters for the refueling station.

The refueling-station/ambient inputs include the ambient temperature and pressure,

the initial and the final tank pressure. The pressure ramp is completely defined, based

on this parameters, after the user types in the values for the ramp duration and the

time off-set from the start of the simulation.

These parameters are then passed to the tank model where the user is requested to

first define some if -scenarios (i.e. true or false) such as: Calculated_Volume, Vari-

ableProperties, Bell_Delaware_Method, Charging.

Depending of which option is chosen for Calculated_volume, the tank inner volume is

either calculated from diameter d_tank and length L (assuming a cylinder shape) or

directly defined by typing in the desired value (V_input).

If VariableProperties is selected true then kM H and cM H are interpolated from experi-

mental data as functions of hydrogen pressure and content. On the contrary constant

parameters are used if true is chosen.

Bell_Delaware_Method defines which method is used to calculate the heat transfer

coefficient and pressure drops in the shell and tube, as explained in Subsection 6.3.1.
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Charging is set true for charging analyses and true false if discharging analyses need

to be performed. The pressure ramp as well as the initial and final pressure values in

the tank need to be modified accordingly.

Figure 6.6: HysDeP: editable parameters for the MH tank model.

The number of control volumes per MH tube N , the metal hydride thickness δ and

the porosity complete the definition of the domain geometry.

The coolant conditions are entirely defined by the mass flow rate and the inlet tem-

perature, whereas temperature at the outlet is a result of the simulation.

Drop-down menus allow the user to access the implemented libraries to select among

different MH compositions (MH_properties), coolant types (Coolant), tube materials

(Tube_properties) and heat exchanger configurations.
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Heat exchanger designs

In Chapter 4 the shell and tube design (i.e. HEX3) was selected as the most promising

configuration to achieve the targets identified in Chapter 2. Such a design refers to the

tubular tank design, where the MH is located in small diameter tubes and the coolant

flows over the tube bank. The advantages of such a configuration are (see Section 4.5

for details):

• Modularity (ease of maintenance and thus, lower cost).

• Ease to realize a uniform pattern of reaction.

• Reduced parasitic mass.

• Reduced tank weight.

The latter is particularly important for high-pressure metal hydrides, for which the

insertion of the hydrogen-absorbing alloy in small-diameter tubes rather than in

large-diameter vessels enables the use of small thickness at any pressure. This can

be seen in Fig. 6.7 where the calculated tube thickness is plotted over the inner tube

diameter for low and high pressures values for two different materials: Al 6061-T6 in

Fig. 6.7a and AISI 304 austenitic steel in Fig. 6.7b. For any given tube size and pressure,

the latter provides smaller thicknesses due to its higher tensile strength [194].

It should be mentioned that both materials are used in practice for hydrogen systems,

due to their resistance to embrittlement [195, 196].
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Figure 6.7: Minimum tube thickness for: Al 6061-T6 (a); AISI 304 (b). Tube temperature
below 100 °C [197].
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The main drawback of the tubular design is the reduced MH capacity when compared

to chamber-tank designs, as discussed in Section 1.3.1.

Two heat exchanger configurations that refer to the tubular tank design have been so

far implemented in HySDeP. The current status of the heat exchanger library is shown

in Fig 6.8 together with the heat exchangers sub-models.

Figure 6.8: HysDeP: Heat exchangers models.

The HEX3 configuration, named Shell_and_tube, presents a standard shell and tube

design in which the coolant flows in combined cross-parallel flow over the MH tube

bank. This layout corresponds to the configuration that provided the lowest reaction

times in Chapter 4.

In the HEX2 layout, named Tube_In_Tube the HTF is circulated parallel to the MH tube

and occupies the annular region of a tube-in-tube arrangement. Although it was found

that larger reaction times are associated with this configuration, it is implemented for

the purpose of comparison in the context of an actual charging/discharging analysis.

Heat exchanger design model

The tubular domain under investigation and the concentric discretized MH volumes

n are shown in Fig. 6.9 together with the longitudinal and radial discretization steps,

i.e. dl and d x respectively. The latter parameter is calculated once the inner diameter
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Di and the number of discretized volumes N (i.e. 4 in the figure) are set by the user.

On the other hand, dl is computed with respect to the tube length and a constant

number for the coolant volumes S (i.e. 6). A large number of discretization volumes is

not necessary for the coolant domain, as the temperature gradient between inlet and

outlet is typically negligible. Each tube is treated as a separate heat transfer module

D iOD MH

n=2

n=3

n=1

n=4
dx

Tc,iTc,o
Tc,o_ j=1Tc,o_ j=S-1

j=1j=S j=2j=S-1

dl

Figure 6.9: HysDeP: MH tubular domain and discretization details.

that transfers the heat to the coolant. The total transferred heat is calculated by multi-

plying the single contributions by the maximum number of tubes that fit in the tank

volume (see Appendix B). The heat is radially exchanged between the heat transfer

fluid and the MH in the bed and it is used to calculate the HTF outlet temperature for

each HTF volume based on a central differential scheme. As the heat transfer takes

place radially, the center of the tube is an adiabatic surface.

The mathematical framework, including the relevant boundary conditions, is pre-

sented in Appendix A.

When the shell and tube configuration is selected, it is possible to choose either the

Bell-Delaware or Kern methods to calculate the convection coefficient of heat transfer

and the pressure drops. Even though the former provides a higher precision in the

calculation of h̄ f , it requires the detailed definition of the heat exchanger geometry,

which is not typically available in a pre-design stage. In such cases, it might be better

to use the Kern method, which gives a good approximation of the value h̄ f in an early

stage of design. In Fig. 6.10 the parameters required for applying the Bell-Delaware

method are shown. These mainly include the pitch to tube diameter ratio, the baffle

space and cut, the layout angle for the tube bank and the pair number of sealing strips.
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Figure 6.10: HysDeP: Shell and tube design inputs.

6.3.2 CHG tank

In the CHG macro-model, as for the MHSS, the sub-models are divided by category.

There are six different packages, as shown in Fig. 6.11. These are named as Tanks,

Ports, Sources, Properties, Heat Transfer, TESTS. Once again, while the devloper has

access to the code of each sub-model in any package, the user can only edit some

prescribed input parameters in the TESTS package. Tanks contains the tanks sub-

models (standard CHG and PCM vessels).

Ports includes the port objects in Modelica® language, defined to allow information

transfer between component models.

In Sources the refueling station model is defined.

Properties contains the PCM library. The Heat Transfer package includes all the

component sub-models that are involved in heat transfer processes. These include

the tank walls (liners and CFRP) and PCM volumes.

Finally, in TESTS the main input parameters can be edited to perform complete

charging/discharging analyses.

The graphical layout that guides the user/developer to the definition of the input

parameters to carry out the analysis of interest and to the sub-models contained in

each package and for the libraries is very similar to what described in Subsection6.3.1

and therefore is not repeated here.
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Figure 6.11: HysDeP: packages contained in the CHG macro-model.

The principle of the refueling-station/ambient model and its main parameters (e.g.

pressure ramp) have already been discussed in Section 5.2.2. For these reasons, only a

description of the main input parameters for the PCM tank model are here described.

Such parameters are represented in Fig. 6.12.

The access to the boundary conditions library occurs via a drop-down menu where

the user can choose among three options. The first option considers that no heat

transfer takes place between the hydrogen gas and the tank walls. The second condi-

tion enables heat transfer from the gas to the PCM layer and tank walls only. The third

condition consists in a non-adiabatic tank, for which the heat losses to the ambient

are accounted for.

The tank geometry is defined through the length, inner diameter, PCM thickness and

number of discretized PCM volumes.

The main if -scenarios include Convection, Manual_area_inner and Manual_area_PCM.

If Convection is set true then combined conduction and natural convection phenom-

ena participate to the heat transfer during melting (see Appendix C), otherwise con-

duction and convection are accounted for separately in the solid and phase-change

regions and during melting respectively. The comparison between results obtained

with these two options show the major role that convection plays in the heat transfer
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process. If Manual_area_inner and Manual_area_PCM are set true then it is possible

to separately account for heat transfer area augmentation at the hydrogen/PCM inter-

face and within the PCM layer. These options can be used to approximate the effect of

PCM encapsulation (see results in Chapter 5).

The G parameters are multiplying factors for the PCM thermo-physical properties

and heat transfer area as described at the right of the editable space. These are the

parameters used to perform the sensitivity analyses presented in Chapter 5.

The tank type (e.g. tank III or IV) can be selected from a drop-down menu. The

information on the properties of the liner and CFRP as well as on their thickness and

the adequate fueling protocol with respect to SAEJ2601, is automatically passed to the

relevant model components.

If Charging is set true then refueling analysis take place otherwise discharging. The

heat transfer coefficients for the hydrogen gas change accordingly as reported in the

literature.

At the end, although the tank walls thickness are defined when the tank type is chosen,

it is possible to manually edit the thicknesses of liner and CFRP separately.

Figure 6.12: HysDeP: editable parameters for the PCM tank model.
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6.4 Results

This sections focuses on the results obtained with HySDeP for charging and discharg-

ing processes in vehicular MH hydride storage tanks. The analyses are conducted

for both the implemented heat exchangers and a sensitivity analysis is carried out to

address the effect of the main design parameters on the storage performance. The re-

sults refer to the input parameters identified in Chapter 3, unless otherwise specified.

The CHG systems have been investigated in detail in Chapter 5 and therefore, their

analyses are not repeated here.

6.4.1 Charging

The results of 0D and 1D models fueling models are presented in this section for the

solid bed temperature, fraction of reaction completion and stored hydrogen mass. For

both models the main inputs are listed in Table 6.1 for the HEX3 configuration.

Table 6.1: Model input parameters for charging analysis (HEX3).

Domain Parameter Value Unit

A
m

b. pamb 1.013 bar
Tamb 20 °C

p
ra

m
p

p0 1.013 bar
pr e f 300 bar
duration 60 s
time offset 0 s

C
o

o
l. Dexcool®

ṁc 20 kg/s
Tc,i 0 °C

Ta
n

k L 1 m
dt ank 0.4 m

M
H

Ti1.1CrMn
φ 60% -
δ 1 mm

Tu
b

e Al 6061-T6
OD 2.5 mm

H
E

X

Shell and tube
PR 1.25 -
Layout angle 30 deg
Baffle cut 25% -
Baffle space 50% dt ank m
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Figure 6.13: Charging analysis: bed temperature for 0D (a) and 1D (b); fraction of
reaction completion for 0D (c) and 1D (d); stored mass for 0D (e) and 1D (f). HEX3
configuration
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From Fig. 6.13 it is possible to observe that the difference in results between the 0D

and 1D model (with 5 MH concentric volumes) is negligible. This occurs because the

investigated inner diameter is small enough (i.e. 2 mm as estimated in Chapter 3) that

a lumped model is adequate to accurately describe the hydriding reaction within the

solid bed.

Figs. 6.13a-b show that the large cooling rates enable a rapid reduction in temperature,

which drops from the initial conditions (i.e. 20 °C) to the coolant temperature before

the absorption process takes place and then suddenly increases by 8 °C at the end

of pressurization. Finally, the MH temperature tends to the coolant temperature

reaching steady state conditions at 360 s.

Figs. 6.13c-d show the fraction of reaction completion for the 0D and 1D models. The

small size of the MH tubes enable considerable bed cooling and therefore, signifi-

cant hydriding rates. The small temperature differences between the concentric MH

volumes have a negligible effect on the absorption rates, as the reaction is kinetically-

limited. As a result the Fr c curves are coincident in Fig. 6.13d.

It is wort pointing out that the design achieves the desired Fr c of 90% within the target

refueling time of 3 min.

Figs. 6.13e-f presents the total stored hydrogen mass which accounts for approximately

2.2 kg. In Fig.. 6.13f the total fueled mass is obtained by adding the contributions of

each concentric volume multiplied by the calculated number of tubes. Even though

the hydrogen-absorbing alloy only occupies 40% of the bed volume (i.e. φ= 60%), c.a.

74% of the total fueled mass is stored in the absorbed phase and only 26% is stored in

the gaseous form in the pores. This can be seen in Fig. 6.14.
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Figure 6.14: Hydrogen mass stored in the solid bed: mass in pores and in absorbed
phase. HEX3 configuration.
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Figure 6.15: Charging analysis: bed temperature for 0D (a) and 1D (b); fraction of
reaction completion for 0D (c) and 1D (d); stored mass for 0D (e) and 1D (f). HEX2
configuration
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In Fig. 6.15 the 0D and 1D results for the bed temperature, fraction of reaction comple-

tion and stored mass are obtained for the HEX2 configurations with an aspect ratio of

0.5. From such a it can be observed that the difference in results between the lumped

and spatially distributed models is negligible and the 0D model well describes the

physical behavior of the storage system, as it was found for HEX3.

The solid bed temperature profiles and the hydriding rates shown in Figs.6.15a-b and

in Figs. 6.15c-d are nearly coincident with those obtained for HEX3, even though the

convection coefficient of heat transfer for HEX2 (i.e. 1500 W · m-2 · K-1) is less than half

than for HEX3 (i.e. 3420 W · m-2 · K-1) under the same cooling conditions. This occurs

because the heat transfer process is dominated by the conductive thermal resistance

of the metal hydride (see Subsection 3.8.4).

Although the cooling performance and hydriding rates are comparable for HEX2 and

HEX3, it is possible to notice that the former configuration stores a much lower hy-

drogen mass (Fig. 6.15e-f). The reason for this lies in the disparity of the MH volume,

which occupies only 8.5% of the total inner tank volume for HEX2 and 34.7% for

HEX3. As a result, HEX3 enables storing 4 times more stored hydrogen mass than

HEX2. In order to maximize the hydrogen stored mass, its dependency upon the main

geometric parameters is investigated in Subsection 6.4.3.

Results similar to those presented in Figs. 6.13 and 6.15 can be obtained for coolant

rates much lower than the chosen value of 20 kg · s-1 that is here selected to operate at

a shell-side velocity value (i.e. 1.17 m · s-1) within the optimum range (see Chapter 4).

In addition, from Fig. 6.16 it can be noticed that such a flow rate provides a maximum

difference of only 2 °C between inlet and outlet temperatures. This confirms the as-

sumption of constant cooling conditions over the entire length of the heat exchanger

(see Chapter 3) for practical MHSSs. Differently, caution in using this assumption

should be taken when very low coolant rates are considered (i.e. ≤15 kg · s-1).
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Figure 6.16: Inlet and outlet coolant temperatures. HEX3 configuration.
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6.4.2 Discharging

A fast dehydriding analysis is here presented to investigate the ability of the system to

fulfill intense discharging conditions. It is here assumed that any MHSS that can fulfill

such conditions can also satisfy cyclic dehydriding characteristics, as it is typically

required in real FCEVs operation.

Simulations show that, as it was found for hydrogen absorption, the difference in

results between the 0D and 1D models is negligible for the desorption process. There-

fore, the results of the discharging analysis are presented with respect to the 0D model

to ease the reading of the plots.

In this analysis a complete discharging from 300 bar to atmospheric pressure is

achieved in 10 min, as shown in Fig. 6.17, where the pressure ramp is presented

together with the equilibrium pressure calculated with the properties reported in

Appendix D for the dehydriding process.
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Figure 6.17: Pressure ramp and equilibrium pressure. Discharging process.

From Fig. 6.17 it can be noticed that hydrogen desorption is triggered when the

pressure ramp falls below the equilibrium pressure. This corresponds to a time of 312

s. The decrease in peq that occurs after such a time is due to the endothermic nature

of the desorption process, which causes a reduction of the metal hydride temperature.

The equilibrium pressure then increases due to solid-bed heating and finally stabilizes

when the system reaches steady-state conditions.

The list of input data is presented in Table 6.2 with respect to the HEX3 configuration.

In addition to the information reported in such a table, the initial value for Fr c is set

equal to 90%. This is consistent with the methods considered until now to carry out
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the refueling analyses, as at 90% of the absorption reaction, the charging process

is considered completed, the inlet hydrogen valve closes and the tank is ready for

discharging.

Besides the heat exchanger geometric parameters, the input data listed in Table 6.1

are also used to study the dehydriding process for HEX2. For such a configuration, the

results are obtained with an aspect ratio of 0.5.

Table 6.2: Model input parameters for discharging analysis (HEX3).

Domain Parameter Value Unit

A
m

b. pamb 1.013 bar
Tamb 20 °C

p
ra

m
p

p0 300 bar
pr e f 1 bar
duration 600 s
time offset 0 s

C
o

o
l. Dexcool®

ṁc 5 kg/s
Tc,i 30 °C

Ta
n

k L 1 m
dt ank 0.4 m

M
H

Ti1.1CrMn
φ 60% -
δ 1 mm

Tu
b

e Al 6061-T6
OD 2.5 mm

H
E

X

Shell and tube
PR 1.25 -
Layout angle 30 deg
Baffle cut 25% -
Baffle space 50% dt ank m

From the table it should be observed that a much lower mass flow rate than in Table 6.1

is considered for the discharging process. This is done to take into account of the

actual operation of the FCEV. In practice, the heating fluid is circulated in a closed loop

inside the car and therefore, the mass flow rate is limited by the size of the heating

system components (e.g. valves, tubes) and the cooling demand of the fuel cell.

The heating fluid temperature at the inlet is set to 30 °C, which is the assumed value

for the HTF that returns from the fuel cell system.
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Fig. 6.18 shows the results obtained for the bed temperature, fraction of reaction

completion and desorbed hydrogen mass for both HEX3 and HEX2 configurations. In

Fig. 6.18a it is possible to notice that the metal hydride temperature rises sharply from

the initial conditions to the heating fluid inlet temperature of 30 °C and then remains

constant until the tank pressure decreases below peq triggering the hydrogen desorp-

tion at approximately 312 s. The endothermic nature of the reaction causes a the solid

bed to suddenly cool down, reaching similar minima for the two configurations in a

specular way of what observed for the hydriding process. Finally, the heat absorbed to

maintain the desorption reaction increases the metal hydride temperature back to

the inlet HTF temperature

Fig. 6.18b shows that the two heat exchanger configurations provide nearly coincident

profiles for the fraction of reaction completion. The reaction is kinetically-limited and

the temperature decrease observed in Fig. 6.18a has only a negligible effect on the

dehydriding rates.

In Fig. 6.18c the stored mass decreases at first for the effect of the decreasing pressure

until the dehydriding reaction is triggered. A considerable mass leaves the tank be-

tween 312 s and 456 s when the reaction is completed. From this moment only the

hydrogen mass in the pores continues to decrease until the valve closes at 600 s and

the system reaches stationary conditions.

The total desorbed hydrogen mass shows significantly different values for the two

configurations, because of the different storage volumes realized by the two configu-

rations (see Subsection 6.4.1).

It can be observed that, for both configurations, the initial mass differ from the values

reached at the end of the charging process in Figs. 6.15e-f and Figs. 6.13e-f. This is

mainly due to the difference in the starting and final conditions set for Fr c in the

two processes (i.e. 90% and 100% for hydriding and dehydriding respectively) and in

minor part to the different temperatures, thus densities, of the hydrogen in the gas

phase.

At the end, both configurations enable fast discharging under practical heating condi-

tions. The difference in the dehydriding performance is negligible for HEX2 and HEX3

and the only considerable disparity lies in the storage volume of the two layouts and

thus, in the total hydrogen mass available to operate the FCEV.
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Figure 6.18: Disharging analysis: bed temperature (a); fraction of reaction completion
(b); stored mass (c). HEX3 and HEX2 configurations.
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6.4.3 Parametric analysis

The charging and discharging analyses presented in Subsections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2

showed that the drawback of the investigated designs is the small MH volume avail-

able for hydrogen storage. Therefore, in this section a sensitivity study on the main

geometric parameters is carried out with the aim of optimizing the overall stored

hydrogen mass.

The results here reported refer to the input data listed in Table 6.1.

It is worth pointing out that the inner diameter is not varied here as its value is the

result of a design analysis based upon the critical MH thickness that achieves the

target Fr c and tr e f . According to the thermal model described in Subsection 6.3.1 and

Appendix B the only design parameters that influence the hydrogen stored mass are

the pitch to tube diameter ratio PR and the aspect ratio a.

Fig. 6.19 shows the dependency of the hydrogen mass upon the pitch to tube diameter

ratio PR for HEX3 on the left y-axis. The corresponding ratio between the MH volume

and the inner tank volume (i.e. Vr ati o) is plotted on the right y-axis.
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Figure 6.19: Stored hydrogen mass and volume ratio as functions of pitch to tube
diameter ratio.

A decrease in the PR value corresponds to a reduced distance between the tubes and

therefore to an increase number of MH tubes inside the tank. A maximum value of

3.09 kg is achieved for a pitch to tube diameter ratio of 1.05 and Vr ati o becomes 48.7%.

However, it is worth mentioning that practical PR values typically do not fall below

1.25 to avoid the weakening of the tube sheet [177]. In addition, as the storage capacity

is enlarged by increasing the MH volume, the stored hydrogen mass increases with

the absorbing alloy’s weight resulting in a larger volumetric density and a constant
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gravimetric density, which settles at 1.25%. This can be seen in Fig. 6.20 where the

weight of the tank is shown for a pitch to tube diameter ratio of 1.05 and for its nominal

value.
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Figure 6.20: Weight of the main tank’s components: hydrogen, heat exchanger and
absorbing alloy.

The volumetric density increases from 0.0173 to 0.0246 kgH2/Ls y st . The increase in

the volumetric density that occurs at lower pitch to tube diameter ratio values is

compensated by the larger storage system’s weight, which varies from 175 kg to 250

kg in the PR range of 1.25-1.05. In both cases the heaviest tank components is the

absorbing alloy, which accounts for more than 61% of the total tank’s weight, followed

by the heat exchanger, i.e. 37.5% (Al6061-T6 tubes), and hydrogen 1.25%.

It should be considered that a stored hydrogen mass of approximately 3.1 kg can also

be obtained by reducing the porosity to 0.3 at 300 bar or to 0.4 at 600 bar. As discussed

in Chapter 3 reducing the void fraction and/or increasing the charging pressure are

not advisable strategies, as failures in the mechanical components subjected to re-

peated hydriding/dehydriding cycles may occur when a considerable packing density

is used, whereas larger operating pressures will require dedicated high-pressure tank

components (e.g. valves) and a thicker vessel resulting in a more expensive system

with effect on both volume and weight.

In Ref. [198] the effect of charging pressure and alloy quantity on the volume and

weight of a hybrid high-pressure Al-CFRP vessel was estimated under some simplified

assumptions. The results suggested that for a system dimensioned to store 5 kg of
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hydrogen, an increase in the quantity of the absorbing alloy only enhances the volu-

metric density and does not affect the weight when hydrides with a wmax of at least

4.1% are used. This occurs because at relatively large hydrogen capacities, increasing

the alloy content provides a significant reduction in the system’s volume, resulting in

a lighter vessel which balances the larger weight of the hydride.

Smaller system’s volume and weight can also be obtained in principle by augmenting

the operating pressure. However, these positive effects were found to be more impor-

tant for void fractions above 70%. Below such a value, a large portion of the fueled

hydrogen is stored in the metal hydride and increasing the charging pressure only

benefits the volumetric density of the gas phase, which is modest compared to that of

the absorbed phase. This concept can be observed in Fig. 6.21 where the amount of

stored hydrogen for different charging pressures is plotted against the bed porosity φ.

In such a figure the effect of the pressure on the MH tube thickness, and thus, on the

overall volume, is neglected as for the small diameters of interest here the thickness is

only modestly affected by the operating pressure (see Fig. 6.7).
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Figure 6.21: Stored hydrogen mass as a function of bed porosity and pressure.

Fig. 6.21 shows that for a fixed bed volume the amount of stored hydrogen increases

linearly with the quantity of alloy and thus, with the reduction of porosity. The overall

system’s weight is mainly affected by the hydride mass, which varies considerably with

the packing density. For a porosity variation between 0 and 1, the alloy’s weight varies

between 268 kg and 0 kg and becomes 107 kg at the nominal bed porosity (0.6).

The effect of pressure on the hydrogen mass becomes important only at large void

fractions and thus, when a considerable quantity of hydrogen is stored in the gas

phase. This is evident for the limit case of unitary porosity, for which the system
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behaves as a pure CHG tank and the effect of pressure upon the hydrogen mass is

maximum. In this case, the hydrogen mass augments by more than 80% when the

operating pressure is raised from 300 bar to 600 bar. On the other hand, increasing the

charging pressure has a positive effect on the reaction kinetics, but does not influence

the storage capacity of the hydrogen-absorbing alloy. As a result, at large packing

densities the hydrogen mass becomes less sensitive to the pressure and reaches the

common value of 4 kg for the unrealistic case of a null void fraction.

From Fig. 6.21 it appears that for HEX3 it is not possible to achieve the target hydrogen

mass of 5 kg for any combinations of alloy quantity and charging pressure. Despite the

small MH volume, the main reason for this is the low gravimetric capacity of Ti1.1CrMn

(1.5wt%), which limits the hydrogen storage. Simulations show that in order to achieve

the target hydrogen mass at the nominal porosity, storage capacities of 4.2wt% and

3.7wt% are required at system’s pressures of 300 bar and 600 bar respectively.

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the results reported in Ref [198] should be con-

sidered as the outcomes of a preliminary study which does not take into account the

important effect that the heat exchanger has on the system’s volume and weight. In

addition, it is assumed that the MH will absorb hydrogen for its full capacity, which is

unrealistic at practical reaction times (see 3.8.2). Detailed investigations were planned

to address these issues and provide more reliable results. Unfortunately, to be best of

the author’s knowledge it is not possible to find any further study on this topic.

Fig. 6.19 shows the dependency of the hydrogen mass upon the aspect ratio for HEX2

on the left y-axis. The respective Vr ati o is plotted on the right y-axis.

For HEX2, increasing the aspect ratio at constant inner diameter corresponds to

reducing the outer tube inner diameter (see Appendix B) and therefore increasing the

available volume for MH tubes.
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Figure 6.22: Stored hydrogen mass and volume ratio as functions of aspect ratio.
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The stored hydrogen mass (and the MH volume) increase exponentially with the

aspect ratio, as the number of tubes has an exponential dependency upon the outer

diameter [179]. However, reducing the outer tube diameter means that the cross flow

area for the heat transfer fluid decreases with a. As a result one could expect that de-

creasing the HTF mass flow rate would cause a reduction in the cooling performance.

Simulations have shown that for an inner diameter of 2 mm and an aspect ratio of 0.9

the minimum mass flow rate that enables achieving the target Fr c at the desired time

of 3 min is 0.5 kg · s-1.

Finally, although the stored hydrogen mass significantly increases when the aspect

ratio varies from 0.1 to 0.9, the maximum mH2 (i.e. 1.77 kg) is comparable with the

minimum value obtained with a PR of 1.5 for HEX3 (i.e. 1.51 kg).

At the end, it is important to mention that other solutions that are based on the

tubular tank design can be investigated to further enhance the hydrogen capacity of

the storage system. In Ref. [199] steel tubes of approximately the same size as that

considered in the present work are employed to store the metal hydride for a thermal

compression application. Each tube has an outer diameter of 3 mm and is placed

inside the vessel in a helical-coil arrangement. The tubes are brazed to a ring manifold

located at the center of the tank and the heat transfer fluid flows over the tubes on

the shell side. Results show that such a design is able to withstand pressures up to

345 bar and realize hydrogen-absorption/desorption cycles within 16 min when air is

used as the HTF. In addition, it is claimed that such a configuration provides a lighter

and more compact solution than a conventional shell-and-tube design with straight

tubes. Therefore, it would be worth investigating the possibility to use a ring manifold

design to maximize the hydride volume for a hydrogen storage application. Under the

assumption that the same number of tubes as for HEX3 is achieved, the helical-coil

design can provide longer tubes for the same length of the vessel. As the MH volume

is directly proportional to the tube length, an increase by 2.3 times in the longitudinal

dimension can lead to a hydrogen capacity of 5 kg for a 126 L tank. However, due

to the complex design, detailed studies on the heat transfer performance should be

carried out to ensure that the system can achieve fueling times of practical interest

while maintaining a compact size.
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6.5 Conclusion

A modeling platform is successfully developed in the DymolaTM environment to

design and simulate on-board hydrogen storage systems. At the moment of the sub-

mission of the thesis HySDeP includes a MH storage system model based on tubular

tank layout and a CHG storage system with a standard and a novel design with inte-

grated PCM.

The computational platform is built with attention to the key design criteria of user-

friendliness, flexibility and facility of third party development. The main structures

(or classes in the Modelica® language) are divided in macro and sub-models, records,

ports and functions. The architecture is kept simple and the models are grouped in

modeling packages by category.

For the MHSS, seven packages are defined. These are: Tanks_With_Hex, Ports, Sources,

Properties, Heat Transfer, Kinetics, TESTS. The developer has access to the modeling

code contained in each package, whereas the user has only access to TESTS where a

simulation model can be tuned with the values of choice for the main design parame-

ters. The same occurs for the CHG system which comprises six packages: Tanks, Ports,

Sources, Properties, Heat Transfer, TESTS.

Depending of which tank is selected, the user has access to a number of libraries that

include different heat exchanger designs, material properties, kinetic models and heat

transfer boundary conditions. Among these, the most important are the databases for

the compositions of hydrogen-absorbing alloy and phase change material.

HySDeP can be used to perform both charging and discharging analyses. Examples of

both are discussed in the present chapter for the MHSS and a comparison between

the storage and cooling performance of two shell and tube layouts is provided. The

heat exchangers refer to the HEX3 and HEX2 configurations, according to the notation

used in Chapter 4. The MH is placed in tubes of 2 mm of inner diameter in order

to achieve the targets for Fr c (i.e. 90%) and tr e f (i.e. 3 min) in agreement with the

design analysis reported in Chapter 3. If a sintered filter is introduced in the tube to

enable hydrogen distribution within the solid bed, the tube size should be enlarged in

practice to account for the filter diameter. However, as the filter would be inserted at

the adiabatic center-line of the tube, its mass would not affect the heat transfer and

therefore, it has been neglected in this study.

For both the HEX3 and HEX2 layouts the 0D and 1D models provide equivalent results

and well describe the reactions that occur within the solid bed.

The small tube size enable efficient heat transfer over the entire MH thickness and

thus considerable significant hydriding rates. As a result, the reaction is kinetically-

limited and the temperature increase that occurs during hydrogen absorption is not

sufficient to slow down the reaction.
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Although the two heat exchanger configurations realize similar cooling and kinetic

performance, a great disparity occurs for the amount of stored hydrogen mass. This is

due to the difference in the MH volume available for hydrogen storage. HEX3 achieves

a total hydrogen mass of nearly 2.2 kg, whereas HEX2 is able to store approximately

one fourth of this value. Such a mass is stored mainly in the absorbed phase (c.a. 74%

of the total fueled mass), even though the hydrogen-absorbing alloy occupies only

40% of the bed volume (i.e. φ= 60%).

The same results can be obtained under the assumption of constant HTF temperature

between inlet and outlet, as for practical flow rates the thermal gradient in the fluid

flow can be neglected.

The discharging analysis reveals that both HEX3 and HEX2 enable fast dehydriding

under practical heating conditions. As it was found for the charging process, the two

layouts provide similar heat-transfer and kinetic performance and the only consider-

able difference lies in the amount of hydrogen that is available to operate the FCEV.

To overcome this issue a sensitivity analysis is carried out with respect to the main

geometric parameters for each configuration to optimize the hydrogen stored mass.

For HEX2 increasing the aspect ratio provides significant hydrogen mass augmenta-

tion, which varies between 0.02 kg to 1.77 kg in the range of 0.1-0.9 for a. However,

even in the most favorable conditions for a, the total stored mass is slightly larger

than the minimum value realized for HEX3 (1.51 kg), which occurs for a pitch to tube

diameter ratio, PR, of 1.5. Decreasing PR allows packing more MH tubes in a fixed

volume and thus, storing a larger hydrogen mass, which reaches 3.1 kg for a pitch to

tube diameter ratio of 1.05. However, the increase in the volumetric density (from

0.0173 to 0.0246 kgH2/Ls y st ) is compensated by the larger storage system’s weight,

which varies from 175 kg to 250 kg for a PR between 1.25 to 1.05. In both cases the

heaviest tank components is the absorbing alloy, which accounts for more than 61%

of the total tank’s weight, followed by the heat exchanger, i.e. 37.5% (Al6061-T6 tubes),

and hydrogen 1.25%. As a result the gravimetric storage capacity is found to be inde-

pendent from PR with a constant value of 1.25%.

The same optimized storage capacity can be obtained for a packing density that corre-

sponds to a porosity of 0.3 at the nominal pressure of 300 bar or of 0.4 at 600 bar.

Caution must be taken when the augmentation of the hydrogen stored mass is

achieved by decreasing PR or φ. The former strategy may weaken the tube sheet,

whereas the latter can cause failures of the mechanical components subjected to

repeated hydriding/dehydriding cycles.

Finally, the hydrogen storage density can be augmented by employing configurations

that provide higher hydride densities. One example is the helical-coil design reported

in Ref. [199]. This configuration has the potential to provide large hydride volumes in

a compact space. However, any storage solution that aims at increasing the hydrogen
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capacity by enlarging the volume of the hydride will always be penalized by the weight

of the absorbing alloy. Therefore, the development light-weight alloys with adequate

storage capacities is fundamental to significantly improve the gravimetric density of

the on-board storage system.
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7.1 Concluding remarks

Nowadays, the hydrogen global production settles above 55 million metric tons, in-

cluding both merchant and captive markets. The latter represents 88% of the overall

produced volumes and comprises the main consumers, being the petrochemical and

fertilizer industries. The hydrogen market is foreseen to considerably grow after 2020,

when fuel cell electric vehicles will start playing an increasing role in the forthcoming

renewable transport sector. However, in order to establish a solid ground for signif-

icant market penetration of FCEVs, several inter-dependent issues first need to be

addressed. Among these, the development of an an effective on-board storage system

is a major challenge to be tackled.

The present work aims at developing a modeling platform, named HySDeP, for the

design and simulation of vehicular hydrogen storage systems.

The scope of the platform is to provide a starting point for a comprehensive model

library that includes the main on-board storage solutions, enabling comparisons

among the promising technologies. In order to achieve this goal, the platform is built

according to some key criteria that allow both user and developer to take advantage

of a simple architecture. The principles that guide the design of the computational

structure encompass the concepts of user-friendliness, flexibility and ease of third

party development.

The platform implementation is carried out in DymolaTM software, a front-end user-

interface to Modelica® language, which offers a convenient environment for modeling

the dynamics of industrial multi-domain systems with a topological approach. The

components can be represented graphically and the hierarchical structure facilitates

the reuse of the modeling knowledge, making this language particularly suitable to

build robust exchangeable component libraries.
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The first modeling effort is made with regard to storage solutions that show large

room for potential improvement. In this work, these technologies are identified

as high-pressure metal hydride and compressed hydrogen gas systems. The main

materials that affect the storage and thermal performance are selected according to

some prescribed requirements.

A list of targets and constraints is defined to lead the analysis towards efficient designs

that can improve the storage and energy efficiency of the fueling process with respect

to the state-of-the-art technology. The current state of commercial CHG systems is

considered as the reference point upon which the performance objectives are defined.

For the MHSS the storage targets are: 5 kg of hydrogen in 126 L and fueling time within

3 min. The main requirements are: cylindrical shape of the high-pressure vessel and

uniform pattern of reaction within the MH bed to maximize the storage capacity of

the available active volume.

For the novel CHG system, here proposed, the objectives are to realize the same storage

performance in terms of stored mass and fueling time as the current technology and

improve the efficiency of the charging process. This is intended to be achieved by

inserting a phase change material that serves as a passive cooling system to absorb the

heat of compression inside the tank. The main requirement is that the tank walls must

be kept below the critical temperature of 85 °C at any time to ensure the mechanical

integrity of the pressurized vessel.

Reliable computational models are developed to describe the physical phenomena

that occur inside the tanks during periodical charging/discharging processes. The

models can be adapted to the needs of the specific study by selecting the features of

interest from implemented user libraries. These serves as databases for different heat

exchanger designs, material compositions (for tubes, MH and PCM), heat transfer

fluid properties, kinetic equations and heat transfer boundary conditions.

In this thesis the developed model is used to determine the maximum MH bed thick-

ness at which the hydriding reaction reaches 90% of its saturation value at the target

refueling time. The respect of the critical MH thickness is considered as the design

criterion to meet the prescribed targets and requirements.

The application of such a to a Ti1.1CrMn bed provides a maximum distance from the

cooling surfaces of 1 mm.

A thermal selection analysis for the tank/heat-exchanger system suggests the tubular

tank design in a standard shell and tube configuration as a promising candidate to

achieve the goals identified in this study.

The combination of the results from the critical MH thickness and heat-exchanger

selection analyses provides a final MHSS design that consists in MH tubes of 2 mm of

inner diameter and external heat transfer fluid flow over the tube bank.

The advantages of placing the hydrogen-absorbing alloy inside small-diameter tubes
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encompass technical and economic aspects. The main ones include: small tube thick-

ness and thus, reduced tank weight, ease of confinement and compaction of the MH

powder, uniform reaction pattern and modularity which facilitates the access to the

main tank components and helps decrease the maintenance cost. On the other hand,

the main drawback of this design consists in a smaller MH capacity when compared

to chamber-tank layouts.

A comparison between the shell-and-tube design and the tube-in-tube configuration

is performed in HySDeP with regard to complete charging and discharging analyses.

For both layouts the small tube size enables efficient heat transfer over the entire

MH bed, which achieves the desired fraction of reaction completion within the target

refueling time. However, a great disparity occurs when the total amount of stored

hydrogen is taken into account. Approximately 2.2 kg are fueled in a 126 L tank for

the shell and tube configuration whereas only 0.55 kg are stored for the tube-in-tube

configuration. This is due to the difference in the MH volume, which represents 34.7%

and 8.5% of the available inner tank volume for the shell-and-tube and tube-in-tube

configurations respectively. With a porosity of 60% the absorbed phase corresponds

to 74% of the total fueled mass, whereas the rest is stored in the gas phase in the void

volume of the bed.

A fast discharging analysis reveals that both configurations enable intense dehydriding

rates under practical heating conditions. Once again, the main difference for the two

layouts lies in the total amount of desorbed mass, in a specular way to what observed

for the charging process.

In order to maximize the total amount stored hydrogen the main geometric parame-

ters for the two configurations have been varied within a practical range. For the shell

and tube design a maximum stored mass of c.a. 3.1 kg is obtained when the pitch to

tube diameter ratio is decreased to 1.05 which corresponds to the lowest value of in

the variation range. However, caution should be taken when values below 1.25 are

considered, as the increased density of tubes can substantially weaken the tube sheet

according to the design guidelines for shell and tubes.

For the tube in tube configuration the most effective strategy for hydrogen mass

maximization consists in increasing the aspect ratio to 0.9. Under this condition the

annular region occupied by the heat transfer fluid becomes small when compared to

the inner tube volume where the MH is placed. However, even in the most favorable

conditions the stored mass assumes a modest value, i.e. 1.51 kg, which is smaller than

for the other design and far from the prescribed target.

For the novel CHG tank, refueling analyses carried out for a type IV tank show that

the integration of a 5 mm PCM layer enables significant hydrogen cooling at times

that are too large to be of practical interest. This occurs because of the poor heat

transfer at the hydrogen/PCM interface which prevents effective gas cooling within
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the target refueling time. In addition, the presence of hot spots at the tank wall cannot

be entirely excluded and therefore, the requirement cannot be considered satisfied. A

parametric analysis for the main design parameters is carried out to solve these issues.

The results show that the material’s thermal properties and thickness are found to

only have a modest effect on the storage performance and that the reward strategy

consist in augmenting the heat transfer area.

The encapsulation technique can provide sufficiently high surface enlargements to

reduce the peak temperature well below 85 °C and eliminate the risk of hot spots at the

walls, while providing a proper confinement structure for the phase change material

during repeated melting-solidification cycles. Furthermore, the storage performance

in terms of mass becomes the same as for the standard tank case, although the fueling

occurs at ambient temperature. As a result, the intense hydrogen cooling, from

ambient conditions to -40 °C, that takes place at the refueling station can be avoided.

This leads to a maximum energy saving of 4.2 MJ per fueling. Additional advantages,

that are difficult to quantify, involve the cost reduction of the heat exchanger and

increased reliability of the fueling process.

At the end, the developed computational platform proves to be a valuable tool for the

design and simulation of on-board storage systems.

The results show that, while the novel PCM vessel qualifies as a potential advancement

towards a more efficient hydrogen storage, the high-pressure MH tank does not

provide valuable benefits when compared to the current status of commercial CHG

systems for light-duty vehicles.

The proposed MHSS design succeeds in fulfilling the performance requirements

as well as the fueling time target. In particular, the tubular tank design achieves

the desired fraction of reaction completion within 3 min, while enabling a uniform

pattern of reaction for both hydriding and dehydriding. However, the set target for the

stored hydrogen mass is not satisfied. There are two complementary reasons for this.

On one side, the stored mass is limited by the relatively small MH volume that this

design is able to provide and on the other side, the low gravimetric capacities of the

investigated material prevent adequate hydrogen storage for reasonable tank weights.

As an example, it is worth pointing out that in the presented study, 2.2 kg of hydrogen

are stored at the expenses of a metal hydride weight above 100 kg. The latter value

not accounting for the mass of the tank and its components. This observation falls

within a more general debate, that has animated the scientists for the last decades,

on the feasibility of MHSSs as a solution to the storage needs of the transport sector.

Although being promising candidates, at the moment no MH seems to possess all the

required properties to achieve this goal.

Further research on both tank design and light-weight absorbing alloys is needed to

address the issues of limited volumetric and gravimetric storage capacities of MHSSs.
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7.2 Recommendations for future work

Future efforts should focus on expanding the model library to include other types of

hydrogen storage that can be used for vehicular applications. The next step in this

direction is to use the developed models to design MH tanks based on the cham-

ber layout and different heat exchanger configurations that can be selected from a

wide library. Among these, the helical-coil design has the potential to improve the

volumetric density of the storage system and should be investigated with particular

attention to the heat transfer performance in order to achieve fueling times of prac-

tical interest. In addition, the databases for material properties and kinetic models

should be broadened to include other promising alloys and mass diffusion equations.

Furthermore, it would be interesting to combine the developed platform with other

open-source component libraries as the one presented in Ref. [200] for a complete

hydrogen refueling station. Models for electrolyzers and main FCEV components can

also be incorporated to build a universal hydrogen platform.

Finally, the proposed PCM tank technology should be further investigated to assess

its convenience and select the optimal confinement method (e.g. encapsulation,

nano-tubes, graphite composites) with respect to criteria on storage performance,

fueling efficiency and cost.
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A Hydrogen absorption/desorption
model and validation

A.1 Hydrogen absorption/desorption model

The mathematical framework consists in energy and mass balances combined with a

kinetics model to describe the time evolution of the hydriding/dehydriding rate, MH

bed temperature and hydrogen mass flow rate. This general form renders it applicable

to different H2-absorbing/desorbing alloys after selecting the relevant values for the

material properties and, if needed, modifying the kinetics equations.

The thermophysical properties of hydrogen gas are obtained with Coolprop [171, 172].

In a MHSS the essential thermal masses that actively participate to the reaction

mechanisms are the porous medium (i.e. metal hydride) and the hydrogen gas. The

latter is partly stored in its absorbed phase and partly in the gaseous phase in the

pores, meaning that the MH system must be treated as a discontinuous medium.

In this context, the effective thermal properties of the metal hydride are expressed

according to the bed porosity as

kM H =φkg + (1−φ)ks (A.1)

cM H =φcp,g + (1−φ)cp,s (A.2)

where the porosity φ is defined as the ratio of the gas volume (in the pores) to the MH

volume (i.e. Vg /VM H ).

A relation similar to Eq.A.2 can be written for the overall bed density ρM H as

ρM H =φρg + (1−φ)ρs (A.3)
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Appendix A. Hydrogen absorption/desorption model and validation

A.1.1 Continuity equation

At any moment of the hydriding/dehydriding reaction, the continuity equation reads

as

ṁg ,i hi −ṁg ,oho =Vg ·
∂ρg

∂t
+ρsVs · ∂w

∂t
(A.4)

where the left hand side (LHS) term represents the difference between inlet and outlet

hydrogen mass flow rates, respectively ṁg ,i and ṁg ,o . The first and second term on

the right-hand-side (RHS) refer to the rate of stored hydrogen in the gas and absorbed

phases respectively. The gas and solid volumes (i.e. Vg and Vs) are linked to the overall

MH bed volume via the following relation

VM H =Vg +Vs (A.5)

=φVM H + (1−φ)VM H (A.6)

As the system operates either in charging or discharging mode, ṁg ,o and ṁg ,i are

alternatively null. The integration of Eq. A.4 over the entire fueling or driving process

provides the total hydrogen mass that entered or was drawn from the tank. The

hydrogen mass inside the tank at a given instant is obtained by adding or subtracting

the two latter terms to the relevant initial condition (i.e. full or empty system). The

absolute porosity of the metal hydride is expressed with the term φ, while ρg , ρs , w,

and VM H are the gas and solid density, the weight fraction of hydrogen absorbed in

the bed and the MH volume, respectively.

A.1.2 Energy equation

In the model the energy equation is applied to the outer tank volume, consisting of the

coolant, solid bed and tank walls. However, in the assumption of using a Type IV tank

or an thermally insulated vessel, the effect of the tank walls on the internal reaction is

negligible at the short times of interest for the present analysis. Therefore, the terms

that refer to the tank walls are neglected in the following equations in order to provide

a simpler model form where only the relevant terms are presented. In addition, the

insertion of these non-reacting thermal masses is straightforward.

In porous packed beds, the contact area between the gas and solid phases is typically

large enough to assume local thermal equilibrium, and hence, one single energy

equation can be employed to describe the thermodynamics of the system. This is

especially valid when a large value for the porosity is considered, as occurs in this
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A.1. Hydrogen absorption/desorption model

work. The energy balance is obtained from its general form [201] and reads as

∂Hs y st

∂t
= ṁg ,i hi −ṁg ,oho +Vg · d p

d t
+ q̇ (A.7)

The RHS of the equation represents the inlet and outlet energy terms related to the hy-

drogen mass flow, the compression heat Vg · d p
d t and the heat flow exchanged from the

hydride to the coolant and ambient. The latter term is neglected for the assumption

of adiabatic tank walls as previously discussed. After assuming constant porosity and

solid density within the hydride bed, the LHS in Eq. A.7 is expanded as

∂Hs y st

∂t
= ρsVs · ∂hs

∂t
+ρg Vg ·

∂hg

∂t
+hg Vg ·

∂ρg

∂t
+ρsVs w · ∂hw

∂t
+ρsVshw · ∂w

∂t
(A.8)

where the derivatives involve hs , hg and hw as the specific enthalpy of the absorbing

alloy, hydrogen in the gas and absorbed phases, respectively. With respect to the

hydriding process, the enthalpy of the absorbed phase is obtained from the definition

of enthalpy of absorption:

hw = hg + ΔHab

MWg
(A.9)

Assuming a constant average heat of absorption (desorption), independent upon

temperature and pressure, the ∂hw
∂t term in Eq. A.9 becomes

∂hw

∂t
= ∂hg

∂t
(A.10)

The partial derivatives of hg and hs can be re-written for a real gas and solid by

accounting for the dependency upon both temperature and pressure and assuming

constant hydride properties

∂hg

∂t
= cp,g · ∂TM H

∂t
+ (1−αg TM H )

ρg
· ∂p

∂t
(A.11)

∂hs

∂t
= cp,s · ∂TM H

∂t
+ 1

ρs
· ∂p

∂t
(A.12)

where in Eq. A.11 αg is the hydrogen coefficient of thermal expansion.
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Appendix A. Hydrogen absorption/desorption model and validation

Under the assumption of isotropic and homogenous thermal properties in the hydride

bed, the q̇ term in Eq. A.7 is modeled as

q̇ =−kM H ·�2TM H (A.13)

By substituting Eqs. A.10 to A.13 and manipulating the energy balance in the light of

the mass balance of Eq. A.4 it is possible to write the coefficients of T , p and w as

Υ= [(1−φ) ·ρs wcp,g +ρM H cM H ] ·VM H (A.14)

Λ=
[

(1−φ)+
(
(1−φ) · ρs

ρg
w +φ

)
· (1−αg TM H )−φ

]
·VM H (A.15)

Ψ= [(1−φ) ·ρs
ΔHab

MWg
] ·VM H (A.16)

I = ṁg ,i · (hg ,i −h)+ q̇ (A.17)

where h is the specific enthalpy of hydrogen in the pores and it is calculated at the

charging pressure p and temperature TM H at any time of the simulation. During

discharging the terms that refer to the hydrogen flow at the inlet in Eq. A.17 must be

substituted with the respective form for the outlet with the proper sign.

At the end, the energy balance assumes the following expression

Υ
∂TM H

∂t
=−Λ∂p

∂t
−Ψ

∂w

∂t
+ I (A.18)

A.1.3 Kinetics model

The nominal kinetic equation employed in this work is based on an expression for

hydrogen absorption in LaNi5 derived by Mayer et al. [202] that assumes first order

kinetics, as it is often observed in metal hydrides. The reaction rate of hydrogen per

unit mass of metal hydride is expressed as

∂w

∂t
=CaeEa /(RTM H )ln

(
p

peq

)
· (wmax −w) (A.19)

where peq is the MH equilibrium pressure defined in Subsection 3.8. All the other

parameters refer to Table 3.1.

For desorption in Ti1.1CrMn a modified version of Eq.A.19 was suggested in Ref.[61]

to better represent the experimental results. This relation is used in the modeling
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platform when the discharging analysis is performed. It reads as

∂Fr c

∂t
=Ca,deseEa,des /(RTM H )ln

(
p

peq

)
·Fr c (A.20)

The hydriding and dehydriding regions identified that refer to peq are shown in Fig. A.1

for Ti1.1CrMn.
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Figure A.1: Hydriding and dehydriding regions for Ti1.1CrMn.

Relations other than those presented above for the calculation of the absorption/des-

orption rates are presented in Appendix D where the alternative model equation

implemented in the simulation platform are described.

A.1.4 Boundary conditions

A number of boundary conditions have been defined in order to solve the set of

equations presented above. Such conditions are expressed as follows For the hydride

volume in contact with the coolant tube:

q̇ = 1

Rth,tot
∗ Ahex,ext ∗ (TM H − T̄c ) (A.21)

Rth,tot =
(

1

Ahex,ext /(h̄c · Ahex,i n)+Rth,cont +Rth,M H +Rth,tube

)−1

(A.22)

where Ahex,ext and Ahex,i n are the internal and external heat transfer areas with respect

to the coolant tube.
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The average heat transfer coefficient on the HTF side h̄ f is calculated by means of the

following procedure:

if Rec < 2100

NuLam = 1.86 ·
(
Rec ·Pr Di

L

)1/3

if 2100 ≤ Rec ≤ 104

NuTr an = 0.116 ·
[

1+
(

Di
L

)2/3
]
· (Re2/3

c −125) ·Pr 1/3

if Rec > 104

NuTur b = 0.023 ·
[

1+
(

Di
L

)0.7
]
· (Re0.8

c ·Pr 1/3)

For the hydride in contact with the tank wall:

q̇ = 1

Rth,tot
· Ahex,i n · (TM H − T̄ai r ) (A.23)

Rth,tot =
(

1

Ahex,i nt /(h̄ai r · Ahex,ext )+Rth,cont +Rth,M H +Rth,w all

)−1

(A.24)

where the areas refer to the tank walls and h̄ai r is set equal to 8 W · m-2 · K-1 [203].

For the solid in contact to an adiabatic surface (e.g. the symmetry line in Fig. 3.1):

q̇ = 0 (A.25)

TBound = TM H (A.26)

A.2 Model validation

The validation of the constant-parameter model is presented in Fig. A.2 with respect

to the results presented in Ref. [55] for the hydriding process of Ti1.1CrMn and ob-

tained with a simple heat-diffusion model. The comparison between the two models

is carried out at three relevant distances. However, the present model employs a

discretization step of 1 mm and therefore, the results presented in the literature for

distance of 7.5 mm from the cooling surface are here compared with the reaction

parameters calculated at a location of 7 mm, as a reasonable approximation.

The volumetric heat rate of generation is presented in Fig. A.2a. It takes into account

the heat of pressurization and the reaction heat in the solid bed. The former is func-

tion of the absorption rate whereas the latter is only dependent upon the pressure

ramp (and the porosity) which remains constant until pr e f is reached. For this reason,

the heat of generation starts at a value that is different from zero and remains constant

until the absorption reaction takes place.
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Figure A.2: Model comparison: volumetric generated heat (a); metal hydride tempera-
ture (b); fraction of reaction completion (c).
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The results are consistent with what reported in the literature. However, the maximum

relative difference increases with the distance from 2.6% at 0 mm to approximately

25% at around 7.5 mm.

The solid in direct contact with the cooling element experiences the greatest heat

generation rate, of approximately 3.73 MW, which corresponds to the largest cooling

rate. A decrease in the maximum heat value is observed as we move farther away from

the cooling surface until the thermally-limited condition is reached at approximately

8 mm. Beyond such a distance poor heat removal dominates the hydriding reaction

and thus, the heat generation. Similar conclusions can be drawn from Fig. A.2b, where

the temperature profile in the reaction bed is shown. However, the maximum relative

difference (2%) occurs at the end of pressurization for the solid at 0 mm and corre-

sponds to a discrepancy of 6.5 K in the results.

From Fig. A.2c, it can be observed that the disparity in the fraction of reaction com-

pletion value between the present model and literature results increases with the

distance from the cooling element. The maximum relative difference in the results

ranges from approximately 0% for the solid in contact with the tube to 28% when the

comparison id done between the Fr c value calculated at 7 mm and at 7.5 mm.

The fact that the agreement in the results generally decreases for locations farther

from the tube indicates that the discrepancy in the models is mainly due to thermal

differences, the effect of which is more significant at larger solid thicknesses. These

can be attributed to the different nature of the models, gas equations (e.g. ideal

gas formulation was used in Ref. [55]) and the non-perfect parameterization. The

proof for this is provided in Fig. A.3 where it is possible to observe that the hydriding

characteristic obtained in Ref. [55] at 7.5 mm falls within the calculated absorption

profiles at 7 and 8 mm.
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Figure A.3: Comparison between among Fr c values at 7, 7.5 and 8 mm.
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A.2. Model validation

A relatively significant discrepancy can be observed only at the end of pressurization,

where the model from the literature underestimates the hydriding rate.

At the end, the current model results are in well agreement with those presented in

the relevant literature. The difference in results are negligible at small distances from

the cooling surface meaning that, for the desired Fr c and tr e f targets, the developed

model well predicts the critical metal hydride thickness.
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B Metal hydride heat pump: heat
exchanger design

This appendix is meant to provide the Reader with the necessary information needed

to complete the study presented in Chapter 4. It provides details on the thermal

models for the investigated heat exchangers as well as additional results that complete

the MHHP work presented in the main text of this thesis. Although the results, here

presented, refer to a MH thermal system and are not directly applicable to a hydrogen

storage application, they are reported because, at the time of the thesis submission,

the manuscript that contains the details of the MHHP study has not yet been published

[176]. However, as the manuscript has been accepted for publication, it is cited in the

relevant sections of this appendix.

B.1 Thermal performance

Hydrogen storage systems for which the major goal is to rapidly cool the hydride

during absorption aim at dissipating the heat of reaction while realizing a negligible

temperature rise of the HTF across the heat exchanger and therefore, consistent

cooling conditions where the coolant is in contact with the MH. In a MHHP system,

however, a significant temperature increase in the cooling fluid must be provided in

order to obtain useful heating for other system components. For this analysis, only the

most energy-demanding process of the heat pump cycle (i.e. the absorption reaction)

is considered, rather than the complete thermal cycle. To quantify the effectiveness

of the system during the absorption stage, an index of performance based on the

temperature change in the coolant is defined.

With respect to the entire tube length, using the assumptions reported in Section 4.2,
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exchanger design

it is possible to write [203]:

ln
ΔTout

ΔTi n
=− Ū Ahex

ṁ f cp, f
(B.1)

where ΔTout and ΔTi n represent the differences between the constant metal hydride

temperature during hydrogen absorption and the mean outlet and inlet fluid temper-

atures, respectively. Ū is the average overall heat transfer coefficient, Ahex is the heat

transfer area, ṁ f is the HTF mass flow rate, and cp, f is the specific heat capacity.

In order to define an index of performance, the previous equation is rearranged as:

F = TM H −T f −m,out

TM H −T f −m,i n
= exp

(
− Ū Ahex

ṁ f cp, f

)
(B.2)

where F is the index of performance representing the mean fluid temperature increase

from the inlet conditions, T f −m,i n , to the outlet, T f −m,out , and TM H is the metal

hydride temperature that evolves isothermally during hydrogen absorption. The

parameter F defines the realized fraction of the total coolant temperature increase

as a dimensionless ratio of temperature differences between the hot source (i.e. the

metal hydride that undergoes an absorption reaction) and the hot outlet and cold

inlet fluid. This metric indicates how well the heat transfer process is performed. With

constant MH and fluid inlet temperatures, lower F values correspond to higher outlet

temperatures and consequently, better performance. According to the assumption

that the MH temperature evolves isothermally, the following relation, can be applied

for condensation problems:

ε= 1−F (B.3)

where the heat exchanger effectiveness, ε, is related to the index of performance. The

index of performance is only dependent upon design variables, heat and mass transfer

parameters and fluid properties. Further details on the effectiveness, F formulations,

and the models used for the different heat exchangers are given in the next section.

B.1.1 Limitation of the analysis

The metal hydride heat pump system is a cyclic system in which all processes are

time dependent and thus, the present steady-state analysis should be considered a

pre-design study to select the most efficient configuration in terms of the heat transfer

effectiveness. A more complete design analysis would require the estimation of the

actual COP for an entire time-dependent cycle. In addition, variable properties should
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be considered for the heat transfer medium once its inlet and outlet temperatures

and the hydride pair are defined. The study relies on a single-phase HTF with the

approximate properties of water at 55 °C. It follows that, if the hydride exceeds the

boiling point of water, a suitable alternative HTF must be selected.

Finally, it was assumed that the process limiting the heat transfer is the convective

resistance of the HTF, shown by in Eqs. B.1-B.3. In an actual design, sufficiently

small metal hydride thicknesses and significant thermal enhancement are required to

achieve such a condition. Simulations carried out in the present study have shown

that a solid thermal resistance of 2.5x10-4 m2·K·W-1 would be generally necessary

in the diameter-velocity space considered here. This value could be obtained by

employing a bed thickness of either 0.25 mm, referring to a thermal conductivity of 1

W·m-1·K-1, or 2.5 mm in presence of thermal enhancement up to 10 W·m-1·K-1 [170].

However, to optimize a configuration for a particular hydride pair, the model can be

readily modified to include the actual thermal conductivity, leaving the thickness as a

variable of optimization.

B.1.2 Thermal model for the heat exchanger design

The following procedure and set of equations were implemented in Matlab® to com-

pute the performance and pressure losses for each heat exchanger. The inputs of the

model consist of the HTF velocity and the flow path and heat transfer geometries. The

hydraulic diameter, Dh , for HEX1, HEX2 and HEX3 is defined in Eq. B.6:

Dh,HE X 1 = Di (B.4)

Dh,HE X 2 = Do −Di (B.5)

Dh,HE X 3 =OD (B.6)

A value for the total active length of the tube is assumed for each configuration. For

HEX2 and HEX3 it corresponds to the MH tube length, while for HEX1 it is defined as

Ltot = Np ·Ltube (B.7)

where Np is the number of passes and Ltube is the single-tube length actively involved

in the heat transfer process. For HEX2 and HEX3, other input parameters are required

to completely define the geometry. For HEX2, only the aspect ratio a is needed and is

defined as

a = Di

Do
(B.8)
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This equation is coupled with Eq. B.6b and used to determine Do and Di for any given

values of a and Dh,HE X 2.

For HEX3, the other main geometrical inputs include the inner diameter of the shell,

Ds , the segmental baffle cut (25-35%), the tube-pitch layout, and the parameters listed

in Table B.1:

Table B.1: Main additional geometric parameter for HEX3

Parameter Symbol Value Ref.

Relative baffle space (% of Ds) B 20% [177]
Pitch to tube-diameter ratio PR 1.25 [177]
Temperature correction factor Ft 0.875 [203]
Tube count calculation constant for one tube pass CTP 0.93 [179]
Tube layout constant Ct 0.87 [179]

The chosen values of B, PR and Ft and their influence on fluid flow, mechanical

strength of components and heat transfer are discussed in the sensitivity analysis

section. The tube count constant, CTP, accounts for the imperfect coverage of the shell

diameter by the tubes due to necessary clearances between the shell and the outer

tube circle and its assumed value refers to one tube pass, as it is the closest condition

to the case here considered. The value for Ct applies for a tube layout inclined by

30 or 60 degrees and was chosen due to the increased tube density that it provides

for any given Ds , and thus was expected to realize a greater temperature increase in

the HTF. Performance results have confirmed such a prediction when the Ct value

valid for a layout angle of 45 and 90 degrees was employed in the simulations. Similar

conclusions can be drawn when a triangular tube pitch is used in place of a squared

pitch. The cross flow areas are computed by means of the following equations for

HEX1, HEX2 and HEX3 respectively:

Acr oss,HE X 1 =π
D2

h,HE X 1

4
(B.9)

Acr oss,HE X 2 = π

4
(D2

o −D2
i ) (B.10)

Acr oss,HE X 3 =
B ·D2

s ·Cl

Pt
(B.11)

where Pt is the tube pitch (calculated with PR and Do) and Cl is the tube clearance

defined according to Ref. [203]. Next, all the parameters required to estimate Pr and

Re are calculated. For HEX3, these parameters include the maximum number of tubes

that fit the prescribed inner shell volume and the equivalent diameter, according

to the design procedure reported in Ref. [179]. The pressure drops are calculated
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by means of the friction factor for the laminar and turbulent regimes given in Ref.

[204] for HEX1 and in Refs. [205, 206] for HEX2. For HEX1, the Churchill equation

is used in the turbulent regime for ease of computation [207]. Due to the lack of a

dedicated correlation for the friction factor in the transition region, an interpolation

between the values calculated in laminar and turbulent regimes is proposed in the

appendix. For HEX3, the pressure drops are estimated by means of the Kern method

[179], the validity of which is addressed in the results section with respect to the Bell-

Delaware method [208, 209]. In the friction factor correlations, a value of 1.118x10-6

is assumed for the roughness of the smooth aluminum tubes when applicable [210].

The effectiveness, ε, is calculated for each configuration by means of Eq. B.3 where the

index of performance defined in Eq. B.2 can be re-written by separating the variables

as

F = exp(−1) ·exp

(
Ahex

Acr oss

)
·exp

(
1

ρ f · cp, f

)
·
(

h̄ f

v

)
(B.12)

G =
(

Ahex

Acr oss

)
;P = 1

ρ f · cp, f
;V = h̄ f

v
(B.13)

It is then possible to identify the three main exponential terms dependent upon

geometries of heat transfer and flow, G , HTF thermo-physical properties, P , and

model variables, V . For model variables, the assumption h̄ f = Ū is applied for HEX1

and HEX2, whereas for HEX3 such relation reads Ft · h̄ f = Ū , where h̄ f is the mean

convection coefficient of heat transfer. The parameter h̄ f is calculated according to

the correlations described in Section B.2.

Finally, G can be made explicit by using the expressions for heat transfer area and

mass flow rate for each heat exchanger to see the influence of the input terms on

the performance. As a result we obtain Eqs. B.16a-B.16c for HEX1, HEX2 and HEX3,

respectively:

GHE X 1 = 4 ·Ltot

Dh,HE X 1
(B.14)

GHE X 2 = 4 ·Ltot

Dh,HE X 2 ·
( 1

a +1
) (B.15)

GHE X 3 = π ·Ltube ·C1

B ·PR · (PR −1)
(B.16)

where Eq. B.16b is obtained by using Eqs. B.6b, B.8 and B.11b. In Eq. B.16c, C1 is a

constant defined as:

C1 = 0.785 · C T P

Ct
(B.17)
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For HEX3, the geometric term is independent of the number of tubes, Ds , and the

characteristic length under the prescribed assumptions. As a result, G is a constant for

any simulations of HEX3 where the tube length does not vary. For HEX1 and HEX2, G

depends on the hydraulic diameter and the aspect ratio. The dependency of ε upon the

characteristic length is found in the h̄ f term according to the Bell-Delaware method.

A more explicit formulation for F can be used when it is possible to express h̄ f as a

function of Nu, fluid thermal conductivity, and characteristic length by rearranging

these parameters into their respective exponential terms.

B.1.3 Thermal model for the heat demand analysis

The time-dependent heat generated during hydrogen absorption is given as

q̇M H = dFr c

d t
·wmax ·mM H · ΔHab

MWH2
(B.18)

where Fr c is the reaction progress parameter which varies between 0 at fully dehy-

drided conditions and 1 at fully hydride conditions; mM H is the mass of the hydride

and MWH2 is the molecular weight of hydrogen. The total heat demand that must be

fulfilled for the reaction to reach the saturation condition is the integral of Eq. B.18

from Fr c = 0 to 1 divided by a target value for the reaction completion time. Thus, it

can be written as,

q̇M H = 1

tr c
·wmax ·mM H · ΔHab

MWH2
(B.19)

where tr c is the absorption reaction completion time. For a MHHP this corresponds to

the time of the heat pump cycle stage where the desired effect is generated, whereas

for a hydrogen storage system it coincides with tr e f . For a heat pump application,

it is preferable to operate with a reaction time in the range of 30-60 min to avoid

frequent system cycling. A relevant system needs to fulfill three main constraints: the

hydride cooling must be performed to allow for a complete absorption reaction, the

design must be realistically sized (including the limitations on the coolant velocity

identified in Table 4.1) and the design must achieve appropriate reaction times. The

first constraint expresses a physical condition that must be satisfied to ensure a

continuous exothermic reaction; the heat removed from the coolant must equal the

heat generated in the solid bed, according to the following heat balance

q̇M H = ṁ f ,tot · cp, f · (T f −m,out −T f −m,i n) (B.20)
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where ṁ f ,tot is the total mass flow of HTF that flows through the system and the

positive temperature difference between outlet and inlet represents the desired effect

for the MHHP system. The second constraint limits the results of the analysis to

practical designs, as presented in Table 4.1.

Finally, in order to calculate the reaction time in Eq. B.19 it is first necessary to

assume a value for the constant hydride temperature during hydrogen absorption

( TM H = 100°C) and the HTF temperature at the inlet (T f −m,i n = 20°C). The outlet

HTF temperature is estimated from Eq. B.3 and thus the temperature difference in

Eq.B.20 is defined in the entire diameter-velocity space. The hydride volume hidden

in the mM H term can be easily linked to the tube diameters for HEX2 and HEX3, while

for HEX1 it is necessary to define the thickness of the solid bed placed around the

tubes. This is shown in Table B.2 along with the assumed reasonable values for the

hydride properties and porosity. A quick comparison shows that most chosen values

are similar to those of Ti1.1CrMn (see Table 3.1).

Table B.2: Assumed values for metal hydride properties, porosity and bed thickness
for the MHHP system.

Parameter Value Unit

w tmax 5% kg H2, max·kg -1
MH

ΔHab 20000 J ·mole-1
H2

ρM H 6000 kg ·m−3

φ 50% -
MH thickness (HEX1 only) 5 mm

At the end, tr c is calculated as:

tr c−HE X 1 =
wmax ·mM H ,tube−HE X 1

m f ,tube−HE X 1 · cp, f ΔT f −HE X 1
· ΔH ab

MWH2
(B.21)

tr c−HE X 2 =
wmax ·mM H ,tube−HE X 2

m f ,tube−HE X 2 · cp, f ΔT f −HE X 2
· ΔH ab

MWH2
(B.22)

tr c−HE X 3 =
wmax ·mM H ,tube−HE X 3

m f ,tube−HE X 3 · cp, f ΔT f −HE X 3
·Nt · ΔH ab

MWH2
(B.23)

where Nt is the number of tubes. The equations above are used to compute the time

of reaction completion for each heat exchanger and identify the operational regions

that provide practical reaction times (see Section 4.4).
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B.2 Nusselt correlation study

The nominal and alternative Nu correlations investigated in this work and their influ-

ence on the calculated heat transfer performance is discussed in the present section.

B.2.1 Nusselt correlations: nominal and alternative

The nominal correlations are given for each heat exchanger in Table B.3 with respect

to their name, Re interval, and flow regime of validity. For additional information, the

reader is referred to the listed references, as a detailed description of such correlations

falls outside the objective of the present study.

Table B.3: Nominal equations for the Nu correlation analysis.

Flow regime HEX1 HEX2 HEX3

La
m

.

Sieder-Tate Martin
p. 5-15 pp. 702-703
[204] Ref. [206]

(Re<2100) (Re<2300)

Tr
an

.

Hausen n.a. Bell-Delaware
p. 5-16 p. 702 pp. 317-320

Ref. [204] Ref. [206] [179]
(2100�Re<104) 2300<Re<104 any Re

Tu
rb

.

Dittus-Boelter/Colburn* Gnielinski
pp. 516-517 p.703

Ref. [203] Ref. [206]
(Re�104) (Re�104)

*modified Dittus-Boelter with Colburn analogy.

The alternative correlations are reported in Table B.4.
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Table B.4: Alternative equations for the Nu correlation analysis.

Flow regime HEX1 HEX2 HEX3
La

m
. Mills

n.a.Ref. [211]
Re<2100

Tr
an

. Gnielinski
n.a.

Kern*
Ref. [203] pp. 307 [179]

3000�Re<5x106 2000�Re�106

Tu
rb

. Dittus-Boelter Gnielinski Dirker-Meyer
pp. 516 [203] Ref. [203] Ref. [212]

Re�104 3000�Re<5x106 Re�104

*The Kern method actually refers to a correlation found by McAdams.

B.2.2 Effect of Nusselt correlations on the heat transfer effective-

ness

The results presented in Chapter 4 have been obtained by using the nominal Nu

correlations. In this section, the effects on the heat transfer effectiveness that can be

attributed to other Nu correlations are explored. For HEX1 and HEX2, the effect on

the results is accounted for by displaying the influence on both Nu and ε values at the

mean optimum velocity. For HEX3, since only two correlations are explored, it is more

convenient to present their effect on the heat transfer effectiveness by displaying the

relative difference of the performance for the entire domain of velocities and outer

diameters. Nominal and other investigated correlations are reported in the appendix

for each configuration.

In Fig. B.1, the lines marked with a star symbol represent the nominal correlations

employed in the calculations, while the other lines indicate the alternative correlations

as labeled in the legend. The solid lines refer to the Nu values reported on the left

y-axis, while the dashed blue lines represent the calculated ε-values on the right y-

axis. Finally, the vertical lines display the Reynolds number validity thresholds for the

nominal correlations as reported in Subsection B.2.1 of this appendix (i.e. ReLam =

2100 or 2300 and ReTurb = 104). The transitions at these lines are the reason for the

abrupt changes of the ε-values and Nu.

Fig. B.1a shows that the greatest discrepancies in Nu occur in the turbulent regime.

In this region, the maximum relative difference for Nu increases up to 9% when
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employing the simple version of the Dittus-Boelter correlation and up to 16% when

the Gnielinski correlation is used. However, it should be noted that their impact on the

effectiveness is more modest and accounts for 7.3% and 13%, respectively. Another

relatively significant discrepancy in the value occurs in the laminar region when the

Mills equation is employed. In this case, a maximum relative difference for Nu of 34.6%

causes a variation of only 10.7% in the effectiveness value. This apparent disparity

with the trend discussed for the turbulent regime can be explained by considering

that the exponential nature of the ε-equation makes the function less sensitive to the

Nu variation for ε-values closer to unity.

In Fig. B.1a (i.e. HEX2), only one alternative equation has been investigated for an

aspect ratio a = Di /Do = 0.5, as a detailed correlation study for concentric annuli

was carried out in Ref. [212] where the Dirker-Meyer equation was proposed for the

turbulent region. Such a correlation underestimates the mean Nu by 16% when

compared to the Gnielinski equation, in agreement with the results presented in

Ref. [213]. Although the influence on ε is not significant, accounting for only about

11%, it should be mentioned that, in the study by Gnielinski, doubts on the reliability

of the data processing and experimental facility have been raised for the Dirker-Meyer

correlation. For this reason, the Gnielinski equation has been employed as the nominal

correlation in the thermal analysis.

Fig. B.2 shows the relative difference in the effectiveness calculation when the Bell-

Delaware method (nominal correlation) is employed in place of the simpler Kern

method. The former is universally considered to be the most accurate for the estima-

tion of the average heat transfer coefficient on the shell side [179] with a mean error

of 15% [214]. The figure shows the application of both methods in the entire domain

under study; although the Kern method is only valid for the turbulent regime (i.e.

above the upper dashed line that corresponds to ReTurb=104), while the Bell-Delaware

method provides performance values greater by up to 16%. The opposite trend can be

seen in part of the transition and laminar regions, where the Bell-Delaware method

results in a relative difference of about -2%.
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Figure B.1: Nu and ε-values for different correlations with v = 1.75m/s. HEX1 (a);
HEX2 (b).
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Figure B.2: Relative difference (in %) for ε between Bell-Delaware and Kern methods.

B.3 Sensitivity analysis on the thermal effectiveness: de-

sign parameters

A sensitivity study is carried out to evaluate the effect of both the design and HTF

thermo-physical properties on the performance results using the mean optimum

velocity of 1.75 m/s and the mean characteristic length defined as half of the diameter

range here investigated. The mean diameter corresponds to 5 mm for the less efficient

configurations, namely HEX1 and HEX2, and to 20 mm for HEX3. From the sensitivity

analysis perspective, such values are selected in order to leave room for effectiveness

variation while representing practical sizes. In Fig. B.3, each parameter on the left

side of the box is alternatively varied, while the others are kept constant during the

simulation. The effect on the effectiveness is reported on the x-axis for each parameter.

The vertical red lines in each blue box represent the conditions which meet the target

effectiveness of 0.95, while the values above such a line correspond to the nominal

parameters’ values. For the fluid properties, these values for water at 20 °C as discussed

Section 4.2.

The numbers reported by the whiskers are the upper and lower limits in the parame-

ters’ variation range, while the extremities of each blue box refer to a parameter value
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of 25% and 75% in the corresponding range. The variation range encompasses the

properties’ values of water and other common heat transfer pure-fluids between 20

°C and 100 °C [215, 216].

As one could expect, an increase in the thermal conductivity of the HTF and a decrease

in its specific thermal capacity and density provides a benefit to the performance.

However, it should be noted that lowering HTF’s ρ and cp causes the thermal capacity

to decrease, suggesting a tradeoff between an increase in the performance and a

decrease in the heat that can be removed from the MH. It follows that even if the

effectiveness is augmented, lower cooling capacities occur, making it more difficult to

fulfill the cooling demand of the absorbing alloy. The kinematic viscosity seems to

have a significant impact on the heat transfer effectiveness. However, the minimum

and maximum values in viscosity variation range vary by an order of magnitude of 3,

which is much larger than for the other physical properties. It is thus more pertinent

to consider the effect on the performance due to the parameters that are directly part

of the design process.

A comparison between the two layouts reported in Figs. B.3a- B.3b shows that the

same tube length provides much lower performance for HEX2 than HEX1, as was

expected by examining Figs. 4.2a and 4.3a in Section 4.4. In order to reach the

desired value of 95% for ε, HEX2 needs to be more than 3 times longer when nominal

parameters’ values are considered. This outcome suggests that HEX1 can achieve

the same performance as HEX2 with a reduced size, which in turn makes it a better

candidate design for applications where volume constraints are more stringent or

where the size of the system needs to be modest for experimental purposes (e.g. lab-

scale systems). However, in order to have a wider view of the problem, the results

from the heat demand analysis discussed in the following section should also be

considered. For HEX2, the aspect ratio a is varied between 0.01 and 0.99, close to

the limiting conditions of a circular tube of diameter D = Dh with an “infinitesimal”

thin wire at the center and the parallel plate case, respectively. The former condition

provides greater ε-values per unit total length of active tube and is geometrically

equivalent to the HEX1 solution. Alternatively, when the coaxial tube configuration

approaches the parallel plate geometry, a significant drop in the performance can

be seen, making the aspect ratio the most influential parameter within the ranges

considered here.

The high performance per unit size of HEX3 makes this configuration apparently

convenient for use in a MHHP application. Indeed, Fig. B.3c shows that a tube length of

approximately 1.7 m is required to reach the target effectiveness at nominal conditions.

The temperature factor, Ft , takes into account the direction of the flow over the tube
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bank and has a marginal effect in the range considered. The minimum value for

such a factor is limited to 0.75 as it is typically not convenient to manufacture a

heat exchanger with lower values [203]. The effect of the relative baffle spacing, B,

and the tube to pitch ratio, PR, is explored for values that exceed the recommended

optimum range reported in Table 4.1. From a performance point of view, the lower

these parameters are the greater the heat transfer effectiveness will be. Relative baffle

spacings smaller than 20% of the inner shell diameter should be excluded due to the

negative effect on the flow circulation and deposit and values lower than 1.25 for PR

are not recommended as they embrittle the tube sheet [177]. For these reasons, the

nominal values for these two parameters have been set equal to the lower limits of their

respective optimal ranges, to provide the highest performance. As described earlier,

the shell diameter, Ds , does not influence the performance and thus, its variation is

not considered in this sensitivity analysis.

It should be noted that given the velocity and characteristic length conditions used

in this sensitivity analysis, the operational point falls within the transition regime

for HEX1 and HEX2 and within the turbulent regime for HEX3. However, the trend

and main outcomes determined from Fig. B.3c are still valid for any velocity and

characteristic length values.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

Figure B.3: Sensitivity analysis for ε. HEX1 (a); HEX2 (b); HEX3 (c).
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B.4 Heat demand analysis: HEX1

As shown in Chapter 4 and in the previous sections of the present appendix, HEX1

configuration is the most attractive for a MHHP system since it has the potential of

providing an adequate HTF temperature lift, indicator of the desired effect of the heat

pump, and reasonable cycling times. For this reason, it should be further investigated

with respect to some target reaction times and using the hydride bed thickness as the

free variable. This investigation is shown in Fig. B.4, where three tr c target values (i.e.

5, 30, 60 min) are plotted for three representative values of the hydride bed thickness,

1 mm, 2.5 mm, and 5 mm.
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m
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Re=2100
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thickMH = 2.5 mm
thickMH = 5 mm

Figure B.4: Time of reaction completion for some target values and representative
solid bed thicknesses for HEX1.

A semi-logarithmic plot is used to better appreciate the points that lie on the oper-

ational curves at velocities below 1 m/s. The black dashed lines correspond to the

flow regime transitions and are plotted for consistency with the previous plots and

to provide additional relevant information. It should be noted that all the curves

essentially lie in the laminar regime. For a given thickness, the lines that refer to

greater times are closer to the y-axis, which is representative of the limit condition of

null mass flow rates and thus of non-practical designs. Similarly, when the lines that

correspond to a certain reaction time (i.e. the same color) are compared, lower values

of velocity belong to smaller thickness values.
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Reaction times of 5 min can be obtained for realistically-sized designs starting from

5 mm of bed thickness and velocities around 1 m/s. However, as it is preferable to

operate at relatively high tr c , it is more relevant to focus on the lines that refer to

target reaction times of 30 and 60 min. As shown in Fig. B.4, such lines correspond to

designs characterized by unrealistic diameters and/or velocities. For example, for a 5

mm thickness and a 2 mm diameter, extremely low velocities are needed to provide

reaction times of 30 and 60 min: 0.1 m/s and 0.05 m/s, respectively. Such velocity

values are too small to avoid the risk of debris formation and ensure a continuous

operation in absence of constant monitoring and periodical cleaning. In practice,

for relevant tube sizes and fluid velocities, simulations have shown that for HEX1 is

possible to achieve a reaction time of 30 min by either enlarging the metal hydride bed

around the tubes or recirculating the HTF in a multi-pass configuration. If cooling

tubes of 2 mm and velocities of 0.8 m/s are considered, a reaction time of 30 min can be

achieved, for instance, by designing an annular bed thickness of 10 mm with a length

of 2 m or by recirculating the heat transfer fluid eight times through a 5 mm bed. The

former option provides a larger system, whereas the latter solution is more compact

but at the expenses of a smaller total amount of heated HTF and larger pressure

drops. Therefore, depending on which requirement is the most stringent (i.e. volume,

pressure drops) the design can be adapted to fulfill the operating requirements listed

in Table B.1.

The final selection of the design should also account for the performance values and

thus the actual temperature increase than can be achieved for a target time. It must

be noted that for HEX1, an increase in the tube length has a positive effect on both

the effectiveness and the reaction time; the larger amount of heat is accounted for

by an increase in the hydride mass. It is also possible to further increase the reaction

time by employing thicker solid beds around the cooling tubes. Both options provide

increased performance and reaction time at the expenses of a larger system volume,

which can be the most stringent constraint in some applications.
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B.5 Conclusion

Performance and pressure drop maps for reasonable tube sizes and a wide veloc-

ity range are obtained for each heat exchanger candidate; giving the reader all the

information needed to select a suitable solution in a pre-design stage.

The effectiveness values seem to be modestly influenced by the particular correlation

used to compute the HTF convection coefficient. It follows that any trustable Nusselt

number correlations investigated in this study provide a sufficiently correct estimation

of the performance, with a maximum relative difference of 13% for HEX1 in the

turbulent regime.

The tube length is the design parameter that affects HEX1 performance the most

due to its linear effect on the heat transfer area which influences the exponent in the

index of performance formulation. It also has a significant effect on the heat transfer

effectiveness values for HEX3, although the baffle space is found to be the most

sensitive parameter for such a configuration. Another parameter that can be adjusted

towards higher efficiencies is the aspect ratio a for the tube-in-tube configuration of

HEX2. However, the sensitivity analysis shows that a positive effect is obtained when

its value tends to unity, and thus to a condition where the cross flow area and the mass

flow are nearly zero, resulting in a negligible heat transfer rate.

HEX3 is the solution that provides the greatest performance per unit of active tube

length; modestly distributed pressure drops can be achieved for a tube diameter

around 20 mm in the optimum velocity range.

The combination of the performance and heat demand analyses provides a valuable

tool to decide whether a certain heat exchanger layout is suitable for a MHHP applica-

tion and aid in the selection of practical designs.

Both HEX2 and HEX3 configurations lead to non-practical designs when relevant

reaction times are targeted. HEX1 is found to be the only layout that can provide

realistically-sized designs that fulfill the requirements and respect the constraints

defined in this study. Longer tubes positively affect both the temperature increase of

the coolant and the reaction times. Also, the possibility of augmenting the reaction

times by enlarging the bed thickness around the cooling tubes is an interesting feature

of this layout for a heat pump application.

The design that can satisfy the performance requirements with respect of all the design

criteria was found to be HEX1 with the following parameters: 2 mm diameter tubes

surrounded by a 10 mm bed thickness with a total active length of 3 m, operating at a

HTF velocity of 0.8 m/s. Such a system provides an effectiveness of 85% (i.e. T f −m,out
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= 88°C for TM H =100°C and T f −m,i n = 20°C), an overall pressure loss of 0.2 bar, and

achieves a reaction time of 40 min.

At the end, it is worth pointing out that the thermal model can easily be tailored to

include information on the hydride thermal properties, providing a more specific

design for any application of interest.
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C Phase change material: computa-
tional model

Only the working principle of the model that describes the phase change and the

heat transfer within the PCM layer is described here, as the thermodynamic and heat

transfer models employed in the tank are described in detail in Refs. [103, 104].

C.1 Phase change and heat transfer models

The energy balances and heat transfer equations are solved for the hydrogen gas

and the wall, which has been discretized by means of the finite volume method in

DymolaTM environment. In Fig. C.1 the discretization concept and the heat transfer

flows are presented with attention to the PCM and along with the boundary conditions.

1, joq
j=N

TPCM, j=N
njiq , Njoq ,

j=1 to N1

PCM LINER

1,_221, jPCMHhexHji TAhq

H2 CFRP
j=1 to N2

Adiabatic surface

j=1

TPCM, j=1

dx

Figure C.1: Discretization scheme for the PCM thickness and tank walls. Adiabatic
external wall case

As the physical and thermal properties of the PCM have only been measured in the

liquid and solid phases, in the model they have been linearly interpolated during

phase change with respect to the instantaneous temperature value.
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Appendix C. Phase change material: computational model

The convection coefficient in the boundary condition at the hydrogen-PCM interface

varies between 150-500 W·m-2·K-1, as discussed in Ref. [103].

The transient one-dimensional energy balance for each PCM volume reads:

ρPC M · cPC M · ∂TPC M

∂t
· (d x · Ahex) = q̇ (C.1)

where ρPC M is the PCM density, TPC M is the temperature calculated at the volume

center point, d x is the discretization step (defined on a path parallel to the heat flow),

Ahex is the heat transfer area and cPC M is the effective specific heat capacity.

For the cases where the measured values of the thermo-physical properties (e.g. ρPC M )

are only available for the solid and liquid phases, as for the paraffin wax used in Chap-

ter 5, an interpolation procedure can be used to estimate their value during phase

change with respect to the PCM instantaneous temperature. Such an interpolation is

shown in the next section for the thermal conductivity of the PCM.

The specific heat capacity is computed by means of the effective capacity method

for the melting range, representative of the asymmetrical triangular function that

provided the highest agreement between computational and experimental data as de-

scribed in Ref. [190]. The method incorporates the latent heat λ, in the phase-change

region, inside an effective specific heat capacity, which ranges from the minimum

values assumed in the solid and liquid phases to the maximum value at the melting

temperature Tm . Any function can be selected such that:

∫Tm+ω2

Tm−ω1

cPC M dT =λ (C.2)

An explicit form for the cPC M function in the solid, liquid and phase-change regions

can be written as

if TPC M < Tm −ω1

cPC M = cPC M ,s

if Tm −ω1 ≤ TPC M ≤ Tm

cPC M = γ1 +γ2 · (TPC M − (Tm −ω1))

if Tm < TPC M < Tm +ω2

cPC M = γ3 −γ4 · (TPC M −Tm)

if TPC M ≥ Tm +ω2

cPC M = cPC M ,l
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C.2. Heat transfer model

with

γ1 = cPC M ,s ;γ2 =
cPC M ,m − cPC M ,s

ω1
; γ3 = cPC M ,m ; γ4 =

cPC M ,m − cPC M ,l

ω2
(C.3)

and

cPC M ,m = 2λ−2ω2 · (cPC M ,l − cPC M ,s)+ω1 · cPC M ,s +ω2 · cPC M ,l

ω1 +ω2
(C.4)

C.2 Heat transfer model

The overall heat transfer rate q̇ for each control volume accounts for both the heat that

flows in, q̇i , and out, q̇o , which are function of the thermal resistance Rth , calculated

along x-axis, and the temperature difference between the center points of the PCM

volumes, as presented in Eqs. C.8a to C.8d:

q̇ = q̇i + q̇o (C.5)

q̇i = Ti −TPC M

Rth
(C.6)

q̇o = To −TPC M

Rth
(C.7)

Rth = d x

Ahex ·kPC M
(C.8)

The heat transfer model accounts for the conduction in the solid phase, natural

convection in the liquid phase and their combination during melting. This is done via

the definition of an effective thermal conductivity kPC M that varies accordingly to the

procedure reported below:

if TPC M < Tm −ω1

kPC M = ks

if Tm −ω1 ≤ TPC M ≤ Tm

kPC M = ks + (km −ks) · TPC M−(Tm−ω1)
ω1

if Tm < TPC M < Tm +ω2

kPC M = km + (k1 ·kr,2 −km) · TPC M−Tm
ω2

if i f TPC M ≥ Tm +ω2

kPC M = kl ·kr,1

where
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Appendix C. Phase change material: computational model

km = ks + (k1 ·kr,2 −ks) · ω1

ω1 +ω2
(C.9)

For the paraffin wax considered in Chapter 5 the ω values of the an asymmetric phase

change function are [190]

ω1 = 3 K or °C

ω2 = 1 K or °C

where ω1 and ω2 represent the values assumed by the asymmetrical phase-change

function during melting/solidification, km is the linearly interpolated thermal con-

ductivity calculated at Tm , whereas kr,1 and kr,1 are the ratio between the effective

conductivity that accounts for natural convection and the thermal conductivity of

the liquid defined accordingly to Ref. [203]. For the geometry of interest (i.e. annular

region between long horizontal concentric cylinders with heated inner surface), the

general expression of such a ratio reads:

kr = kPC M

kl
= 0.386 · Pr

(0.861+Pr )1/4
·Ra1/4 (C.10)

Eq. C.10 is valid for 0.7 ≤ Pr ≤ 6000 and Ra ≤ 107. As the minimum heat transfer cannot

fall below the conduction limit, the effective thermal conductivity is imposed equal

to kl when the value predicted by Eq. C.10 is less than unity. The Rayleigh number

in Eq. C.10 is computed with respect to the relevant temperature difference for kr 1

and kr 2. For the former, this difference considers the time-dependent temperatures

of the volumes at the two extremities of the PCM layer (i.e. at j=1 and j=n, see Fig. C.1

), whereas for the latter it refers to the inner volume’s central-point temperature (i.e.

at j=1, see Fig. C.1) and the upper temperature in the melting range, Tm +ω2, as a

reasonable approximation.

C.3 Prediction of phase change

The model presented above can be used to predict both the melting and solidification

of the PCM. This means that it describes entirely the thermal cycle of the PCM layer

during hydrogen charging and discharging.

In Fig. C.2 the model is applied to a a 10 mm PCM layer inserted at the wall/hydrogen

interface of a non-adiabatic Type IV tank to prove the stability of the model during

melting and solidification with respect to three locations within the PCM thickness.
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Figure C.2: Temperature profile at different PCM locations (non-adiabatic case). Sim-
ulation time limited to 5000 s (a); simulation time extended to 50000 s (b).

In Fig. C.2a the simulation time is limited to 5000 s to better appreciate the tempera-

ture profile of the PCM with respect to the phase-change region. The PCM that is at a

location in direct contact with the high temperature gas (i.e. at 0 mm) starts melting at

12 s and in approximately 8 s is fully melted. It is possible to notice a reduction in the

temperature increase rate when the PCM enters the liquid phase. This occurs because

the natural convection reduces the thermal resistance of the first layer portion and

therefore, enhances the heat transfer rates to the neighbor PCM. The PCM experi-

ences a sharp temperature increase until the end of pressurization after which the

compression heat drops and so does the temperature. The heat transferred through

the PCM and the walls to the external air at 293 K causes further reduction in the PCM

temperature, which enters the two-phase region and then becomes entirely solid at

approximately 6000 s from the beginning of the refueling process.

At the location that corresponds to the mid-thickness (i.e. 5 mm) the PCM enters

the phase-change region at approximately 30 s. The heat absorbed is not enough to

completely melt the PCM that, unlike what was observed in Fig. 5.5, starts cooling due

to the heat removed from the ambient air through the tank walls. Solidification occurs

at approximately 4800 s. On the other hand, for the PCM in contact with the tank wall

(i.e. 10 mm) the temperature never reaches the melting point. At this location the

phase change material behaves as a thermal insulator and its capacity to absorb large

amounts of heat during melting remains unused, see Subsection 5.3.1.

Fig. C.2b shows the results for an extended simulation time. More than 13 hr are re-

quired for the entire PCM thickness to reach the thermal equilibrium with the ambient

temperature at 20 °C (or approximately 293 K).
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D HySdeP: user libraries

The record structure in Modelica® language is used in HySDeP to create databases

for material properties, geometric parameters and to select among different bound-

ary conditions and kinetics equations. Each database is defined by a name (e.g.

MH_properties, Tube _properties) and a variable number of fields that characterize

data using types such as Real or Integer for numbers and Boolean for logic parameters.

The underlined text, that appears in the tables of this appendix, corresponds to the

default entries that the platform selects unless a selection is made by the user. As an

example, if no hydrogen-absorbing alloy is chosen, the model uses the properties of

Ti1.1CrMn, which is the nominal composition.

The current appendix presents the status of the implemented libraries at the moment

of the submission of the thesis.

D.1 Databases for the MHSS

D.1.1 MH composition database

The results presented in this thesis for the MH tank refer to the nominal composition

presented in Section 3.4 for Ti1.1CrMn.

As it was mentioned in Chapter 6 other hydrogen-absorbing alloys can be selected

from the user. The current status of the implemented materials are listed in Tables D.1-

D.3 along with the relevant thermo-physical and kinetic properties for hydriding

and dehydriding processes. These materials represent the first effort of building

a comprehensive library for those alloys for which kinetic and thermal properties

are available in literature. All the listed materials can only be used in the constant

parameter model, with the exclusion of Ti1.1CrMn, for which, measured data has been

implemented for thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity.
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Table D.1: Metal hydride compositions and thermal properties included in HySDeP.

Composition kM H [W·m-1·K-1] cM H [J·kg-1·K-1] ρs [kg·m-3]

Ti1.1CrMn [55] 1 500 6200
Ti1.1CrMn* [170] 10 500 6200
TiFe0.8Ni0.15V0.05 [145, 217] 1 500 6600
Ti0.95Zr0.05CrMn [145, 217–219] 1 500 6600
LaNi5 [220, 221] 1.2 419 8200
LaNi4.95Sn0.05 [145, 217] 1 500 7200
LaNi4.7Al0.3 [76, 222] 5 419 8000

*compacted with Al powder.

D.1.2 Heat exchanger database

Table D.2 presents the configurations implemented in the heat exchanger library.

These designs refer to the geometric layouts presented Chapter 4 and studied in

Chapter 6 with respect to the charging and discharging analyses. In Chapter 6 a list of

the main geometric parameters is given with their nominal values.

Table D.2: Configurations implemented in the heat exchanger library.

Type Name Description

Bank of coaxial cylindrical tubes.
Tube-in-tube HEX2 Metal hydride inside the inner tube.

HTF in the annular region.

Bank of bear tubes.
Shell-and-tube HEX3 Metal hydride inside the tube.

HTF in the shell.

D.1.3 Kinetic model database

Charging and discharging kinetic models other than the nominal equations presented

in Appendix A can be selected from the user according to the chosen MH composition.

The kinetic equation can be considered as a combination of three separate functions:

the Arrhenius constant which is only function of the MH temperature, a pressure

limiting function a composition function which depends on reaction order. This is
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shown in Eq. D.1.

∂w

∂t
=CaeEa /(RTM H ) · fp

(
p, peq) · fw

(
w, wmax , p, peq)

(D.1)

Specifying the kinetic model means providing the properties of the hydrogen-absorbing

alloy and selecting the pressure and composition functions. Table D.4 presents some

typical expressions of fp and fw , used for modeling, that are implemented in the

database.

Table D.4: Pressure and composition functions included in HySDeP [145, 230].

Type fw fp Type

0th order abs. wmax (p −peq )/peq Normalized linear
0th order des. wmax ln(p/peq ) Logarithmic

1st order abs. (wmax −w) or (1−Fr c )
1st order des. w or Fr c

Finally it is worth pointing out that the composition function can be written for w or

Fr c , depending on the variable that appears in the partial derivative on the left hand

side of the equation (see for example Eqs. A.19 and A.20).

D.1.4 Heat transfer media database

With the only exception of the nominal heat transfer medium, Dexcool®, the proper-

ties for the other media are retrieved from Coolprop at a fixed pressure of 1 bar and at

the calculated average temperature between inlet and outlet.

The list of the available compositions is given in Ref. [231].

The properties of Dexcool® are given in Section 3.6 for the temperature of interest in

this study.

D.1.5 Tube material database

Table D.5 presents the list of materials available in the Tube_properties library.

Considerations on the operative pressure, rather than on the thermal properties,

should be done when selecting these materials. Therefore, the library also includes

the relevant mechanical properties (i.e. ultimate tensile strength and tensile yield

strength) that are needed to calculate the minimum thickness that can bear the

operative pressure of choice (see Ref. [194] and Subsection 6.3.1 for examples).
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Appendix D. HySdeP: user libraries

D.2 Databases for the CHG system

D.2.1 PCM database

Only the paraffins that have a melting temperature/range between 50-65 °C have been

implemented in the database (see Section 2.4.2). They are all reported in Table D.6

according to the form CnH2n+2, with the only exception of the nominal (i.e. paraffin

wax) and commercial materials. If for lack of information available, a property value is

only known for one phase, then such a value is used for both solid and liquid phases.
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D.2.2 Boundary condition database

Three boundary conditions can be selected. These are reported in Table D.7 with a

description of the physical explanation.

Table D.7: List of boundary conditions.

Boundary condition Description

Heat transfer is not enabled
Adiabatic refueling between the hydrogen gas and

the tank walls

Heat transfer is enabled
Adiabatic tank between the hydrogen gas and

the tank walls

Heat transfer is enabled
Non-adiabatic tank between the hydrogen gas and

the ambient through the tank walls
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“Maybe...you’ll fall in love with me all over again.”

”Hell,” I said, ”I love you enough now. What do you want to do? Ruin me?”

”Yes. I want to ruin you.”

”Good,” I said. That’s what I want too.”

— E. Hemingway, A farewell to arms
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